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' PROSECUTIONS CEASE ' 
Magic mushroom case goes to appeal cOurt 
QUEEN CHARLOTTE On Wednesday, the Crown cases will proceed depends R. T. LOw upholding a the' federal Food and Drug Parnell, that the act was Every year people flock to Dr. Stcen Andersen said: 
CITY, B.C. (CP) -- stayed pcaseeslon charges on a decision by the B.C. provincial court decision in Act. intended to prohibit the the islands to harvest the mushrooms from the Queen! 
• Prosecution of magic against thre# persons Court of Appeal. Queen Charlotte City last In the decision, Judge R. manufacturehof  the mushrooms. Charlottes can have as much~ 
mtmhroom pickers on the arrested Sept. 5 and 6. The Crown plans to appeal February that possession of C. S. Graham had agreed chemical psilocybe. Gibbs estimated the as s~ times the peflocybe: 
Queen Charlotte Islands has Masset RCMP Sgt. Gordon a Sept. 11 decision handed the peilocybe mushroom was with Blair Johnstone, Theappeal will be heard in number at well over 50 and found in the European 
ceased for the time being:. Gibbs said that whether any down by county court Judge not a criminal offence under defence counsel for Masie Vancouver Nov. 11. climbing, variety. 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
'14 Flavors h F " " r,q i o.,. I' V lBeer &Pop Bottles .. ~ J  ~ 
Terrace, B.C. 
Open 10 e.m.-6 p.m, dally except Sunday 
. Frl.t l l l9pm. Friday, "September 2S, 1979 20C Yolume 73 t40. 188 
r '  I . . . .  ~ 
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RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
Seal Cove Rd., Pr. Rupert 
624-5639 
WE BUY copper, brass, all metals, 
batteries, etc. Call us - We are 
open Men. thronlh Sat., 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
inult  .... ~ ! 
may get ' : 
OITAWA (CP) - Northern 
Affairs Minister Jske Epp ~ 
~as mt ruled out giving lnuit ~. 
~nd whites their own • 
" srritory in the eastern 
~,'ctie. 
• " Epp said Thursday after a 
meeting with the Inuit' 
Tapirisat of Canada that a 
new territory might give 
them l~/itical and economic 
control and allow them to 
remain part of the larger 
Canadian family. 
"We came to an un- 
deretanding today that, 
whatevep in~titutioas re put 
fmto place, that they not 
create aseparateems," Epp 
mid in an interview. 
"There fa this question of 
how to pr~sorve their Innit 
way of life and it's valid," be 
added. "But there has been 
m agreement ca this as the 
~te  to go." 
Ironically, the last 
Progressive Conservative 
majority government 1~8- 
1963 under John Diefenbaker 
tabled legislation to create 
tim propcaed territory but it 
deed whm Parliament ad- 
~ for an ele/~tlon ~shich urneda Liberal minority - 
~vornmenL 
The Tapiriaat, which 
repreaento I'/,500 Arctic 
Inult, 4,500 Quebec Inuit and 
1,500 Inuit from Labrador, 
wants a new territory called 
Ntmavut carved out of the 
Northwest Territori~. 
~Tbe p~l  for Nanavut, 
sn Inuit word meaning Our 
Land, was presented to Epp 
following the groups' annual 
meeting earlier this month in 
~Inolik, N.W.T. 
Nanavut'a boundaries 
would roughly e~incide with 
the federal riding of 
Nunotoiaq wbere Inuit have 
traditionally formed an 
overwhelming majority. 
It would cover all the land 
north and' east of the 
ireelino, approximately 2.4 
million square kilometrce, 
but not include the 
Mackenzie Valley or 
Yellowlmife, the capital of 
the Northwest Territories. 
A territorial government 
would be set up following the 
mttlemmt of land claims 
s~ving the natives the right 
to resource royalties, and 
provincehood would be at- 
t~Ined !n about 15 years. 
But Epp stressed that "we 
could not come to specifics 
or agreements or were they 
aught." 
"We Just wanted to clear 
the air as much as possible." 
Howard 
house 
leader 
Skeena MLA Frank 
Howard has been elected as 
the NDP's cancas house 
leader. 
"I am delighted," he said. 
"It was mmtioued to me that 
my parliamentary ex. 
patience and my un- 
darstanding of the 
philosophy of parliament 
played a role in my being 
mlected for this peeition. "
Howard served 16 years as 
the MP for Skeena,'prtor to
his election victory last May 
tO. 
The pceltion is akin to a 
cabinet post in government. 
Howard's duties will be to 
keep orderly activity in 
debate in the home. As well, 
he will deal with the 
8nvemment house leader on 
business, and will be the 
substitute leader in the 
home. 
"Wor're ~oing to make 
mrs tidngs click along and 
me we don't miss the boat," 
he concluded. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  LOSSES 
aSki h i l l  sa id  
money  "maker 
.~ O'Neal were impressed spends in the area of estimated 1980 total 
.: by the 26,000 skier day $7,000 annually, Smithers expenditures of &~,0e0 
traffic at Kiteumhalu//t is closer to $15,000. was about "150,000" out 
~. O'Neal concluded the of line, 
i. 
By ED YUI)IN 
• Herald Staff Writer 
Two independant ski 
hill .' operators say the 
K i t sumka lum ski 
operation should, be 
running a 'profit rather 
than operating in the red 
aS is presently the case. 
One of /he operators 
has suggested an in- 
vestigation should take 
place, with a comptroller 
put in charge of the 
financial operations. 
Cecelia O'Neal, the 
operator and president of 
the Tabor Mountain Ski 
Development Company 
in Prince George says the 
1978.79 hill operations 
costs were ."out of line" 
• with those of comparable 
operations such as Tabor 
Mountain . 
.She pointed to the 
last year. They indicated 
the $203,812 in revenues 
collected was in line. 
However, "both were 
surprises by the reported 
$34,.815 debt incurred last 
year. ( This figure has 
noW dropped to about 
~9,000 in the last few 
days dueto a government 
~'ant).  
'~I'here should be no  
debt at a l l , "  Dietrich 
stated. He pointed out 
that Hudson's Bay 
Mduniain had to pay out 
$27,000 in interestand 
$50,000 in consulting fees, 
but still showed a profit of 
$40,000 last year. 
"When I look at 26,000 
skier visits and the 
mountain doesn't have 
any debts whatsoever, I 
:' ~1,768 in salaries paid ean'.t help.• but think 
..... ~*~ ... . .  out. • to Kitsumkalum'~;~there:s~g0t~'to-bea 'prof it  
employees last year. 
! .Tabor mountain paid only 
~i $30,000 in wages last 
~ year. 
: "Not only. that, but we 
!~ i  operate days and / ~, !! seven 
nights a week. Someone 
~,  ~ up there is paying some 
~i ' .  very high salaries," she 
said. 
Jest Konst, the manager of the Kitsumkalum ski hill, is working hard to 
imtalla new T.bar and night lighto for skiers. He denies that there Is any 
mismanagement. 
DEFENDS HILL 
Konst optimistic 
By ED YUDIN 
H Herald Staff Writer 
Jog Konst, the operator 
of the Kitsumkalum ski 
hill, admits the operation 
has some financial 
problems but he is op- 
timistic about the future. 
The Regional District 
of Kitimat-Stikine, who 
operate the hill, is 
wending $I61,980 to in- 
stall a new intermediate 
an .  In addition night 
lights will be installed at 
the new T bar. Up until 
now, it was surmised that 
man~, beginners and 
intermediate skiers found 
the chairlift run too 
challenging, and the 
Imuny' hill too easy. 
That's now expected to 
change. 
"Our competition is 
Smlthers, now we can 
give local skiers a full 
opectrmn of expert, in- 
ter mediate and beginners 
runs," explained Konst. 
"We are going to have a 
Paul Dietrich, the 
manager of Hudson's Bay 
Mountain in Smithers, 
says he operates the hill 
with only nine employees, 
including himself. Kit- 
sumkatum manager Jos 
Konst has admitted an 
'averageof 17 employees 
! are used a t Kit- 
.. sumkalum. That figure 
rises in peak days and 
falls during slow periods. 
Both Dietrich and 
sum o( money by in- 
stalling the equipment 
itself. The $161,000 price 
tag would rise to about 
$240,000 if handled hy a 
private contractor. 
Konst says if the work 
isn't done now it could he 
prohibitively expensive 
in the future. 
Cecelia O'Neal, who 
operates Tabor Mountain 
at Prince George did 
q~estion tlW investment, 
considering the financial 
problems the hill ex- 
perienced last year and 
possibly again in 1980. 
She says the Kit- 
sumkalum operators 
shouldn't worry about he 
competition from a hill as 
far away as Smithers. 
While the capital ex- 
penditure idea is a moot 
point, Konst denies ac- 
ousations the ski rates 
are too high. He says the 
dally rates are in ltne 
with those in the rest of 
the province and in fact 
"are lower than they 
tea I struggle for the first 
T after too much capital r 
equipment for our b u ned 
market• But it is the r 
board's directive to give 
the best possible service 
to the area, which is why 
we are building the T- 
bar." 
"Looking at a few 
years down the road, 
we'll be glad we made 
this investment." 
The Regional District is 
saving a considerable 
A trailer was extensively 
damaged in a fire at the 
Vista Village trailer court m 
Wednesday afternoon. 
Kitimat RCMP say there 
were no oocupants inthe unit 
at the time of the blaze. 
The trailer is owned by 
Frank Dlon of Kitimat. 
Police and the Kitimat fire 
department are conducting a 
full investigation. 
but definitely not a 
deficit," he added. 
"I Would say whoever 
is in charge should put a 
comptroller to find 
exactly where the funds 
went to and why,"  
O'Neal suggested. "It is 
not necessary for ex- 
penses to be as high as 
they are." 
She added there could 
not be any implication of 
wrong .doing until the 
details of each ex- 
penditure was examined. 
The two operators were 
especially perturbed by 
the high fuel cost 
estimates for Kit- 
sumkalum this year. The 
1979-80 budget calls for 
~9,200 to be spent on fuel 
needs. Tabor mountain 
IS RATE H IKE  
EXHORBITANT?  
Is the rate hike at Kitsumkalum mountain 
exhorbitant? That was the quastim posed to 
Hudson's Bay operator PaUl Dietrich and Tabor 
Mountain operator Cocelia O'Neal by the Harald. 
O'Neal didn't think the new rates charged at 
Kitsumkahan were out of line. The dally tow 
price of $6 was quite reasonable, according to the 
current standard. The $215 season adult pass at 
lfitsumkalum was comparable to the $200 
charged at Tabor Mountain in Prince George. 
The hill operator also noted thLt past per- 
formance has shown that "raising prices does 
not affect he skier, if anything more come to the 
hill." She did note, however, that the sharp rise 
from $120 to $215 in the season adUlt pass in a 
S l~ y_.~*, Could U ~  lot ~ imople and rml t  
PaulDfet~]i '~"ffu¢Isen's Bay Mountain in 
should be." He says the 
lz'ice will go up again. 
Konst noted that season" 
m tea are not excessive as 
they are based on a strict 
formula of 17 or 18 times 
thedaily rate. In addition 
SYSTEMS 
SAID GO 
BURNABY, B.C. (CP) -- 
Operations at the British 
The new investment will 
up that to $1.75 million. 
This,, he points out, is 
another justification "for 
the T-bar investment. 
"Smithers is going to 
build a chair lift, and at 
that time their day rate 
will rise substantially," 
he said. "At that time we 
will see an increase in 
day rates and not such a 
large increase in season 
passes." 
The hill 'has recently 
had a master 
designed 
professional. 
night skiing is being Columbia Systems Corp. 
offered on a full scale this were expected to return to 
year. normal today after 360 union 
employees voted Thursday 
The latest assessment o accept a contract agree- 
of Kitsumkalum pegged ment with the Crown corpo- 
the value at $1.25 million, ration. A spokesman for the B.C. 
Government Employees 
Union, which represents he 
workers, said 95 per cent 
voted in favor of the 
agreement which provides 
an eight-per-cent boost in 
each of three years. 
• Employees went on strike 
Wednesday in Vancouver 
and Victoria even though 
mediator R. J. Phillips had 
riot booked out of the dispute. 
;the agreemeni was 
reached during overnight 
neg0tiation sessions. 
plan 
by a FISHERIES The cost 
Smithers took a different view, 
"If we take an exact line, we are looking at 
roughly a12-1 15 percent inflation rate," he 
explained. "I think the prices at KRsumkalum 
are too high for beth the season and dally 
passeS•" 
Daily rates at Smithars are $8 for weekends 
and holidays, $7 for weekdays. Kitsundmlum is 
charging $9 for day skiing all the time, $7 for 
night or half day passes. Junior passes at 
Smithers cost $7 on weekends and holidays, $6 on 
weekdays. This compares to $5 all the time at 
Eitsumkalum. The season pass for days at 
Smithers is $165,. the same at Kitsumkalum. 
i 
Quebeckers pro Canada 
SASKATOON (CP) --  victory for the Part/ 
Frenclmpcaking minorities Quebecois, Gerald Godin, 
outside Quehe~ have grown PQ member of the Quebec 
more favorable over the last legislature, told university" 
two years to a referendum students Thursday. i 
Clark optimistic too 
TORONTO (CP) -- increasing effects of an today, whiletheiradependoa 
Canada can overcome the 
prospect of a gloomy 
economic future and attain 
energy self.sufficiency by 
1990 if we start now, Prime 
Minister Joe Clark said 
Thursday. 
In Toronto to address the 
Conference Board in Canada 
business seminar, Clark said 
the board's forecast of an al- 
most no-growth economy for 
this year and next is a 
realistic view of what will 
happen if nothing is done to 
stop it. 
However, he said: "It is a 
time for realism about our 
economic problems -- it is 
not a. time for pessimism 
about our economic 
prospects. 
Clark agreed with the 
conference board's quar- 
terly forecast that said 
Canada is feeling the ever. 
economic slowdown in the 
United States, a situation 
that is not likely to change 
for some time. 
The board forecast hat as 
a result of inflation and slow 
or nonexistent growth, 
Canada's real growth for this 
year will be limited to 2.4 per 
cent, with an inflation rate of 
9.2 per cent and an unom- 
hard deals every day. We are 
not a captive supplier, we're 
not a client state. We are free 
to.sell our goods and services 
Clark said that while his 
pvernment  accepts 
responsibility for achieving 
Canada's economic potm- 
tial, a similar commitment 
is needed from the Fadvate 
actor. 
ployment rate .of 7.6 per cent. "I think it is wrong that so 
Clark said the resource nmich of the mtreprmeuial 
base Canada enjoys can give mergy in this country, which 
the country resource in- ~hould be directed at star- 
dependence and a corn- ring new enterprises, has 
petitive advantage over damen the safe ground of 
countries such as West consolidating established 
Germany and Japan, who mtorprism. " 
must continue to depend on Clark told the more than 
energy sources beyond their 700 delegates that he has 
control, ranged a mood of optimism 
"What distinguishes us smmg Canadians "became 
from other industrial nations they are patient to get on 
is that our energy future with achieving the potential 
depends on hard decisions they know can be ours." 
was picked up  by the 
provincial government, a 
move Konst hopes is 
indicative of some future 
aid coming Kit- 
Eurocan faces charges 
sumkahum's way. 
Konst denies the 
charges of financial 
mismanagement• " I f  
each and every civil 
servant took as much 
interest In the job as I do, 
it would save the tax- 
payers a lot of money," 
he stated. 
Eurocan's Kitimat pulpmill has been charged with 
unlawfully depositing slash in a river inhabited by 
fish, and they will come to trial on October 18. The 
mill has pleaded not guilty to the charge, which 
carries a maximum ~,000 fine for a Fwst offense. 
The mill has been charged under Section 33, sub- 
section 3 of the Fisheries Act, which states that "no 
person engaging in logging, lumbering, land clearing 
or other operations shall put or knowingly per|hit o be 
nut. slash, stumm or other debris into any water 
fie .ouented by fish, or that flows Into snch water ;or on 
the ice over either such waters, or at a place from 
which it is likely to be carried into either such~ 
waters." 
Specifically, the mill is alleged to have put slash 
into a tributary of the Little Wedeeue River near 
Kitimat, by allegedly driving trucks pulling loaded 
skidders through the creek during the routine course! 
of a legal logging operation, between Feb. 21 and Feb. ! 
of 1979. Eurecan has pleaded not guilty to the! 
charge. 
h ie  2, The Herald, Friday, September 20, 1979 
Got a news tlp...phone 5-6357 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
Is offering a 
WAITER/WAITRESS 
training course 
Tues. & Thurs. at 7:30 pm 
Begins Oct. 2 for7 weeks 
at theTerrece Hotel 
COURSE INCLUDES: Correct table set- 
t ings & servic ing,  wine service, f lambe, 
handl; ,cash etc. 
FEE: 35.00 
Register at  NWCC by 
FRIDAY, SEPT, 28 
GRACIE FIELDS 
i!!ii !i 
Lan cas hire las s dies 
Dame Grade Fields,. a the age '~ right for one cmnanded I~h fees, giving 
Lancashire lass who ~vent shilling, then 25 cente,a is much'as ~ million to 
from a shilling-a-week week. charity during her. career, 
vocalist o a world famous Eventually, she became Some people bad predlcted 
s inger.actress worth Our Grscie to millions and her brcad Lancashire accent 
millions, did Thursday at her 
wasVilla°nthelsle°fCapri'She81. TV blamed 
Her husband, Boris 
Alperovici, said she 
collapsed while having By PHlUPMblL lot about medicine hy 
breakfast and died. She had 
been in hospital for six weeka 
last summerwith bronchial 
pneumonia.. 
Miss Fields was made a 
dame seven months ago by 
the Queen Mother tn a 
esremeny inthe ballroom of 
Buckingham Palace. 
Born Grace Stenfleld in a 
room above a fish and chips 
shop a t  Rochdele, in her- 
them England, she began 
her entertainment career at 
CALGARY (CP) " --  
Television ispartly to blame 
for the high number of 
medical malpractice suits in 
• the United States, an expert 
in legal medicine said 
Thursday. 
And in Canada, the 
medicare system is helping 
to keep the number of suits 
down, said Dr. William 
Dornette, president of the 
American College of Legal 
Medicine. 
• Americans have learned a
.SAVE :35% 
:.i 
H # 
HENS 
PIN.LOVER SWEATERS 
JACQUARD 
BATH TOWELS 
100parcent cotton, 
Assorted col eurs and designs 
Approx. 41x23 ca. 
K mart Rag,Price 3.07 
SATURDAY ONLY 
Yk l  I • i vy  IV IV  
/ 
199 
Each 
WY 
=,  
i !  
100 percent vlqiln acrylic 
long slseve tops are hand loomed. 
Sizes S-M-L in 
many auorted cdour s, 
K mart Rag.Price S.66 
SATURDAY ONLY ~ ~ 
MONARCH PRINGLES CASCADE 
CARE & LOAF MIXES POTATO CHIPS Forautomatlcdlshwasher, 
Quick Iocfm Ixes !$oz. Newfa ng led chips Gives dl shes that 
Added touch cake mixes, come in twin packs, clean spot less 
18.S oz; Many assorted Try thlstasty treat, look. 50 c~. 
flavours. K mart Reg. Reg. Low K mart 
Reg. Low Low Price 1.73 Pr Ice2.88 
i.i~: i i i i i Ulll l l  i i i i i i i i  ii u 
SAVE 20% 
JOY WARM 'N-6L0   iiiii iq 
Grmse cuffing dlshwashln. FIRE LOGS 
i.i::! 
liquid wllh fresh lemon scent, AAultl.col uted flames, 
1.511tre 3 hour 6 bs log weights. 
K mart Reg. Prlra 2.59 K mart Reg. Price 1.09 
SATURDAY ONLY SATURDAY ONLY 
K mart Prim ~:  
sAT. 13 3 
ONLY rock IONLY J,, Box 
watching, soap operas, 
med ica l  d ramas ,  
documentaries and news, be 
told reporters after a speech 
to the Alberta Medical 
Association, h ~ ' 
They have come to expect 
a lot,from doctors and are 
quick to turn to the courts 
when dissatisfied. 
About one-third to one-half 
of the malpractice claims in 
the U.S. were valid. 
Medicine has a high profile 
in the U.S., he said. Medical 
problems of leading figures, 
xor example, are covered 
extensively by the news 
media. 
"I suspect we go far over- 
beard in these areas and I 
would suspect that's not the 
case in Canada." 
He also said Canada's 
medicare system has helped 
limit the number of suits 
since "patients have 
essentially full health-care 
coverage." 
"It's much less likely 
they'll sue than if they run 
out of iusqrsnee and have to 
drain their own assets" as 
often happens in the U.S. 
On the other hand, he eau- 
tioned that medicare might 
result in more suits if doctors 
were led to sloppiness 
through overwork. Some 
doctors ay they are forced 
to handle more patients 
under medicare to com- 
peneate for inadequate pay- 
ments. 
Dornette, a professor of 
medical jurisprudence atthe 
University of Cincinnati, 
also blamed the high in. 
cidence of U.S. malpractice 
cases on a plethora of 
lawyers that does not exist in 
Camada. Unoccupied 
lawyers were more inclined 
to set involved in complex 
suite. 
The quality of medical 
care in the U.S. is generally 
good, he said, but licensing 
.boards in that country are 
less powerful than their 
Canadian counterparts 
would be her ruin on stage, 
but she turned it into an 
asset, and was credited with 
teaching the world to "speak 
LBnsnahear." 
Her decades in show 
business included 10 royal 
command performances and 
international fame with 
tours of the United States, 
Europe and South Africa. 
She recorded hits songs 
such an Sally and Walter, 
Walter, Lead Me to The 
Altar, and is believed to have 
sold more records in Britain 
• in the mid 920's than any 
other artist. She also ap- 
pe'ared in movies, including 
Sall~ in Our Alloy in 1931. 
During the .Second World 
War she flew thousands of  
miles to entertain Allied 
troops. 
Although she expressed 
her love for her. native 
EnWafid, MIss Fields 
eventually became a per- 
manent resident of this 
scenic Mediterranean 
island. She owned a villa at 
Capri'a Marina Piceola, 
named La Canzone del Mare 
Song of the Sea. 
Miss Shields was married 
three times.first to comedian 
brchie Pitt, from whom she 
was eventually divorced; to 
Italian film director Mado 
B/anchi Menty Banks, who 
(lied, and to alperoviei. She 
was ehlldleas. 
She became a star when 
she appeared with Pitt, in 
Mr. Tower ot'Londun at the 
London A~umbra. 
She recounted this episode 
as her mnet momorable as a 
performer: 
"I was in Bougainvllle~ in 
the Pacific, and I was 
sinWn8 for the troops. There 
was a storm outside and my 
mice was almost drowned 
out by the rain and the 
flnmder. 
"All d a sudden I noticed 
the chaplain on the stage 
asking me to stop singing. I
stopped and everyone in the 
place became attmtive. 
"The chaplain announced 
that the war was over. 
"I started singing the 
Pater Noster and the 
soldiers and with me in a 
chorea; 
"I distinctly recall that he 
soldiers' voices swelled 
above the noise of the 
storm." 
ask us about you, 
The Military career Counsellor.with t e ' -": " 
Canadian Forces Mobile Information Unit can 
help you to make important decisions about 
your future. In the wide range of opportunities 
offered by the Canadian Forces, you may find 
just what you're looking for 
Talk to 
Sergeant BOB WHIPPS 
• Military Comer Counsellor 
THE MOBILE INFORMATION UNIT 
will visit 
TERRACE on Wednesday, 3 October 
CANAOA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
from 9:08 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
~ Theres  no  l i fe  l ike It. 
The Canadian Armed Forc~ 
I 
NEWS BRIEFS 
. OTTAWA (CP) -- Social 
Credit leader Fahien Roy 
has asked RCMP Cam- 
missioner. R,H, Simmonds 
for an investigation into 
• possible illegal activities by 
the Progressive Con- 
servatives in trying to 
recruit members of 
Parliament from other 
parties. 
Roy refused at a news 
conference Thursday to 
accuse the Conservatives of 
a specific crime, but he 
referred reporters to Sac- 
. 
tiona 107 and 108 of, the 
Criminal Cede dealing with 
the bribery of MPs, 
Roy's letter to Slmmonda 
notes there are "some 
rumors to the effect hat the 
MP for Lotbiniere (Richard 
Janelle) was offered a post 
or a Job in the Clark 
government." 
Janelle defected Sunday 
from the Social Credit party 
to the Conservatives but 
Prime Minister Clark said at 
the time the Quebec MP bad 
been promised no special 
post. 
Franeophones like idea 
QUEBEC. (CP)  - -  A clear ment. 
majority of Quebecers But at the same nme, the 
prefer maintenance of the survey shows that un.de.r 
Canadian federal system in certain circumstances tne 
some form, says an opinion public would be willing to 
pall commissioned by the accept he PQ propceal of 
ParU Quebecois govern- sovereigntyassoclatisn, 
Gov't dumps ur mn 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The gov- 
ernment has decided to sell 
Eldorado Nuclear Ltd., the 
Crown corporation that 
mines, markets and refines 
uranium, government 
sources aid Thursday. 
Eldorado is among at least 
five government-owned 
companies that will be put on 
the auction block today by 
Treasury Board President 
Sinclair Stevens, the sources 
said. 
The list is also expected to 
include two aircraft com- 
panies taken over by the 
former Liberal government 
over the last five years-- De 
Havilland Aircraft Ltd., of 
Toronto, and Canadalr Ltd., 
of Montreal -- as well as 
Teleglobe Ltd., Montreal. 
hosed company responsible 
for overseas tele- 
communications. 
Legal Caribou kill set 
YELLOWKNIFE, N.W.T. that the old regulations did 
(CP) -- For the first time in not substantially change a 
twenty ears, many Indians tradition that was centuries 
and Inuit who hunt for a old. 
living in the Northwest Native children as young 
Territories will not be as 5 and 6 are in~portant 
breaking a game ordinance members of the hunt to 
• this .fall. The law was families who eat caribou. 
changed July 1. Wildlife officials realized 
Regulations came into this and ignored violations of 
effect in 1960 to prohibit, the rule, Land said, 
people 16 and younger f om "The 1960 ordinance was 
qualifying for a hunting brought in without con- 
ltoence, sultation with the public and 
Ellis Land, a spokesman it was brought in by people 
for the territorial wildlife who didn't know the North, 
service, said in an interview who didn't live here. 
CDC going 
WINNIPEG (CP)-- The 
Canada Development Corp, 
is prepared to invest up to 
$150 million to acquire a 
major stake in the Canadian 
fishing industry, the com- 
pany president said Wed- 
nesdey. 
Anthony Hampson told a 
news conference that a 
major investment in fish 
processing would fit the 
corporation's objectives of 
widening its interests in 
various regions of Canada 
fishing now, 
and backing export in- 
dustries, 
Hampsou s~id it is ira. 
portant to expand fish 
processteg to take advantage 
of new opportunities 
presented by the Z00-mile 
fishing limit of beth coasts. 
He said he is concerned 
about Japanese companies 
investing in the fishing in. 
dustry of British Columbia to 
gain access to Canadian 
waters and develop fish 
supplies. 
Beaufort sea wells soon 
EDMONTON (CP) -- 
Dome Petroleum Ltd. hopes 
to start production from 
Beaufort Sea oil wells in 1985 
because of promising ex- 
ploration results and 
technological advances, 
Gordon Harrison, company 
vice-president, said Thur- 
sday. 
Production from the 
Beaufort Sea wells "will 
release Canada from the 
terrifying grip of the 
Organicatton of Petroleum 
Exporting Countries," 
Harrison told a conference 
held i'a conjunction with 
Inter-Can '79, a four-day 
international petroleum 
trade show. 
Harrison, also president of
Dome's drilling subsidiary, 
Canadian Marine Drilling 
Ltd., said Canada could be 
short of oll by 19~, and 
"unless Canada finds oil 
without its own boundaries, 
rationing isa real prospect." 
Beaufort Sea oil could'help 
Canada regain the energy 
selfreliance it lost in the 
early 1970a. 
Exploration results are ex. 
tremely promising, although 
Dome is in the early stages 
of the exploration program. 
Dome has said that its M- 
13 Kopenear, 120ki]ometrea 
northwest of Tuktoyaktuk, 
N.W.T., appears capable of 
sustained production of 
12,000 barrels a day. 
During his speech, he 
outlined technological ad- 
vances 
Kitimat 
School District No, 80 
will have a new 
telephone number 
effective September 27, 
63'9-9161 
Please make a note of this 
as the new number  wll I not 
appear In the directory 
unti l  March 1980. 
B.C. TEL 
:? 
I / 
./ 
! i 
Members o~ the Terrace-Thornhlll Band Parents Association executive p~e at thelr first ~eeting, Wednesday, Sept. 26. 
See story on page 7. 
A T S KEEN/-~ 
V °+'. tgb d tai d an enter  ne  
Skeene JuNor SocondalT'S 
staff and students were 
treated to a band concert 
recently by the United State,,; 
Air Force band from An- 
ehorage, Alaska. This 
ronoert was in keeping with 
the sehml's objective of 
exposing slude~nts to as 
nmny PO~i t v~ +.,&." ~tlencc s 
as possibl'd','i]tl~ing 'tltcir, 
years at 8keem. 
The band's home is 
Elmendaff Air Force Base 
near Anchorage. The band 
tours the northwest of 
Callada and Alaska only, 
Their trips are always short, 
/ ,  
it 
m rhythm gnitar, Sgt, Art 
Nitsch playing bass, AIC 
Peter Detloff on keyboards 
(cJoctric piano ar.d organ) 
and St. A, Dave Mcigel 
plsying the drums. To this 
~sic five, the" band adds 
wind ir~trument, Sgt. 
Prank Bates on saxophone, 
C, gt. Allen Curd on trumpet, 
and rhythm guitarist 
Snmmons switehes to 
trombone for some numbers 
to complete the sound. 
.~mo,~t all of the musicians 
~ng a vocal line; Sr. A, 
Donna Sammom, wife of 
rhythm 8uitarist Paul, is the 
some major recording ar- 
tists. "Each selection the 
group 1~ayed, from hits of 
the 50's to country rock and 
trom the Beetles to Blood, 
Sweat and"Tears, showed 
evidence of polished 
rehearsal and an ear for the 
public's tastes, 
After ehat~ with some 
of the musicians, the reasons 
for this pol~h snon became 
obvious, Each performer 
was a musidan prior to 
enlisting in the Air Force, 
and eomiders the stint in the 
forces a way of advancing. 
his or her musical 
musicians, each contributing 
not to his own personal in- 
terests, but to the interests of
the group, 
The band's philouo~hy ns 
one of well ro~mded 
musicianship, i' 
Their repertoire includes a
cross-section of stylesl'well 
suited to their ~ in- 
strum~tstion. Sgt. l~tes 
said, audiences get pus off 
if we play ordy one style of 
music." 
Arrangement for the g~oup 
is done by Sammons, a(ter 
discussion i vdving the n~t 
ct the group. 'Ibis system of 
this one lasting only eight fcatm'ed vocalist. Imowledge, arrangement allows for 
days. During the performance Although the members of performer input and has 
The group is csn~tia]ly a the band ,exhibited ver- the group come from all added bonus ~ allowit~g 
rock combe, with Staff ~ti]ity, variations and a parts of the U.S. ; not one is Sammuss to write par~s 
Sergeant Steve Kilo on !e~d high degree of musicianship, over 30 and they work suited to individual stren'g 
mitsr, Sgt PaUl.Summons ~m]Jtios foreign even to together like 'experienced' them ~' .... '~ ~ ' ~ 
}]~:==:~[@]¢:= ' ,~~ O .- ~O-  ,O~O-  -0 ]~¢ 
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Jerry Douceffe ,Earth'~,,~ Wind & Fire ~! 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
11 
O 
O 
I. ¸  
The Knack 
Get the Knack The Deuce Is Loose 
Capitol 6.40 A&M 8.49 
Chlc - Risque - WEA 6.69 
Queen- Live Killer .. WEA 10.99 
Anita Ward . Songs of Low.~ • CBS 6.49 
Bob Dylan - Slow Train Coming 6.49 
REO Speedwagon . Nine Lives - CBS 6.49 
Patrick Hernandez - Born t'o Be - CBS 8.49 
~e Kinks.  Low Budget . Capitol G.49 
Little River Band - First Under- 
Capltol 6.49 
Gerry Rafferty . Night Owl-  Capitol 6,49 
Teddy Pendergrass - Ted~ . CBS 6,49 
Wings . Back to the Egg - CB5 6.49 
Abba - Voulez Vous - WEA 6.49 
Kansas - N~onollth . CBS B.49 
0 
0 
@ 
Cheap Trick . C.T. at Budokan - CBS 
Rex Srnlth - CBS 
Life For The Taking I Am 
CBS 6.49 CBS 
6.49 
6.49 
6.49 O 
Nell Young - Rust Never Sleeps - .WEA 6.49 g ~i 
The Cars - CandyO. WEA 6.69 
Bob Dylan - Live at Oudokan- COS 10.99 
Prism - Armageddon. GRT 6.49 
Amli Stewart - Knocking on Wood 
• Qual i ty 6,49 
More American Grafflfli - MCA 11.99 
SpyroGyro  Morning Dance: MC~; 6.49: 
are Alrlght- ~CA 1.99' The Who. The Kids , . . . . . .  ,. ....... ,1., 
Commodores . Midnight 
- Motown Magic..., ,,~:,...:.,6.~4~,. 
The Records- The Records - Polygram 6.49 
Bram Tchalkovsky . Strange Man . 
Ponyoram 6.49 
Kiss - Dynasty.  Polygram 7.19 
Atlanta Rhythm Section. Underdog 6,49irii 
Polygram 
Donna Summer- r ive and More. 9.99 ! 
Polygram 
Chicago- Chicago 13 - CBS 6.4g 
long John Baldry - Baldry's Out 5.6~ 
- Capitol 
Rlckle Lee Jones. Rickle Lee -WEA 5.89 
Donna Summer.  Bad Girls.  Polyqram 9.99 
Trooper- Flying Colours - MCA 
J immy Butfet .  Volcano. MCA , 
f ',,:, 
• ".~r~.r,,..~,,,,,~',:.,:-. r~ '~.~z~x~'~V~_.  V, I~ V = " Ik t~ l l l l  
Dire S t ra i t s .  Communique-  Polygram 6.49 n 
Police - Outlandos D 'Armour  - AbM 6.49 ~ 
Led Zeppl ln .  In Throl~gh ~heOut-  WEA 6.69 U 
Talking Heads - Fear of Music L WEA 6.49 0 
7,1P BOneyM. Night FI IghttoVenus-WEA 5.89 H 
7,19 Van Helen II - WEA 6.49 oM 
NEEDS 
HELP 
AI Purschke is Iooidng 
for volunteers for Monday 
evening's fund raising 
Uitz on behalf of the 
Canadian National In- 
stitute for the Blind. Any 
potent~l canvassers and 
drivers are asked to show 
. ~ at, ~e Royal Bank of 
Lakelse'at 6 p.m. Monday 
evening, or call AI at 635- 
~22, 
The Herald, Friday, September 28, 1979, Page 3 q 
Banyay out of race 
WhenKitimat voters go to council, tl~ beard and "all. nmngsin. Btunett, alsowifll 
the polls Nov. 17 a familiar 
name will be miuing from 
the ballot 
After 14 years on council 
andlO.yenrs on the regimml 
dbtHet board, Joe Banyay 
has decided not to run for 
another term. 
Banyay said Wednesday 
that after years of service on 
sorts of cemmlttees" he felt four years expedecce asdn 
it was time to "slow down a 
I/t." '.'We have to say 
8oodbye semetime," Banyay 
said, 
The two other aldermen 
up for re-election are Lee 
Ellb and Ron BurneR. 
Ellis has served two terms 
on council and has decided to 
alderman, has not made up 
his mindwhether to run fore 
thlrd term. 
Candidates for council thlm 
November will serve only a 
one year term if elected. 
Kitimat council and board cl 
school Irmtees agreed to ,~ 
use  year  term,, ,t,~JP-m'+ _ , 
4ENT BANK 
PP SENTS 
A 
FRF  
INFORMATION 
SESSION 
• Government Assistance 
• Internal Financing 
• Counselling Assistance 
• Management Training . 
• Financial Services ' 
WHEN? 
OCTOBER 2,1979 from 
7 P.M. - 9 P.M. 
WHERE? 
MANUEL'S RESTAURANT 
Terrace, B.C. 
PHONE 635-4951 OR 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .? .................................................... 
FILL IN AND MAIL THIS COUPON TO: Management brv lcm Dept. 
l.g.O.ll, 
4S41 Lal, l l ie Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VIG IPO 
Nome 
• Address 
Phone 
Heady Chicken 
Vegetable Soup. 
H " You'll taste the home style goodness in each 
and every spoonful of our Chicken Vegetable 
Soup. Big chunks of chicken and vegetables 
in a nourishing hot chicken 
brolh. Staff your meal off 
right with a scoop of 
soup from the Colonel. 
Large 
Serving 
• P-'~.= 
/ 
~~ . . . . . . . . . .  I " ~ '  . . . . . . . . . .  - ~ " . . . . . .  " 
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CONNECTION: PAR T I 
Teechnology / and change 
! 
I 
COMMENT 
By ED YUDIN 
The recent folding of the Montreal Star, one of 
Canada's most lrdluencial newspapers, was greeted 
with aurprise in most quarters. It shouldn't have been. 
Those familiar with the newspaper market realized 
years ago that circumstances dictated only one 
English language daily could survive in the mostly 
French metropolis.-,~ shrinking English population 
base, the over-expaaston f both the Star and the 
competitor and ultimate vict~riom Gazette, and tlie 
~eneral economic and political situation assured this. 
~e  long eight-month strike at the Star doomed the 
paper. 
The folding of the Montreal Star goes beyond the 
death of a newspaper. While British Columbians may 
~low the asparatios debate with bemused Interest, 
the fact is the fate of Canada s we know it, is being 
determined in Quebec. The loss of a responsible and 
moderate voice like the Star can only hinder the fight 
of the federalists and hasten the departure of more 
English Quebeckers. 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Darn'Sir: gangs, different names; 
Permit me to comment ce same policies. 
JAMES BURKE 
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the first in a series of 15 
articles exploring "Connections: Technology and 
Change." In this article, historian John G. Burke of 
the University of California, Los Angeles, discusses 
our ambivalence toward technology today and raises 
some cf the questions that will be answered in sub- 
sequent articles. This series was written for Courses 
by Newspaper, a program developed by University / 
Extension, University of California, San Diego, and i 
funded by a grant from the National Endowment for : 
the Humanities. 
A related 10-part elevision series, "Connections," ! 
co-produced by the BBC and Time-Life Films, will be ! 
shown over PBS stations beginning SeptemBer 30. 
Check your local television listings for exact'viewing ! 
times° i 
t 
I 
, ,:/ 
NDP Persky's Comment One of Persky's / 
(Sept ISth). statements is correct/ 
Persia', In pursuing the He states that this is n TELE VISION-NEWSPAPER COURSE well known closed-mind- philosophical argument and 
.o.,h,o,oo.,-.- "Jte  - chn; og  o lal-- - .... " servetiw free enterpriser, f~cimIUe of same. All who i" 0-'"'~ "" refers to qaw-ami-Jackbcot, constitute he 'masses' erve order' and the pllght ~ the the state. This is Utopia. 
unemployed andUIC cheats The free mterprlse in- 
md other' troublemakers, dividualist usually believes 
i,m separate God. H~ also 
Persk~'s refenmee to law 
md Jackboots in the ~e 
breath, leads me to believe 
thathe k a fascist hater, u I 
am. However, like the 
~Mpical socialist, he fails to 
see that mest of the world's 
cppre~on is now practised 
by hi~ 'brother' socialists. He 
further do~ not understand 
that he old Hitler, Muuolini 
~pe of gove~m~mt was 
socialist u well. Socialism 
k by definition, state control 
~l the ecooomyand means of 
productioo, etc. Different 
believes that the state is a 
machine set upby the people 
for their benefit Govern- 
merit serves the people who 
desi~ it and sanction its 
works. 
The free .e~- ,~. .  
things as they a~e; the 
socialist views the world 
while standing on his head, 
looking into a crooked 
carnival mirror. 
No wonder he is confused 
,rod bewildered. 
Yours truly 
Themes Atrill 
Letters welcome 
The Herald welcomes its resdecs comments. 
All letters to the editor of general public interest 
will be printed. We do, however, etain the right 
to refuse to print letters on grounds of possible 
libel or bad taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. 
~'Did you mean be home by 10 o'clock tonight or 
I 10 o clock tomorrow morning'/" 
Smog! Water poll.ution! Excessive noise! Urban ci~ization, the changes in our culture and in -  ~iy.en these preconditions, however what 
filth! Shoddy pro~ucts~ Lethal food additives~ stitutions, und~helmn~,.~ofinnovationson~,^,t-~,~et'l~t~., . . . . . ,._,, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . .  
,~Radi°active" wastes. Genetic mampulat,o~..~o~ple.xity~t~|}i/~.tec~'~.j~ogical society, ind~/'~'~i/i~tti{t~l~om;~;~/|v~'~on'~'~,~. ~.~ ..... 
, ue~.umamza~.on. . . . . . . . . . .  , 0f~e rea.son.s crmcs give either for our loss of control Humanitarian concerns, the spirit of adventure, or 
fai~e~en are ~ne r~m~s,cnucs_ charge, o~,our o~ln? o~tor men" cn.arge mat ~ s ysw.m is mani.'pulated for the wish to transform idleness to active leisure, have 
, ,,~ . ~©~,u,u,u~.,;u~ program. ne.o.umu.s camng me oenenc ot a solenm~c-r~cnnotoglcai elite. One educed some innovations. But th " . 
.attention to our high standard of hwug, ~mproveo ~r.~equenuy cited example is the 1956 New York ~of~hnolo~icalinnovatlon~r~Pr~o,,uge,~ 
noel.m, longer life spa...ns, .better wor.h.'ng conditions, ~ackout, which plunged the city into darkness for science, eogineering, war, and ~overn'ment'~o~i~ 
ano mcreaseo e~ucauona~ opportunities oo not still hburs before power was restored, and the cause of some economists would maintain that ~i' of ~'~se 
the critics' voices. /~hich stumped experts for days. ultimately can be lumped under economic activity. 
I Is complexity a novel feature of modern The desire to satisfy material needs, individual or ~ hnology? 
Similarly, societal and institutional changes are 
Technology is on trial. 
The most ominous assertion is that technology is
now completely out of human control. Technology, the 
t~iosecution says, has become an independent entity, a 
ug apart from humans who gave it birth. We have 
~hecomc ogs in a huge system of production and 
consumption, a machine having no human purpose. 
Certainly, modern technology gives most of us a 
means of livelihood, food, shelter, and leisure to watch 
'IV. But the price we pay for these material 
satisfactions, it is said, is our freedom. 
Technology, critics declare, not only shapes and 
directs every aspect of our lives, but threatens the 
very existence of the human species. Our increasing 
love affair with rationality and efficiency -- that is, 
science and engineering -- is responsible for creating 
rids technological monstrosity. We are thus caught in 
a web of our own making. 
One possible scape route may be open, declare the 
anti-technologists, but only if we act quickly and 
forecafully. Repudiate modern science and high 
technology. Return to a simpler way of life. 
Even if these prophets of doom are exaggerating or 
are mistaken, there are many signs, such as pollution, 
which indicate that something has gone wrong. We are 
constantly surprised by technology's shortcomings. 
Dangerously defective tires nullify the safety ad- 
vantages of mandatory seat belts. Cancer-producing ~1 
food additives are banned, and later their 
replacements are found to be just as lethal. 
Technology resembles the Hydro, the awesome 
nine-heeded boast finally slain by Hercules, which~ 
grew two heads from the root of each he struck off. : 
Will we succeed in overcoming our problems as! 
Hercules did his? Do humans have enough resilience I 
to maintain freedom and choice in spite of burgeoning 
technology? 
Assertions and predictions about echnology usually~ 
are based on several assumptions that are difficult if 
not impossible to prove. One is that technologicaJ 
change is taking place more rapidly than in the past i 
Another is that technological change has a muclt 
greater social impact han ever before. A third is the~ 
scientific research and development are exclusively' 
responsible for present echnological innovations, i 
A useful way of assessing our present situation, ~f 
Judging whether it is indeed unique, is to lock bt 
technological development in an historical contekt 
and in its relation to contemporary problems. T~i.s 
series of fifteen articles has that goal.'. 
Three of the most important effects of technological 
apparently occurring with astonishing rapidity. A 
~entury ago, for example, any proposal for a U.S. 
Department of Energy would have appeared 
ludicrous. But now, as we worry about an energy 
shortage, it has bev. ome a necessity. I. 
JOHN BURKE 
Have.advancing technologies always lma the enact 
o~ altering cultures? 'Has the pace of change 
.quickened? . . . . .  '~ 
~ Only when we lo0k.to the'pact dn we realize fully how 
!very different our,metl~Ods of producing oods are 
'from those of -~ oti/. 'forebears. Technology has 
unquestionably affected the work process° However, 
hee important question is whether our labor has 
ome more individually rewa/'dlng and more 
socially beneficial. 
i'~ Yet, effects do not occur without preconditions. One 
:"i~ our physical environment, which is necessary tolife 
ii,~d crucial in the development of technology. The 
' exploitation and misuse of the environment is one of 
bur most urgent problems. 
How have past cultures or those in other parts of the 
world come to terms with nature or arrived at a 
compromise between the environment and 
technological progress? Does high technology 
inevitably entail environmental deterioration? 
Another apparent precondition of technological 
advance is the size, distribution, and migration of 
populations. Some critics maintain that the size of our 
population and its increasing concentration in urban 
areas are primarily responsible for environmental 
pollution. Others declare that without technological 
progress the growing populations in developing 
nations wm parish. Yet historically, the links between 
technological progress and population growth are 
puzzling. 
What advice, if any, should we give to •developing 
nations? Or, to ourselves? 
Societal values constitute a third precondition of 
technological innovation. For example, gunpowder, 
invented in China, was not used there for firearms. 
When it appeared in Western Europe, however, 
military engineers immediately grasped its military 
potentialities. 
Why do some cultures accept technological in- 
social, has always been a major source of innovation. 
In western cultures, luxuries have become necessities 
with resulting economic growth. Indeed, some critics 
blame the "growth ethic" for both environmental 
deterioration and for the purported ecline in the 
quality of life. 
To what extent is this ethic the cause of our dif- 
ficulties? 
From small beginnings in the seventeenth century, 
scientific research activity has now grown to sub- 
stantial size. On the one band, the rational and ob- 
jective approach of scientists provokes criticism; on 
the other, the discoveries, which give rise to 
technol6glcal innovation, cause worry. 
How has science grown? What is its interaction with 
technology? How do scientists perceive themselves7 
And, inasmuch as science receives the credit or blame 
for innovation, what is the engineers' role, and to what 
extent should their activities cause concern? 
War has always encouraged technological in- 
novation, not just in the development of new weapons, 
but also in stimulating new industries and methods 
that have profoundly affected society. Military needs 
were the chief stimuli for the development of aircraft, 
space ships, and computers. 
Similarly, governments have encouraged in- 
novatious through the patent system, agricultural 
experiment s ations, and agencies that aid industry. 
To what degree does this activity, both military and 
civilian, contribute to their present vroblems? 
The subjects described above and the questions 
raised comprise the main body of. this series of ar- 
tloles. The final three articles will consider both the 
past and the future prospect. They will investigate he 
nature of inventive activity, the relation of technology 
to ethical principles, and the merits and shortcomings 
of current attempts to direct the course of 
technological development for human 
Serious public consideration of tbo~erPoses.pu issues and 
participation i  the on-going debates i necessary. For 
it is offly through our collective wisdom that the 
problems concerning technological dvance and its 
effects can be resolved. 
The views expressed in Courses by Newspaper are 
those of the authors only and do not necessarily reflect 
those of the University of California, the National 
Endowment for the Humanities, or the participating 
newspapers and colleges. 
NEXT WEEK: Peter F. Drunker, author of "The 
Age of Discontinuity," discusses the "silent 
advance •are' the increasing complexity of our novations that others reject? revolutions" brought about by new technology. 
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Hocke) league sees change 
By DON SCilAFFER 
Herald ~uff Writer 
There have b~m several 
changes in the scheduling 
and structure.of the Pacific 
Northwest Hockey League 
for the coming season. 
The Fraser Lake Barons 
have bowed out of the leasue 
for this reason,' apparently 
because of dffioulUes in  
Betting the players Jobs In 
the town due to the Endako 
Mines strike. The Barous 
are paying their mere- 
bet'ship dues for the year in 
order to stay in touch with 
The Houston Lucklea have 
confirmed that they will be 
members of the leagtm this 
year. Their membership 
was in doubt after an 
eligibil ity controversy 
during last year's playoffa. 
,be leasue. The team hopes A team from Granisle will 
to rejoin the league as a 'ho  playing regularly 
playing member next scheduled exhibition games 
soason. , throu~hou.t the season. The 
Graniale team will not 'pick 
up painta toward league 
Itandth@, but the teams 
which plays Granisle will 
pick points up, counting 
toward the final league 
~ndin~.  
There have also been 
several rule 'changes. af. 
fecfl, gplay for this year, the 
moat important being the 
iein8 rule. Formerly, jbe 
The battle for the bottom 
The traditional battle for Lions when they clash with. breathed new air into the 
the basement ears iis peak Winnipeg Blue Bombery, TigerCais. 
Saturday when the Canadian although Joe Panpao will get 
Football League's Hamilton 
Tiger-Cats and Toronto 
Argonauts meet at. 
Exhibition Stadium in 
Toronto. 
It wasn't many weeks ago 
that the Argo, were con- 
slcler~l a shoo-in for the 
Eastern Conference finals 
and the TigerCats were 
being kissed off, but now that 
has changed. 
Hamilton, led by former 
Ottawa and Saskatchewan 
~ uarterhack Tom Clemente, s looking better while the 
Argos have been looking 
worse. Hamilton has two in a 
row coming up with Toromto 
and TlSet-~ats owner Harold 
Ballartt~ fl~I~, this year 
Hamilton wfl] get into the 
playoffs and Toronto will 
not. 
"All this stuff about the 
Argos being improved and 
better this year is bunch of 
nonsense," Ballard said. 
"This is the most over.rated 
team I've ever Been. Forreat 
Gregg (Toronto coach) is the 
most over-rated coach in the 
Canadian Football League.". 
Also" Saturday, in Van- 
couver, quarterback Jerry 
Tagge will be restored to the 
lineup for British Columbia 
the starting assignment. 
agae missed three games 
cause of a knee injury. 
In Sunday games, Mon- 
treal /douetee visit Ottawa 
Rough Riders and Edmonton 
Eskimos meet the Stam- 
peders at Calgary. 
There is little question that 
Clemenis is the man who has 
REFEREE 
SCHOOL 
There will be a 
refereeing clinic Oct. 7 
from 8:30 a.m. to about 4 
p,m. in the senior 
citizen's room at the 
Terrace arena. 
The clinic will be for 
levels 1,2, and.3 officials 
and for anyone who is 
interested in becoming a
hockey referee. 
If you are lntereeted in
tkls clinic, coutoct Wayne 
Braid, referee in chief of 
the Terrace Minor 
Hockey Association, at 
635-2015 or 6~5-6142. 
' It took a questionable call 
by officials last Sunday for 
the' strong, unbeaten 
Eskimos to beat Hamilton, 
22-21, and until that time 
Clemente had rolled his team 
along at a good clip, 
especially in the first half. 
MADE CHANGES 
Argos have made 
sweeping changes during the 
week ineluding the trading of 
veteran defensive end 
Wayne Smith to  Saskat- 
chewan for future consid- 
erations. Gre~g also 'cut 
defensive hack Jim Mar- 
shall, running hack Eddie 
Payton and Canadian wide 
receiver Vie Anensen. 
Running bae}t Terry 
Me~a~e is on the 30-day 
injury list as a result of a 
sprained ankle he received 
in last week's game with 
B.C. He wil! be replaced by 
Mike McArthur. 
Ottawa coach George 
Brancato isn't enthusiasUe 
about meeting the Alouettes 
Sunday even though his 
WOU[J) KEEP OUT 
In 1560, France promised 
England, by the Treaty of 
Edinburgh, not to interfere 
in Scotland. 
league played using the 
international rule, where 
king was called as soon as  
the puck crossed the red line. 
Now the league wlfl be,~ing 
the NH'L rule, where In order 
for Icing to be called, a 
player mint touch the puck 
after it cresses the red line. 
There hove been several 
other changes, lndudin8 the 
provision for .match 
penalties for deliberate 
attempts to injure, all of 
whleh were n~t available at 
ITem time. 
Several schedule changes 
Riders beat'tbem last month, have also been made. The 
"They just keep getting new schedule for the Tim- 
better and better as 'the herman and the Kitimat 
season goes on," Braneato Winterhawks will be 
said. "They just don't make published before the s tart of 
mistakes." the season on Oct. 18. 
iliverside Auto Wrecking 
- - L i censed  mechanics 
available to install parts 
• - -Used  parts  & accessories 
' - -Motors& transmissions 
at reduced pr ices 
. - -Used'cars & trucks 
- -BCAA af f i l iate  
24 HOUR TOWING 
4129 Substation Road t 
needs coach 
The Terrace .Bluebacks 
swim club i~ still without a 
coach, says spokesman Don 
Higbe. .The team has 
received no reapome from 
anyone, and is getting rather 
desperate ofind a full.time 
coach to handle morning and 
dternoun practices, 
The club was left with a 
wealth of talent by former 
coach Sharon Lewis, who 
hodto leave the position this 
5ear because of personal 
commitments. Lewis did a 
"firet.rate" job, according to 
Hlghe, and the club will 
eurcly be hurt ff it cannot 
find someone with a few 
hours each week to do some 
coaching. 
The dub isn't looking to/" 
someone to work nine-to- 
five, but they would like a 
full-time coach. A full-time 
coach would work early 
morning practices and in 
dtereouns after ec~d with 
the younger swimmers. 
Anyone will to do some• 
ooaching Is asked to call Don 
Hlgbe at e35-~ or Cary 
Humphrey at 638-1174. 
SEPT. 
If the last six, five, four or three digits on your ticket are identical to and in the same 
order as the winning numbersabove, your ticket iseligibletowin thecorrespondingprize. 
last 6 digits WIN $1,000 
last S digits WIN $100 
last 4 digits WIN $25 
lut  3 digits Five dollars worth of Express Tickets 
redeemable by presenting the WHOLE TICKET to any partici- 
paling rsrailer or by following the claim procedure on the back 
of the ticket. 
REDEMPTION OF: CASH PRIZES 
Major Cllh Pdzes: Winners of major prizes, mctudmg Bonus and Surpnze p.zes may 
claim their prize by following the claim procedure on the back of the Uckel 
Other Cuh Pdzlt: Other cash prizes, up to and including $1,000 may be casnect at any 
branch of the Canadian Impe.al Bank of Commerce only m Bnttsh Columb=o, Alberla 
Saskatchewan. Manitoba nd the Yukon, o~ by following the cla=rn procedure on the 
back of the hcket. 
Ii1 Ihe evlnt Of dllCreDlncy belV, een }his hSl ~1~0 the offloal ~.nn,ng number5 ~lSi as ce¢l,fleCl by Ihq audffor$ 
• . uttRe round.at,on IhO lallee shaq ~reva,, . 
WINNING NUMBERS FOR SURPRIZE DRAW TICKETS DATED SEPTEMBER 26, i979 
For complete number only - No subsidiary prizes. 
For your oonvenlenca numl~tre.are limed In numerical order within each prize oste0on/. 
1M PNZE ' ~Teso4r ~4H237 3310940 S08B~07 e?RBTS2 
t10~000 281J028 20~D2~e 334JMe 5110202 eaOE83S 
~B20e 211040S 34OEe27 B14A372 aglH003 
482F..278 al11C81e 212c~s . 348HS82 SleS292 714C115 
4tl0~07 21BJSe3 ~37e S3eB715 72e/kq44 
10 PN~EJI 53~D271 a°°Ee~A 3728303 84GAOl? 7e2H114 
86,000 ~8E38,1 R22J4~ ,t0eATZt 840B,1~ 770H12~ 
l~oEal~' 7~0B~17 ~ 4Qg~881 ~MJ88t 77aH002( 
23BJ804 410C327 SeTHg25 7B3HtI0 
1TtaeTe 100 PRIZBI ~lsa?4a 41eB214 ~&JIL~ 8100788 
IesGS~g 8600 ~BM2 4 ~ r  MTO23e B28A0~ 
22~ 248E1e2 438C821 STOA784 (klTE§la 
~NI10370 101](]884 287E~2t. 440BS °q 570A,932 848E32~ 
64S~4~ 12'J'I816 aM~t31 44~&lM se40e0e elOE'~;o 
~O100 I~MAI~I aTSAe3t 4~0E041 M7N~lr e0gES~ 
a7eA~ 1S1Ce22 27BJ94~ 483Gels S04OM9 914H0~I 
IMklH718 1020739 ae~,oet 4Took17 ale.AT83 O21A42~. 
g(~F.a~g~ IMD2~? ~g~37~ 47aAIM e13c405 O74E4(~ 
1 ?oxa01 ~e~DT~ 478020? e2s~os~ ~r~23e 
10PRIZES s~01va ~em,'os ~2~ e~soer7 oseAo~7 
01,ooo ~O?A,~O =O=OSM 4~Ik~.~O e3~sea 
I ~ 1 7  I~eB31H 313~g~ 4eaD~aS Ik,~llA602 
170081 g ~01J0~.A St 8J?at 4001"1902 MQBOSO 
• The Hklrakl, Friday, September 28, 1979, Page $ 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF COURT OF REVISION 
1979 MUNICIPAL ELECTION 
VOTERS LIST 
The Court of Revision to hear complaints and to 
correct or revlee the 1979 List of Electors will sit In the 
Council Chambers of the Terrace Municipal Building 
at ten o'clock In the forenoon on Monday, October let, 
1979; 
A copy of the 1979 klst of Electors Is polted and Is 
available for viewing at the Municipal Office, 3215 Eby 
Street, Terrace, B.C., during regular office hours (8:30 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday). 
The Court of Revlslou m~y (a) correct the names of 
theelectors In any way wrongly etated therein; or (bl 
add the names of electora omitted from the liar; or (c) 
strike out the names of persons from the list who are 
not entitled to vote or who are disqualified from voting; 
or (d) correct any other manifest error therein; and 
le) add to the list of electors the name of any person 
who was qualified to have hie name entered on the list 
of electors on the 31at day of August, 1979, and, for this 
purpose, on appllostlon for registration may be nc. 
cepted If delivered to the Court of Revision at Its first 
sifting. 
All per~o~t entitled to have their name entered on 
the list should check/o determine whether or not they 
have been omitted or Incorrectly recorded. 
All complaints should be addressed to the Municipal 
Clark, 3215 Eby Str~mt, Terrace, B.C., and be In hls 
hands prlor to the first llttlng of tha Court. 
Further Information may be obtalned by telephonlng 
the Munlclpal Office at 635.6311. ' 
E.R. Ha llaor 
Clerk-Admlnlatrator 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE 
FOR LEASE 
RETAIL & COMMERCIAL SPACE 
Space suitable for commercial offices or retail 
stores. 
CONTACT (112) 374.5193 
Suite 510 
175.2nd Ave. 
Y,a mloops, B.C. 
Ken Wallin 
IMPORTANT NEWS 
ABOUT THE " ,. , ,.; . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,;; 
CANADA SAVINGS BONDS 
YOU NOW OWN. 
BONUSES DUE ON ISSUES 
: DATEi)B£FORE 1974 
' If you own u'nmatured Canada Savings Bonds dated prior 
to.November 1,1974, you are entitled to a special cash bonus 
payment on November 1, 1979.Here are the eligible Series and 
the amounts payable per $100 face value: 
Cash Bonus Payable 
. . . . . . . . . . .  _S~ries____ ....................... Nq re_m b_ ~Lr 1,197_q ............ 
1967/68 ($22) $32.50 
1968/69 ($23) $23.50 
1970/71 ($25) $16.75 
1971/72 ($26) : $19.75 
1972/73 ($27) $20.25 
1973/74 ($28) :~ $20.50 
(HoldersoftheCentennialSeries. dat d Nt,~.: I. 196band maturingon N0v. 1, 
1979, will receive at maturity a cash bonus of $30.75 per $f00 face value.) 
These cash bonuses, which were introduced in 1974, 
increase the effective annual yield on the bonds to 10'/2% from 
September 1,1974 to October 31, 1979. 
A FINAL BONUSAT MATURITY 
In addition to the November 1, 1979 cash bonus, you will 
also receive a. final cash bonus payment, providing you hold 
these bofids'to maturity. With the final bonus, yourbonds will 
c0ntinu e)°.~i_eld. 10_~_/"_%_t0_  _h.ei [ ma tu _n'ty. c.!ate. ......... i.._ 
• .. . .= . Final Cash  Bonus  
. . l~yable at Maturity 
Series ' MaturitylDate .. lk'[ $10!)_F,lce Va.I.u[' 
1967/68 ($22)...'. . .Nov.  1, 1980 $ 4.50 
1968/69 ($2.3) Nov .  1, 1982 $11.75 
1970/71 ($25) Nov.  1, 1981 $ 5.50'  
1971/72 ($26) Nov. 1, 1.980 $ 2.75 
1972/73 ($27) Nov. 1, 1.984 $17.00 
_ ,_ 1973/____7.4_($28) - . . . . . .  :. Nov_.1,1,985 . $21:50 . . . . . . . .  
HOW TO CLAIM YOUR NOVEMBER I, 
1979 BONUS now grt~v: 
S imp~takeyourbond toanybankorother  ~-.__ ~(~ _-.-~ 
authorizedCanada S vings Bond issuing agent. As ~'-'--~" / ~~/  
proof of payment, hey II remove the uppefleft ~=~.~--Y "----~"~, 
hand comerand the bond wili then be g]ven back _ ~_"l~ ~-~( \  _. 
to you. Remember, you do not have to redeem ~"~. .~x~ ~'~ ~" ~7 
your bond or clip any of the interest coupons ',..~ '= "---2~ ~ - -~ j  
m o~ler to get this cash bonus payment. . -~  "~ r .-.~-2:._~." 
Starting October 9you can make advance ~ .  /% . . . . . . .  
arrangements toclaimyour special cash bonus. "":::. ... { .~ ~"  
if you act in October, all thepaperwurk in connection "'-.~ b ~,--_L~: - .-~.:. 
with the payment of the casfi bonus will be dune for -~ ~- - ' .  ~ , ,  
you immediatelyand the transfer uf funds wdl take --- - ~ --- ~ [~[- - - 
place automatical ly on November 1. i ~  ' 
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 [LD INCREASED ON 
: '  ~ i ~ [ E I S S U E S  
Effective from November 1, 1979 the average annual yield 
to maturity on issues dated November 1, 1974 to November 1, 
1978 has been increased to 10V4%. 
1974/75 ,1975/76  AND 1976/77  SERIES 
Holders of these Series wil l  receive the new, higher eturn 
in the form of a cash bonus payable on the maturity date'of the 
bonds. The cash bonus increases the effective annual yield on 
I O these bonds to 10/4 '/o from November l, 1979 to maturity. Here 
are the bonuses payable per $100 face value: 
Cash Bonus Payable 
Series Maturity Date at Maturity 
1974/75 ($29) Nov. 1, 1983 $2.50 
1975/76($30) Nov. 1, 1984 $4.75 
1976/77($31) Nov. 1, 1985 $8.00 
To receive your cash bonus, you have to hold your bond 
to maturity. You can however continue to cash y.our 
coupons or interest cheques each ),ear and still be entitled 
to the cash bonus. 
1977/78 AND 1978/79 SERIES 
Effective from November 1, 1979 these Series will nt~v 
yield 10'/4% interest for each remaining year to maturity. 
With the incTeased rate of return, holders of Regular 
Interest Bonds of these Series will now receive an annual 
interest p,~yment of$102.50 per $1,000 face value each 
No~ e m~ r 1, beginning in 1980, until the bonds mature. 
For Compound Interest Bonds, interest will now 
accumulate at the new rate of 10/4 '/o a year. This interest is 
~ ayable when the bonds are redeemed'or at maturity. Here's ow the value of a $100 Compound Interest Bond will 
Nov. 1, 1980 $127.69 -$120.72 
Nov. 1, 1981 $140.77 $133.10 
Nov. 1, 1982 $155.20 $146.74 
Nov. 1, 1983 5171,11 $161.78 
No~." 1, 1984 $188.65 $178.36 
Nov. 1, 1985 $207.99 $196.65 
N,,v !, 1986 ..... S~9.~_  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
3t 
.'.'t 
CANADA SAVINGS BONDS 
A GREAT CHOICE 
New Canada Savings Bonds yield 101/4"/o every year for 7 years. 
On s;tle C ctober 9th. 
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Both winners lose 
pennant contenders took 
beatings from the weather 
b.nd one 10st on the fpeld 
Thursday. 
Pittsburgh Pirates lest to 
St. Louis Cardinals 9-5, while 
Montreal Expos and the 
Braves were raineb out of a 
doubleheader at Atlanta. 
The secondplace Expos 
moved within a game of 
Pittsburgh in the NL East. 
The tzams are even in the 
loss column wpth 63 each. 
The Pirwtes, who voqld 
hwve wonolthe division 
outright by sweeping their 
Two National League finalfour games, thuslost a agz tied after thc prospective 
action Monday,they would chance to clpnch the title 
without way other team's 
help. 
George Hendrick had five 
hits, including his 16th home 
run, in the Cardinals' romp. 
The Expos and Braves had 
their  doqb leheader  
rescheduled for Mondwy 
afternoon-- if it is necessary 
in determining the NL East 
winner. Montreal is at hemz' 
xor three games with 
Philadelphia Philiies this 
weekend while the Piratey 
p!ay host to Chicago Cuby.h 
the Pirates amd Expos 
Holmes, Shavers 
to match fists 
By ED SCHUYLER JR. 
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) 
Larry Holmes will defend 
the World Boxing Council 
heavyweight title tonight 
against "ancient" Eamie 
Shavers in a match of boxing 
skills against punching 
power. 
Finesse ruled when the two 
met March 25, 1978. Holmes 
won a one-sided, 12-round 
decision to earn a winning 
title shot against Ken Nor- 
ton, Shavers, who turned 3S 
on Aug. 31, seemed finished 
as a championship contender 
until he blasted his way back 
with a one-round knockout of 
Norton last March 23. 
The oddsmakers feel that 
Holmes's boxing ability 
again will overcome 
Shavers's power. The odds 
were 4-1 ff you like Holmes 
and you get 3-I if yon Ilk. 
Shavers 
Holmes's fourth dafence of 
the title headlinzs a talent- 
laden card at Caesars 
Palace. Also appearing will 
be Sugar Hay Leonard in a 
12.round North American 
Box ing  Federat ion  
welterweight title defence 
against Andy Price; former 
lightweight champion 
Roberto Duran in a 10-round 
welterweight bout against 
Zoferino Gonzalez; Wilfredo 
Gomez in a B-round WBC 
super bantamwzight title 
defence against Carlos 
Mendoza, and Jimmy 
Young, the No. 3 WBC 
heavyweight contender, 
against unbeaten Mike 
Dokes. 
ABC will televise from 5 
p~to  8 p.m.; PDT., With. 
earrylng the' telec~'t'in 
Canada. The heavyweight 
championship fight and the 
Leonard and Duran bouts 
will be shown live, The super 
bantamweight fight will be 
taped for possible showing. 
Whether the Young-Dokes 
bout is televised epends on 
hew long the other fights 
last. 
At 35, Shavers is trying to 
become the second oldest 
heavyweight champion in 
history. Jersey Joe Walcott 
was 37 when he knocked out 
Ezzard Charles in the 
seventh round in 1951. That 
was Walcott's fifth egack at 
the title. Shavers will be 
making his second bid, 
having lost a unanimous 15- 
round decision to Muham- 
mad All ' in a fight for 
universal championship 
recognition. 
The winner tonight won't 
he universal heavyweight 
champion but temporarily 
he will be the only one. The 
World Boxing Association 
title was made vacant by 
Ali's retirement. It will be 
filled Oct, 20 when John 'fate 
fights Gerrle Coetzee in 
South Africa. 
"I will knock him out in 
five rounds," said Shavers 
who has scored 56 knockouts 
in 58 victories against seven 
losses and a draw. Shavers 
contends he was not in shape 
physically or mentally for 
his first fight with Holmes 
because of managerial 
problems. He now is 
managed by trainer Frank 
Luca. 
Holmes claims Shavers is 
making excuses and trying 
to psych himself, and when 
asked how he felt this fight 
might be different from the 
first one, he replied: "It 
ain't." 
" l 'm gonna push him 
(force the pace)," said the 
29-year-old champion who 
has won all 31 of his pro 
fights. "Gonna push him a 
lot. If my strategy is right, 
the fight won't go the 
distance." 
WANT TO 
HAVE A 
W 
H 
A 
T, 
S 
I T 
BUILT? 
See our 
BUSINESS 
DIRECTORY 
on 
PAGE 13 
playha onegame playoff 
Tuesday -- forcing the NL 
playoffs to open Wednesday. 
In the West, Cincinnati -- 
which leads idle Houston by 
2~/~ games-  was rained out 
of a contest with San Diego. 
The Padres were leading 3-2 
in the second inning. 
The Reds open a thrce- 
game series at home with 
Atlanta on Friday while 
Houston finishes in Los 
Angeles, 
In the American League, 
Jim Morrison's two-run 
• homer in the 10th inning 
lifted Chicago White Sex past 
Minnesota Twins 4-2, 
Carlton Fisk homered 
leading off the ninth to boost 
• Boston past Toronto Blue 
Jays 6-5. Fred Lynn hit his 
39th homer for the Red Sox, 
Oscar Gamble pinch-hit a
three-run homer in the ninth 
to give the Yankees a 5-2 
decision over Cleveland 
Indians. 
Jim Sundberg's run- 
scoring single in the sixth 
pr.ovided the winning run as 
Texas Rangers beat Oakland 
4-3, dropping the A's into a 
tie with the Blue Jays for the 
worst record in major league 
baseball -- 53 wins, 106 
losses. 
NATIONAL LEAGUE AMERICAN LEAGUE 
East East 
W L Pd. OBL W L Pct. GBL , 
Pittsburgh % ~3 .604 - -  x.Oaltlmore 101 55 .M7 - -  
Montreal 94 63 ,599 1 Ml l~ukee 92 65 .S86 ,91/2 
~. kouls 86 72 .544 9V2 Boston 89 ~8.567 12V~ 
Philadelphia 82 77 .$16 14 New York 86 71 .548 15V~ 
Q~icago 79 80 .497 17 Detroit 84 74 .~32 18 
New York 59 99 .373 36V~ Cleveland 79 79 .500 23 
West Toronto 53 106 .333 49V~ 
Cincinnati e9 69 .563 - -  Wi l t  
Hou~on 87 72 .547 2V~ x-California 8"/ 72.547 - -  
Los Angeles 78 80 .494 I1 Kansas city 83 76 .522 4 
San Francisco 69 89 .437 20 Minnesota 61 78 .509 6 
SOft Diego 66 92 .416 23 TeXas 61 '78 .509 6 
Atlanta 64 93 .408 24V~ C~lcogo 71 86 .452 15 
Thursday Results Seattle 66 92 .418 20V~ 
St. LoUis 9 Pifflurgh 5 Oakland 53 106 .333 34 
M©ntrsol at Atlanta, 2, plm:l., x.cllnched division title 
rain Thursday Results 
5an Diego at Cincinnati pl0d., Boston 6 Toronto S 
rain Chicago 4 Mimes•to 2 
LOS Arclelos at San Francisco New York S Cleveland 2 
FRYING 
CHICKEN ut,,,,, 
Whole • Frozen. ($1e69 kg) . . . . .  Grade lb. 
ORANGE 
J U ICE Co.,e.trote 
Bel-air frozen 121/z fl. oz. (355 mL) container . . . . .  
VINE-RIPE 
TOMATOES 
. o . ,  O .o .e ,o r . . , . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ibo 
 
 
AQUA-FRES'H 
TOOTHPASTE 
New At Safeway • 100 mL tube 
Check for More Exciting Values 
in our 8 Page Flyer arriving in your home this week• 
Prices Effective September 24th to 30fh 
in your friendly convenient Terrace Safeway Store 
We reserve the right to limit quantities. Sales in retail quantities only, 
YOUNG 
GETS 
NIGHT 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Jim Young will be given a 
special night,in his honor 
Saturday by British 
Columbia L~ons, an oc- 
cwyiom thz~. 5Cwmabian 
FeothwilolL~wgqz 
veteran s/~rely would 
trade for ]the treasure 
he'd like ~e most. 
The mblti-purpose 
receiver, playing in his 
15th profe~sionwl season, 
has never played on a 
championship pro team. 
Young, 36, has been 
with the Lions 13 seasons 
and before that was on the 
National Football League 
roster of Minnesota 
Vikings for two years. He 
was too early for succzss 
in Minnesota and too late 
to enjoy the brief success 
of the Lions. 
The Hamilton native 
has been one of the most 
contrc ~rsial figures in 
the C L since he joined 
the LI ~ in 1967. He has 
cangh morz than 50O 
passe and also authored 
a bool called Dirty 30, a 
collec on of on and off the 
field ighiights and hij- 
lass. 
yon the last two 
seas,, ~, Young has been 
a snare part in the of- 
fene~ve arsenal of the 
Lions;' 
c 
, : : a l e d o n i a  t h e  h o s t  
Caledonia Senior Secon- 
dary will be hosting a North-. 
west Zone soccer playday 
Saturday. Teams from 
Kitlmat, Hazelton, Prince 
Rupert, Houston, and 
Nishga. Games will be 
played at Caledonia, and on 
the Skeena Junior High field, 
At 9:30 a.m. Hazelton will 
play Prince Rupert at 
Skeena nd NLsgha will meet 
KRimat at Caledonia . At. 
)1:30 a.m,, Caledonia meets 
Houston at Caledonia , nd at 
man, Nlagha and Hazelton 
meet at Skeena. The final 
~mes,of the day wlH see 
Caledonia meet Rupert at 
Cal, and Kitimat play 
Houston at Skeena. 
Skeena Jr. Secondary's 
volleyball teams will be 
travelling to Prince Rupert 
to participate in a play-day 
Booth Memorial, Thor. 
nhill Jr. is taking the 
weekend off, and other 
teams in the zone will be 
trawlllng to Smithers for a 
play-day there. 
The Caledonia Sr." Boys 
wlleyball team la travelling 
to Prince George for a 
tournament, but the girls 
team gets tbe~weekend dr. 
PART OF NEW NATION 
The Gilbert Islands now 
are part of the new coun~'y 
of Klrihati. 
HU MAKEAIOFgOGDEAI., 
YOU COME 
OUT OH 
TOPI 
1973 CHEV % TON 
10' Security CamPer ....... $6895 
1977 DATSUN 200 SX 
4 cyl.  standard 
• , ~•~ e eeoc  e l  ee  e e e e o e e o e o e •  e•  e•eoe  ° o e e e e e e e e e e g , e e e  J ,o ,  eee  • • • • • t $4895 
1974 THUNDERBIRD 
I .~d~ 
, ° ,  , . , ,  ; e e . .  e H ,  .o  . . . . . ,  ee*  H . . e . o  • e •~ • t ,e  coo•e•  eee  oe  oe  • to  ..... $4195 
1977 FORD F250 SUPERCAD 
Camper Special, V8 Auto $10 500 
1971 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS SALON 
2 door loaded 
o°°°o.e°°°°e°l°e°t0Joeo~oleellee e ,e  • • ••eee••  e ,s  *•eee•  , • • •e•eeoo  $5595 
1978 CAMAR0 
V8 auto, stereo, etc. 
°•tee•eeoc  e l•age•  e ,  o ,eeo  e t  • e e I e • • t t e e • e ,o  gee  , lee  e ,gee  • co•too•e!  $6895 
1976 T-DIRD TOWN LANOAU 
Loaded 
.o*eoeo*eoe*eeeeee.eloooole,e,eloo,Jl,eHllooeloele°.o=" He  • H I  58795 
1977 CHEV BEAUVILLE VAN 
8 Passenger 
ego eeeeeeee,eeeeoeeeeeee oeeoee° .°°eeeeee  ooaeoeeeeoeeesee"  ,o  ..... $6295 
1978 FORD VAN CONVERSION 
Security, frldge, furnace, etc. 
o e o e t * e e e o e e e e e e e o o * o o  • oo  • eeoeoooo  • , ,e  • eo  • • • • OOOOOO•OOOOO e•  $12,995 
!]]L[OpupO cuwm 
• • e ,  e e o .ego | , ,  |eoo  ee  • e ,  e e . , ,e ,  eoeoe ,  age  ee  • e e eeoc  • ee  •eeO•,  e • eoe"  59495 
XR7 • e~n© 
eee l l0"a l , l ' , l o , le . , , , ,  oo ,o loo i ,o . ,  o oo  • J l  J . e ,o l ,e ,o  I * ' H D e  eeaeooe  "T  " v v ~  
1977 FORDoDROHCO 4x4 ,,,nnc 
VO auto tr ., ]Si]O.l~i."l 
°e ,  eo J  , i  • ,go  Joe  e • o re  ° e°  Joe .  toemee,•eoeoe•e'•eoe•eooOeileoe•oeo•olr~v~ 
1979 20 FT. 0KANAOAN 
Motorhome. Only 4,000 ki lometres 
s2o,ss5 AT ONLY 
Terraoe Totem Ford 
Salos Ltd. 
4631 Keith 
636-4084 
. . .  . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ~ ~ ~ . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  , . . . . . .  • . . . .  
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SECOND SECTION 
Noted authors here 
The Terrace Public Remarkable  World of 
Library will have three Frances Buridey and  
famed women authors in indian Petroglyphs, will 
attendance this fall, said be in Terrace Oct. 26. 
Ed Curell, the city's 
librarian Wednesday. Along with Hill Will be 
Beth Hill, author of the Jan Gould, author of 
Children make 
own cartoons 
LONDON, Ont. ((~P) -- On 
makeshift walls in the back 
d a construction hut, tiny 
mimal characters drawn in 
pencil and ink on small 
i~eces of paper are waiting 
for their creators to put them 
m film and bring them to 
life. 
The creators, four students 
of animated film from 
Sheridan College in OakviHe, 
Ont., can be found huddled 
over drawing pads and bent 
over a camera on a tiny 
dter seeing a group of 
mimaters discuss their art 
on a television show. 
Smith went to Sheridan 
College whore he recruited 
the four studunts. Two of 
them intend to work with 
Smith on a planned 30- 
minute animated Christmas 
m~rl~l. 
The success of that ven- 
ture, however, 'will 
dtimstely depend on the 
success of the film now being 
produced inthe back of the 
Women of B.C. and 
Boathouse Question. 
Nov. 9 Lynn Hancock 
the writer surrounded by 
animals and author of 
There's a Raccoon in My 
Parka dn There's an Ape 
in My Hat .Box will also 
appear as a guest of'the 
library. 
All three of the female 
authors are well known 
and will be on hand to 
promote their books and 
assist the public with 
questions they may have. 
As well these women 
have exciting stories to 
share with the public 
concerning ~he facts 
written in their books, 
said Cureli. 
Hill will present a 
series of slides and 
Hancock will display 
films. 
working table, construction hut. He intends 
to approach the CBC With it. It -r~=t stumo ~; ~,~,~.:oOo~. 624-2621 or 624-3359 . . . . . . .  P One ~ the studerls, Mike setting byany means, but it . . . . . . .  ~ ,  • o,,v~.,, ~,,,,,,. w.,, ~,, s,. 
Performers will be singing here soon is enough to give the sindents ~annon, .explam.s t~e.l~, les #,~t ,~d~t~,~t~e. , ,~t~t~t~.~ 
egperlenca in making an ani- a prmuemg ammama nm~: 
mated film. Once the idea is formed a Jacques Brel alive here Tbastudentswerehiredby story boardofronghsket- Bill Smith, owner of a small ches is made up. It Is a 
cans|ructinn firm, to put to- visualizatien of the plot and 
~ethar a 15-mmum film. t/e is "one way of telling if the 
B.C.'s own package-deel theatre series will soon be A hit wherever played, it is a monument to' the invested $25,000 into the story is going to work." A 
coming to Terrace with three outstanding plays famed Belgian balladeer, Jacques Brel on whose venture because he had secoad, moreelaberatost~ 
always been interested in board in constructed width prodaeedbyDavidY.H.LuiMtheVancouver Cultural . music the revue is based. Anunconventionalmusical . nimation, ~dhed.ecid.ed ~ maps out the film shot by 
Centre and the Arts Club Theatre, said Mark Per- which contains no dialogue amongst i s 25 songs, the necome aeuvmy mvo=vea ~hot. 
teons, company manager, Wednesday. show speaks to its audience with a remarkable per- 
The three plays due to appear on stage at R.E.M. sonal power. . ~l#***************************** ~, 
Lee Theat~ are "Jacques Bre] IS..., "Billy Bishop Torraeewill be the only performance in the area as ~ ~ ~ ~ .~v . ] 
Goes to War" and "Same Time, N=t Year." facilities are not available in I~tlmat and Prince 
"JaequesBrel Is..."will he the first of the series to Rupert, said Porteous. ~ THEATRE =- 
be presented starring Erneatine Jackson two-thne ' "It is probably one of the more expert package paeSEe 
Ton~ Award nominee for her Broadway per- features that sponsors have encountered," he said. 
formancea. '~he whole idea is to get good theatre out to the rest ~ ~ i 
Jackson was also the star ~ the fiLm and television ef the province," he added. • Hidden somewhere in the 
show "Roots: The Second Generation." Oct. 17 is the date programed for Jacques Brel Is... 4~ 
In the summer of 1972, Vancouver. reached a , , .  .. , with Billy. Bishop Goes to War scheduled for Feb.. 15 ~ paper are two Ter, raoe :~ 
..... th~Lri..~ ,¢p!,mfiestme wl~:,the, o~nin~, of .Jacques ..g~.d.sax~..e~me, N xty.ear ~al~.~r...Aprfl ~ 13 ..... .. ,~ ~ . . . . ... ,g 
Bre] is Alive and Well affd-l~vii~g m ~'arm." Tlfe The idea d the pacgage-oeal IS m encourage a ~ i r  phone numSars. " ~ 
sesattoual musical revue ran for an unprededented s~ving of 20 percent verses the cost of.a single ticket ~ ~ , , , 
thirty weeks and went on to enchant audimees in purchased at the door, said Porteous. ~ Find them, and if one is yours you ve 
Winnipeg and Edmonton. ltisanticipatedtheserieawillbeaselloutandthose ~ [ '~  won. ,~ 
• ~ I ~" Pick up your tickets at the Herald .K', This past June Lui preeduceda brand new production interested in attending should contact Stephan Cieslik  ~ office~ 3212 Kalum St. 
this fabled musical, at (B5-2101. 
Terrace bands organized 
School hands in the head is Ted Gough, Fade 7student hands is be at the REM Lee 
Terrace area. are now phoning committee under Charlotte Cameron, for Theatre on Sunday, Oct. 
organized under an MaureenBaker, publiclty Thornhili Jr. Secondary ~ at 2 pJn., when the 
umbrella organization head is Peter Chettle, is Audy Barr and for Caledonia Band will be" 
formed recently by band ueiformseommitteehead Skeena Secondary the 
directors and .parents in is Anna Marchildon, and manager is Joe Van- So/ned by bends from 
the area. The ussiciation transportation under Ed. derkwank. Prince Rupert and 
covers all school bands Sehmidt. The big band The Association's first Kitimat to present heir 
from grade 6 to grade 12. dance committee, which public presentation will annual concert. 
The new association is will be putting on the 
called the Terrace-eventDes. latSkeenadr .  Nova Scotia misses tourists 
Thornldll Band Parent Secondary, is headed by 
Association, and at ' a Audrey MaeKinnon. HALIFAX (CP) - -  The from the United States. But 
recent meeting the new International Gathering. of the U.S. decline was 
erganization elected its Treastwer for this year the ClanssavedNovaSeotis balanced by a dramatic 
officers, led by the will be Don MaeKinnon, from having a disastrous increaseofbetwean35and40 
election of Lea Bahr as end the travel manageris tourist scasm this summer, per cent in overseas visitors. 
president, Irma Brewer Sherri Omtein. says Deputy Tourism Minist~ Hugh Canted. Most of these tourists 
as vice-president and There are still two The near-disaster was came from Britain to attend 
Diana Paterson as positions open, that of caused by a decline of about the 1979 International 
secretary, band manager at'  30 per cent in tourist raffic Gathering of the Clans. ,. 
Committees .  were Caledonia Sr. Secondary ~ fr********/~**#***************** 
formed as well Ways and for the area's grade 6 ~" 
and means committee students. Manager for ~ 
i ' = • ~ I MOTOR HOTEL l .: 
SEPT 26 - OCT. 2 ~ ~, 
E v ' l ~ ~ i ; ~ | | U  I I j l  i Game of Death ~Idlliiw ~ 
OCT. 3-6 ~. 
Bedknobe & Broomsticks 
.lg 
• ' .~ 
.... =2;==21 ...... i l l l i  Matineo-2p.m. 
i , 4 ~  " ~ before ordering Bl l  "~ 
; = ' :  , TO Be Announced : ,
I L~ Excellent Service IIIll ~ '7 & 9 p,m, 
• lt]~ Reservations i38-11141 Illill 
Butch & Sundance, The Early Days 
hen e ax and enloY ~ SEPT. 30. OCT. 2 . WALLY KHADIKIN 
In ~ The Ravengers ~ 
',2, LOUNGE i "OCT' 3"~=ST a Found' ~.~ 
4620 LAKELSE AvE .  TERRACE ~ ,~ 
I I ******************************* 
TERRACE HOTEL 
is searching for musical talent 
for the AUG.USTINE ROOM 
For further information call 
Mrs. Geeraert at 
635-2231 
saflomafl INN I 
~ l i  I t I t J ~ 
VANCOUVER, B.C.. CANADA 
3 DAYS-2 NIGHTS 
1755 Davie Street Phone: 682-1831 
! 
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY i SINGLE OCCUPANCY 
S36'  i $56]Is 
PER PERSON I PER PERSON 
. . . .  Te£=- - ,==; :=- -  . . . .  
Above l . c l .dcs  : 
, Beautiful Guest Room 
"k Breakfast (2) Mornings 
~. Steak or Seafood Dinner 
at HY'S at the SANDS 
EXTRA NIGHT 
DOUBLE/PER PERSON SINGLE/PER PERSON 
$13.00 plus tax $23,00 plus tax 
I ,o.t , ,  ,, ,.s. ) 
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FISHERIES, FORESTRY 
Prob lems on  QCI ant i c ipated  
October is the official cicaled thetthe lugging had mvegetaflon, and to con- dertaken to . Improve' minimizing the possible 
struct harriers at the creek stability, effects, welL.." he@m~lug ofthe rainy ~sen 
on the Queen Cherlsote 
klunds, but already 
Department of Fisheries 
of fleers are gritting their 
teeth in awful anticipation of 
what might happen to a 
ealmon stream in a narrow 
almost reeless, valley near 
Rennell Sound on the west 
coast of Graham Island. 
While putting forward a 
confident front, provincial 
Ministry of Forest officials 
and forest industry 
representatives are likely 
also waiting with bated 
breath, hoping that recent 
stabi l ization measures 
'undertaken on the lugged- 
over slopes above Riley 
Creek will be effective in 
preventing the slides which 
could cripple stream 
productiee. 
The drama now being 
played out in federal 
fisheries and provincial 
forest mialatrles stems from 
a conflict over a timber 
altting permit operated byQ 
C Timber Ltd., a conflict 
which remlted in the arrest 
e[ 16 logg~ last March. The 
charges, laid under the 
Fisheries Act, indicted 
loggers for ondangering fish 
hebitoL 
The Ministry of Forests 
reacted etrougly, demanding 
proof for the claims and the 
federal Fisheries Depart. 
ment hacked down, ac- 
eepling an end to legging 
~pemtien on enly a small 
portion of the controversial 
cutting permit 
Kip Slater, District 
~upervis~ of Fisheries for 
the Queen Charlotte Islands, 
eays they are now watching 
the situation "very 
mrci'ully." .Although he ie 
hoping, without much faith, 
that elides won't occur, he 
says if it does happen, at 
least his department will 
have the satisfaction of a 
smug 'we.told.you.se.' 
"If it rains heavily 
sough," Slator.says, "a 
large part of the slope is 
geiug to come down into 
Riley Great, and then we're 
~oiug to have a real mess." 
Slater efers tea report by 
Deug Swauston, 'a geologist 
greatly increased the 
likelihood of mass 
movement of the soil, that 
slides would likely reach 
Riley Creek on the valley 
floor, and that the slides 
could contain material of a 
size potenlially detrimental 
to fish spawnins[ grounds, the 
Justice Department decided 
the evidence was not con- 
clusive enough to proceed 
with the charges. 
Sister prints out, however, 
that experts, like Swanston, 
deal in high degrees of 
possibility rather than 
certainties. Stating that 
detrimental impact is highly 
possible is about as far as 
Swanaton's professional 
integrity will let him stray, 
Satar says. 
The Fisheries supervisa'r 
has a telling analogy for his 
m'gumont. He says it's like a 
doctor being asked to predict 
the effect of a revolver being 
fired at a man from a 
distance of thirty yards. 
"Even given the muzzle 
velocity and the pistol 
calibre,, the doctor is not 
going to he able to ac- 
ourately predict whether the 
man will die, or how leeg it 
will take to dle,"Slater says. 
"But one thing h~ for sure; 
it's not going to de him any 
~ed,,, 
Sister says the incident 
,sat spring proves heyoad 
doubt that there is no 
preventative mechanism 
readily avai lable ' in  the 
Fisheries Act. Instead, 
Fisheries ~ffionrs must walt 
for an offense to take place 
befoce laying charges. By 
then, Sister s~s, it may he 
too lat~ 
The onlY avenue now open 
to Flchories in future fishing 
and lugging controversies 
lies in convincing Fisheries 
Minister James McGrath of 
potential danger, and 
stopping, logging operations 
with a federal order-in- 
eeunciL But the inevitable 
uproar over" Jurisdiction 
makes tlls last report us- 
platable to federal and 
v~ilvincial governments, as 
an large forest in- 
dustrials. 
Meanwhile, the Forest 
bank. 
"We are reasonably 
.confindent hat the in- 
structlons given the com- 
pany will go a long way to 
stalilising the area," Prince 
Rupert Rngienal Manager 
Jack. Biichert • said. in a , 
statement a  the time. 
'T in  ver~" optimistic that 
we can achieve and maintain 
mceeseful multiple resource 
use through careful, timber 
harvesting procedures,"he 
raid ~' 
Peter " Pfista'r, a 
spokesman for ~C,¢imher's 
operations on t~e Queen 
Charlottes, and one of those 
arrested last March, said 
Wednesday from Vancouver 
that the siLo-specific 
measure imposed by the 
Forest Service were nearing 
completion. 
Pflster said he could see no 
nmson why the Forestry 
measures shouldn't prevent 
'major slope failures, but 
added that he had not been 
involved in designing the 
program. He noted that 
there were likely other 
precautlons which could 
have been taken, but 
d~-clined to specify what 
these measures might be. 
His personal opinion, he 
said, was that the slci~i 
would have h~!d up even ,if 
mw work I~  been us- 
Pflster confirmed that it Is 
likely the measures un- 
• dertaken at the instruction of
• the Forest Service will cost 
Timber very little. He 
said that the Forest Service 
is now considering allowing 
the cost of the elope 
stabilization pmg~am under 
Section 88 .,of the new 
Forestry legislation. The 
legislation allows for breaks 
in stumpage charges for 
pollut!on control equipment 
and processes. 
Queen Charlotte City 
resident Jim Hart is not 
convinced that the Forest 
~ervice had done enough to 
prevent sedimentation and 
slides. Hart is the former 
Ffzherlea Officer responsible 
for most of the arrests last 
spring, When the charges 
were dropped, and  the 
logging recommenoed, Hart 
both figuratively and 
literally went fishing. 
"Following the Riley 
Creek incident, I couldn't 
stay in the .same 
posltion11'Hart said from 
queen Charlotte. City this 
momiug.. 
.~:He :~-rs to the' Forestry 
~tmont ' s  measures as 
"bothi~g short of tokenism," 
end stqlgesto that at best it 
mightin.ease soil stability 
by 25 per cent. 
"If they wast ' to call that 
Hart lauds tough, en: 
v l ronmenta l  laws  
established by the U.S. 
Forest Service and the 
E~vlronmentol Protectlm 
Agency in Alaska, laws that 
nmtriet logging in any areas 
in '  which sedimentation 
levels could he increased 
even as much as five to ten 
per cent. 
• Referring to logging 
company promises to 
t~grade logging roads and 
plant ro~ as l'rcherrlngs," 
and the .Rennell Sound 
measures as "a waste of 
time and money,"Hart 
predicts there could be a 50 
per cent Ires of the pink 
salmon production in Riley 
Creek. 
Hart says the con. 
frontatton over Cutting 
Permit144 could he "Just the 
start of the fiasco." He says 
there are three other 
watersheds with even 
steeper lopes yet to be 
~ged. 
But future confrontations. 
will continue to be difficult, 
he says, • unless there Is 
rapport from within the 
Department 
"How can you enforce a 
law when somebody at the 
next level might say  
"Alright, we agree this isthe 
law, but we're afraid we 
mn't let you do it that way." 
Herald Classifieds Phone 635-6357 
By GARRY FAIRBAIRN 
CALGARY (CP) -- While 
environmentalists protest 
plans to expand nuclear 
power, a greater ecological 
hazard may be building, a 
California eclentist warns. 
In a paper sent to the 
recent World Petroleum 
Congress, Marvin Gold. 
burger of the California 
Institute of Technology 
expressed fears about plans 
to generate lectricity from 
burning coal and synthetic 
liquid fuels. 
That, he said, could well 
lead to the "greenhouse 
effect," in which increased 
carbon dioxide in the at- 
mosphere prevents re- 
radiation of solar heat and 
raises global temperatures, 
"We are playing with 
major global effects which 
cannot be ignored, are 
poorly understood and may 
not be easily reversible." 
Burning fossil fuels, he 
said, "could produce 
profound climate changes" 
such as melting part of the 
polar ice caps. The changes 
might not be harmful, or 
their effects might be bal. 
anced by other factors, but 
no one knows for sure. 
Although the congress in 
Romania focussed on 
petro leum prob lems,  
Goldberger and other 
authors and speakers 
frequently asserted that 
petroleum supply problems 
demand development of 
nuclear power. 
"A major commitment to
an increasing use of nuclear 
power is necessary," 
Goldberger said in a speech 
read to the congress in bis 
absence. 
",~e muat accelerate con- 
strucflon of the safe, ef- 
ficient, clean, light.water 
nuclear reactor power 
stations that we have shown 
we can build. 
"Nuclear energy must 
contribute substantially to 
our needs, otherwise the 
burden on our other fuels wllf 
be too  great . "  
LIIKELSE(  ) 
mt,  m ,  " • ' 
\ 
YOUR TERRACE PHARMACISTS 
AI Dubeau' Cliff Procevlat 
.41 Fabbl Bill Turner 
'Kathy Kuzyk Bill Wall 
Larry Krause . Ingrld Wlpfll 
Gerry N~rtin Bob Otsu 
3he 1.980 Chewolets 
and Oldsmobiles 
The burning question of the 80's: How do you 
combine more efficient automobiles with the excitement of 
" " "  . . . . . .  " . . . . .  " "  ...... " . . . . . .  - "  i : , M+~bbt, CIm~si¢  
:;~:/;~:;:": ........ ~iiii~:.:iiiiiiiiiii~;ili~;~!~ii+~,i~~;i:i:i~i~i:i:i:!:i:::~:~:~"~ : .:~. ~:~ ................... ~ ..... s, .a. .  
.i, ~ Cthth'wt II.h'hbm'L ,St,,l,,n 
includes a tough little 4.cylinder 
eo#ne with 4-speed transmission. 
bucket seals, AM radio, tinted 
windows, body side mouldin~ and 
more. A spunkyV-6 and automatic 
transmission are both optional, 
Economical todrive, with no extra 
ehaNe for Monna's sports personality. 
Hatch or Coupe. both are a hand- 
some solution, 
~t'U/lgpllr/(.'Mtlth/,I fitch+. IIMllllphllll rfl Ii)l~t 
/,w sh,ndurd ,,qtlipp,,d Chet,tI M.n:u~ .S  qLIllR)kn~ 
H/.TMI'(;). 
CHEVET IE  
Our competitors had to watch 
Chevettc's tail as it dashed away with 
'1 sales ticcesses.* For 1980 we're 
really giving them something to look 
at, and for you, someIMng exciting to 
admire.Yes, Cbevette has "A-K~w'ly., ..
styled rear end, [eatt/rin~ rn;oi~ Ja 'ss: ,"  
area for better visibility, with'an ~it~: )'. 
foil and easy.loadihghatchLAnd ybh' ., 
still get a whole batch of no-extra- 
cost equipment guaranteed to make 
Chevette f el ike a little luxury car; 
from radio to console to reclining 
seats,'and more! How much more? 
M, nte Ct,r~ 
price tag is short (ask your dealer). 
Tt,m.pnrl ( ' t ln , . / ,~ fm4,.n~uttq~hott vattttg 
b*r .htnd.td cqttqvtt d ('bct., Ib &- 7.3~JlO(liot 
tit: . ; ,%I I*GI 
"[{,l~t'd~,ttR [ Po lk  r t ' t ' t~rd~t~|r t"d lsOdlh . l t , [  I le~ 
', t*lllt'le S Il l (+'ill h ldd [ r tl l l l  Jd l t l JdPf  t t l J t l l l t '  Iq7~). 
CAMARO 
What can we say about Camaro 
that isn't mild every time it drives 
down the highway? Handsome good 
looks and sporty handling have kept 
Camaro in demand since the begin. 
ning And 1980 brings you exciting 
new trim, new coloum inside and out. 
Test chive the elegant Betiinetta, or 
the quick.and.agile Z28. 
l ' r t+oq~ttet  t ' l l thh f ,  l f i '¢ l l '+~tlM,OI l* l l~tt  f t l l t t l t~ 
f, lr ( "~t'l' l 't)/,' l t "llltlllrO ll'l/h .{. ~. I ' l l tt l l l t  ' ,l/Idlllth,- 
mMw Intm mh~.m - I 1.21.,'l¢++km 1J3.2 M/~f;I 
CITATION 
They're lining up for this one- 
the first new Chevy of the 80's. 
With front-wheel drive and transverse 
engine Citation provides amazing 
root;,, n.: s, remarkable trunk slxlee 
in hatch and notchhaek versions, and 
qualities oftitle and quiet that 
you\'e pmhably assooi:ated wilh much 
:.'; .:::7:::... 
. . . ~l l ln~l '~'~l ' t ' l l~ l l l l l  
¢,mt.u,brd dt,e, 
MALIBU 
• 1980 Malibu pholds Chevrolet's 
tradition fstrengflt and ependability, 
in a mid.size car Omt puLs the family 
firsL Powered by a standard V-6 
engine, Malibu offers ample interior 
space for most family needs in a 
crisp, nearly.styled exterior. Malibu's 
2-door Coupe provides a touch of 
sportiness. Malibu wa~n isa space 
story in itself. Fresh t~ew styling fro ~t 
and rear make Malthu for 1980 more 
than ever acar you can count on for 
value, economy and solid service. 
~rtllt~lN a ('~ttttt,[~t.fttt'l ¢ l~t,Mtltlpttott nlll t,.%, 
r i te  C/wet/  I fuM,u  t~'db 3 57., at,  i s ,  ,,thltttthotloh¢ 
t r .n~m~,a ,m-  O ql.,It~lkm f2,~" 1%f l~g I 
TOURi~I~ FLOCK TO SITE l | ,~ 
Machu Picchu, the lost city 
of the lncas In Peru, is 
visited annually by 400,000 
tourists. 
t 
The controversial ccident 
at Three Mile Island, he said, 
"will in the long run have a 
healthy effect by giving us 
guidelines for improving our 
safegtmrds." 
Noting forecasts that 
nuclear power could supply 
34 per cent of All energy by 
2000, up from 3.S per cent 
now, Goldberger said it is not 
necessary to use breeder 
reactors to meet that goal. 
Such reactors, which 
produce more plutonium fuel 
than they burn, are not 
economically, feasible and 
raise the danger of 
proliferation of weapons- 
grade nuclear material, he 
said. 
"The breeder is our in- 
surance policy for future 
electric power needs. The 
risks of a plutonium 
economy are so great we 
shouldn't cash in that policy 
until we need it." 
Vice-president John 
Roorda of Shell Oil Co. said 
environmental nd other 
resistance to nuclear power 
has had its effect, but with oil 
supply-price trends "nuclear 
power could remain the  
lowest cost source of cen- 
trally-generated elec- 
tricity." 
In the 1990s, he sa id ,  
nuclear power would he a 
significant source of ad- 
ditional energy. 
David Sternlight of 
Atlantic Richfield Co. 
predicted that the nuclear 
contribution will be felt even 
earlier, providing the 
equivalent of four million 
barrels of oil a day for the 
United States In 1985. 
And Robert Belgrave of 
British Petroleum Co. Ltd. 
stated simply that without 
nuclear power a balanced 
energy picture is impossible. 
tnd hlmwl h.,htt~," 
Chevy retch asuits uccess.This year 
Chevrolet offers an economical V-6, 
with compact V.8~ optiowal, including 
a new diesel.powered wagon, 
Chevrolet for 1980- the new standard 
in standard.size cars. 
lrtllJqtlst[ ( "tlttU,/,, flit I t',gt~ffl,lpht#l r.litlq 
.lot Ct, vvndvt ~'~q,t u v v,dh iqlhomd -1 4/. ,'~ll¢ow - 
I '1  ff.,It~,ktn t2t. 9,Ul~it 
MONTE CARLO 
We've got a surprise for you! 
"lhflm! 1980 Moote Carlo comes with 
an optional Turi)ocharged V-6engine 
thu[ ellis loose with power when 
you need it, economy when you want 
it And eveu with the standard V-f, 
Monte Carlo delivers a combination 
' of fuel-efficiency, luxury, madholding 
and beart.tuming styling that 
separates driving pleasure from dull 
routine. Same ~,~eat shape; new 
design touches that refresh and refine 
a nohle i~tea. 
l'mnq.~O Ummdu ].,,I 
Itttl~lllttl'[lolt ?ohtlff foe 
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Around town 
Although kst week's weather so.operated despite 
my belief that winter i s  just around the corner, I have 
managed to reta in  my strong~old 0~ the inevitable, as 
I recently witnessed, the beautiful colored autumn 
leaves del~rthng their branches. R was proof in the 
mald~ I am not losing my mind. 
The new-formal response to the Around Town 
column is overwhelming and my only hope k that I
will be able to cover as many requests as possible. 
The events and programs taking place in Terrace 
are numerous. The column will att~npt to cover as 
many as are taking place in t l~  active community. 
I m~st extend an apology te tbeee who have pointed 
out to me that a movie in Teswace does not cost $3.75 
butin fact Is ~50,  as was stated Sept. 21. 
11~ saving Just might eacournge me to leave the 
euy chair this snappy cold winter and attend the 
latest hits all the news magazines are raving about. 
Imost certaiuly will have to make a special effort to 
attend the three plays scheduled to hdd at R~.M. Lee 
Theatre this season, they are receiving raging revues 
• om theatre buffs. 
Sept. =8 "fbe Rattle of Algiers" film is to be run in 
morn ~0~ at NWCC at 8 p.m. 
Diree~! by Glllo Pentecervo, this movie is me of 
his masterful reconstructions of the guerma war in 
Algiers, and Is said to be one of the ~eatest works d 
art to have emerged from the new genre of 
mvolutlouary films. 
The college is desperately in need of viewers for 
their film aeries and are anxious to start a film club. If 
you are a movie fanatic, get invalwd now and call 
Kathy Mueller at 635-6511. 
Another iscoteque fer" "Shake your booffes" 
]fansisinthe .'nuiklng.~ .. Manuel's Resturant,. 
located ou Lazdl~, has applied to Terrace Council for 
ooment and approval. 
KeepIN[ in tune for music fans of vary ing  qa.te-dos' 
Sapt.~0 at 2 p.m. the Tillicum Theatre will feature 
Robert MeRae. 
The renowned church organist~ college teacher and 
private tuition instructor will perform~ stage for the 
Lowrey Organ Concert. 
Don't miss this great opportunity to see and hear a 
splendid concert performed by a great artist. 
• Epp Tulstra, spokesman f~ the Christian Reformed 
Church, is anxious to get the vocal chords of Terrace 
residents tuned up and is having a meeting at the 
church Sept.~7 at 8 p.m. to start up the Community 
.Chdr once again. 
Local residents are also offered a variety of music 
taint to be enjoyed at numerous lounges and 
cabarets. 
Lakolse Meter Hotel is featuring Wally Khadldn in 
the loungeand the Ehhler Brothers lnthe beer parlour 
The Terrace Hotel's Red D'er cabaret will swing 
with rock and roll boogie by Rocky Vaseline who will 
be in attendance until Sept. 29. 
The Northern Motor Inn's lounge has the versatile 
John Haines for your enjoyment. 
The recent unsuccessful .sports fishermen in the 
Terrace area will be pleased to learn some people are 
having luck with the lures. 
hnco Aoedstm was recently a fishing derby winner 
the let Annual Daily H~ald-Skeena Mall Fish 
Derby with his catch of a 9½ Ib eoho caught in the 
Skeena River. 
Aoeks~a was presented with a $25 gift certificate 
from the Sam Store. 
The official opening of the radio and television 
.'service of the CI~ french network in Ten, ace will take 
place Saturday Sept. 29 at the banquet room of the 
arean. 
One of"Volx et Rythmes da Pays,"a popular music 
var ie ty  program to be aired On the national r~mo 
network at a later date. 
The hamburger hound's panic in Terrace for a triple 
brazier burger came to an end Wednesday...  _ 
Avery uncooperative malfunctioning fan nm mane 
it necessary for the IX] to shut down operation on the 
~iddle. 
The threat created was .,.dil~ bars! 
4 ' ,  ' 
o .  
' Our solutions are 
simply beau  
The response: Improve the a !rodynamies for less wind resistance 
and a sleeker look than last year's models. Use materials that offer lightness 
with strength. Offer more choice of diesels, a new V-6 and a hot 
...... new Turbo.The new Chevrolets and Oldsmobiles, at your dealer's now. 
Where efficiency becomes abeautiful word. 
Mdi~u CIm.~k £qale 
A leading part of General 
Motor's commitment to contemporary 
planningisthecontinueddevelopment 
of logical, family-based wagons. 
So for 1980, we re offering a new V-8 
diesel ngine option i  our fidl-size 
Chevrolet wagons, along with 
reductions i  weight and improved 
aerodynamics compared to last year. 
Plus mid.size Maliha nd Cutlass 
wagons that should amaze you with 
their combinations f space 
and sedan-like ride, And handsome 
Olds Eighty-Eight wagons to prove 
that design-efficiency andluxury can 
make abeautiful marriage. 
OLDSMOBILE 
EIGH'P/-EIGHT 
NINE--T~-EIGHT 
Here is the choice in luxury cars! 
The new Oldsmobile Eighty-Eight 
and Ninety-Eight series for 1980. 
These magnificent'new automobiles 
were extensively redesigned 
in the wind tunnel, toreduce (uel- 
wasting wind resistance. 
From this we developed a new, 
sleeker f ont end and a smoother 
body.We then carved off unnecessary 
weight o reduce the Ioad-carrylng 
reqoJrements of the engine.Thus came 
eye-stopplng new Oldsmobiles; 
beautiful and more e~cient han last 
years models with the same 
equipment, proving that economy need 
not be'gained at the expense of luxury. 
And you can order Oldsmobile with 
the optional economy diesel V-8 in 
any Olds Eighty-Eight or Ninety-Eight, 
with your ehoiee dspqrta coupe sedan 
orwagon, ' '~ ' i  
Oldsmobile: well make you feel 
good about the 1980's, See your dealer 
Then go find a road! 
Tmst~lmrl C.nuda /m,h'.n~umptinn rating 
/nr OId~ E~¢Mg.E(¢AI ~ u,dh optinnal.5.t#. ,'nghw- 
12 IHJIOOkm(23.6MIY;). 
OLDSMOBILE  
CUTLASS 
From North America's most 
popular mid-size comes a brand new 
Cutlass 4-door sedan! Totally new 
styling has ereated a Cutlass of such 
e egance t will surly be compared 
5,l I/Ire V. # dli',wL 
to the most expensive luxury cars. In 
fact. you can order your new Cutlass 
with leather seat trim, and add an 
optional dieseIV-8ifyour wish.That's 
luxury, that's Oldsmobile, and that's 
the Cotlass you've waited for. Perfect 
parlner for Olds Cutlass Coupe 
and stabhmate for Cutlass Salon 
2-door and Cutlass Cruiser wagon. 
The way for your family to step up 
to new driving luxury 
7hmslmrt C'.nl~da /Itlqr,,nsumlffion ralin~, 
[.r slamh,td ,'quiplwd (:.lh~sx Sl~pr,.n.,s - 
11~¢4JIIHYm, f26.6MP(;) 
OLDSMOBILE 
TORONADO 
WhenTomnado hrst appeared it 
helped redefine the luxury car- 
a sportscoupe with front.wheel drive. 
Ndw/f~ t980Toronado hastaken 
~fftot~step forward. Lighter, more 
eompact han its 1978 predecessor, 
still luxurious and with no loss of 
interior or ride eomforL Independent 
rear suspension, 4-wheel disc brakes, 
and optional diesel power make 
the 1980Toronado an engineering in- 
novator.Toronado.The most exciting 
step op of all! 
Tmnsp.H C~u.ldu /al'l ,'lm~nml~hlm rah.¢ 
/(~r.dlmdllrde,qmlqwd OMs ~mm,.h~ - t2,0L/llMkm 
3,6/1fl'~;1, 
OMEGA 
liyou're looking for a small car, 
let it be an Oldsmobile. Olds Omeg'a 
brings a new image to the smaller" 
mr. All the advantages of front .wheel ..
drive: more interior space, because 
of the transverse engine; improved 
tmetlon and rnadholding with 
, '~r  ............ :7 , ; t  
c,~g-=,~3.' ' ',¢1 
Mllrlqn'txl,n ~lrol ~ll~pe,n~lm 
MacPhe~son strut suspepsion, espe. 
dally in adverse Weather; Io.ts of 
trunk space. Plus the h-.~dRional Olds 
6 
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qualities of value, luxury and contem, iJ i" 
porary engineering. Driye Omega 
today. It may change your concept 
of the small car forever: 
Tran.p.tl C, mnda /ud ,'q~,~umph~m n#/,*g 
/ .r  shnldatd eqail~P,'d OId~ Om~Res.H ll J l  t~lk"~ 
'. / tp"  
N4: 
~hen you p~'d~'se a new 
Chewolet or Oldsn~obile you areoov- 
ered bya 12 month/20,000 km 
warrant'/; General Mot~s 3-year 
• warranty a~ainst mst~doratJon; 
and you may purc has~.~e optional 
Continuous Protect~0t,~:~ao for 
extended covera~Vair~ mechanical 
disability, And on~¢~:a~dvantage: 
your General M0t~'~l~ler! 
See him not0.)~,J General Motors 
we're committed |o~eadership n
hie e~cency. ~ii" ~ 
NIIN 
Nindy.E~hf RoP'n~ Seden 
R,'nwmb,¢. ,dl rmn~Jd ~'m.I,h~ /u,'/ r,m. 
mpli, m mlm¢~ nn,,~hm.h~ u4dch u~'.~ubj,~'l h, 
nwAI a l l .  't t ~ II~#. ¢ , lwd l~h ' lwh, . .  
.¢ / ' tql " [ In ' ¢ #~ r I~ qmlr dtil~m¢ habd~. 
ff.arz~,h.le~l,mdlhlmmu/iqd~imuh~p~qmll'nl. | 
,~'. In*' rqltlllttlrtll I l l ,  I '~'hli [1~. dla~tmh'd ~ 
i 11,111[11~11'l. a]  t ' l l t l l  i i1~[ 
' L': 
i 
o, 
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IN TERRACE 
Anyone interested in helping to organize a 
photography exhibit by local artists is welcome 
to come to a meeting at the Terrace libra,'y arts 
room on Friday at 8 p.m. 
The meeting is being organized by local 
l~OteSrapber Rod Taylor, who hopes to get the 
show together by early November. 
Native land 
is a bargain 
~2 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  The 
Shaughnessy Golf and 
Country Club --  where the 
entrance fee is $6,250 and 
monthly dues are about $11Z 
--  last year paid only $33,400 
to rent the 162 acres of prime 
land it occupies in southwest 
Vancouver. 
Real estate appraiser 
George Oikawa says that 
land wan worth $15.8 million 
at lest year's market values 
and should have yielded its 
Mmqueam Indian landlords 
a rental income of $1.4 
million. 
Oikawa was testifying 
Wednesday in the Federal 
Court of Canada t the trial 
in which members of the 
Musqueam band say federal 
government  of f ic ia ls  
betrayed their trust with 
respect" to a portion of re- 
serve land, 
In their 1140 million 
damage suit ngaimt Ottawa, 
the Indiana say that officials 
of the department of Indian 
affairs in 1958 deceived the 
hand, into surrendering a
portion of its 416-acre 
reserve. 
Band lawyer Marvin 
Sterrow has said the officials 
subsequently granted the 
golf club a 75-year lease to 
the 169.ncre parcel of 
surrendered land. The 
lawyer said the terms of the 
lease will cost the band $40 
mmlon. 
Oikawa, who appeared as 
a witness for the Indians, 
told Mr. Justice Frank 
Collier he made an 
exhaustive appraisal of the 
disputed land and was able 
to assess its market value for 
cials to surrender it for use 
by the golf club, 
The land, which adjoins 
the University Endowment 
Lands, is perched over the 
body of water known as 
Sturgeon Bank at the mouth 
of the north arm of the 
Fraser River. Its southern 
exposure offers an unob- 
structed view of the Gulf of 
Gcorgla. 
Oikawa said the land's 1958 
market value, if subdivided 
into single-family 99-year 
leased lots, would have been 
$1.6 million. He said a six. 
per-cent return on the l eeae. 
should have yielded the eana 
~7,060 that year. 
Oikawa said his appraisals 
of the 162 acres in various 
years discounted its use as a 
golf club and assessed the 
value as if it were used for 
residential purposes. 
Oikawa testified that the 
market value of the land in 
19~8 was $3 million Which, at 
a return of 7½ per cent, 
should have yielded rental of 
$231,750. 
Looking to the future, 
Oikawa predicted the 
market value of the land in 
1983 would be $19.8 million 
and said a 9½-per-cent 
return would yield the band 
$1.8 million. 
Court has been told that 
the golf club lease, which 
runs for 75 years, is divided 
into five 15-year terms. 
Annual rent for the first 15- 
year term was set at $~9,000 
and increases in the second 
term limited to no more than 
15 per cent of the initial 
~9,000. 
Rentals for the three sddi- 
L 
i ,  
7 
? 
of determining rent as if it .: 
were still in an uncleared : 
and unimproved condition, i. 
At the expiry of the lease .: 
--,,which can be terminated 
by the club but not by the ? 
band-- all improvements on .' 
the land revert o the club. ~ 
Court has been told that : 
the band didn't receive a 
copy of the lease, which was 
signed between the federal 
government and the golf club 
after the band council 
surrendered the land, until 
1970. 
The bearing continues. 
Air traffic 
a crazy job 
VANCOUVER CP daring the strike. 
Almost half of the air traffic Ofthatnumber,47percent 
eonlmllemtostedatthetime scored high onough on a 
of their strike three years questionnaire measuring 
ago would have been psychological stress that~ 
weleomein a hospital mental they "would be welcome in a 
unit, says a Toronto psychiatric unit," although: 
psychiatrist, they would not be classified 
Dr. SJ,J. Freeman, chiof as seriously i l l  . 
d the social and community In follow-up testing after 
psychiatry section at the the strike, stress levels, 
Clarke Institute of dropped and the number of 
Psychiatry in Toronto, said controllers qualifying as 
that 651 controllers were psychinh'iccases dropped to, 
interviewed and tested 28 per cent. 
porposes instead of for the 
goHclub, it would have had a 
potential market value in 
1968 equalled only by the 
Canadian Pacific Rallway's 
prime Vancouver real 
estate. 
He said the reserve land, ff 
offered on the open market 
as 99-year leased lots, would 
have gone very quickly. 
Earlier evidence said that 
the hand members were not 
advised of the land's l~h 
value as residential 
property, but were per- 
sanded by government off i- 
Culle.~ Brougham .~dan 
We've had 6n e built br you, 
various years between 1958 linnal 15-year terms will be 
and 1968: . . . . . .  .~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ,,,determimd, by~alp, e e ~ :  : 
Heasld that If theland had ; ::by~aeblh~iti~M add lh~lKdd~ 
been used for residential to be valued for the purpose • 
t 
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MONTREAL (CP) -- Do- Then, when the cooler peeled for haws !(lrom wonderful salads," ~hl says jalUes and butters now seU "And you muat luve some source; Bo~s also.arei~l . :  
hawthorn ~ ) WM~ ~ l " for the birds.". Farm took am far.from rothea McNlven'e family 
and her more adventurous 
friends dine regularly on 
what most people would 
term weeds. She calls them 
delicacies. 
Owner and protector of one 
of the weedler backyards in 
I 
W 
Montreal, this self.styled 
"wild food nut" has finished 
c tting down her annual tohes of wild strawberry, 
raspberry, •plum and 
chokeeherry Jam. Now she is 
s~ouri.g the eoantr~lde for 
wild grapes, elderberries 
and crabapple~. 
Boaffng 
Gets You Au y 
Haida 24 Command Bridge 
Eas ie r  than almost any other recreation. There is a marina or launching 
ramp just moments from your home. 
And what could be easier than Boarding your boat and setting a course 
anywhere you want without a crowded freeway. When you want to stop, 
just drop anchor and relax. Want to do more? Try fishing, swimming, 
exploring, water skiing or sunning. 
What could be easier than G~tting Away ir~ a Boat. 
Get  Away in a Campion! 
CHINOOK TRAILER SALES LTD. 
5516 Ilwy. 16 W. U.i. 3 S35-2033 Terrace, B.C. 
weather hits, she will 8o 
tracking hlghbush eran-, needs for a lemon-fl~vornd 
berries, mountain ash,. (or Jelly and for thalr mtural 
rowanberries) and win- peetin, and roae hlps,-from 
ter~mon -- enough for her overblown reses, to'make 
8,000-bottis-a-ycar ~peclalty Jam or Jelly. . . 
preserves buslne~. - 
She'll also keep her eyes ' Mrs, McNlven trees lamb'| 
quarters -- often called 
pigweed - -  which is Hch /n  
IrOn and somewhat;like 
bsPinach; milkweed bud~; a 
roecoli-like green,-", or 
nettles picked with i~oves 
and made into soup. • ' l 
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BO1113A 
while eheckin8 a linger 
phu~t transplanted to her 
l~:den so its root Would be 
sasily available to flavor 
crab apple Jelly cr to bo/l and 
lweeten as candy, 
Dependtn~ onthe seam,  a 
tossed mhd cbez McNlven 
can include violet i lenves, 
ehiekwend or •clover 
bloasoma. 
What began as a hobby 
turned into a'busine~, three 
ye i~ ago. . . 
y Jars of her" }rere and 
delicately flavored Jams. 
:aeress Canada in specialty 
:foodand~tshoi~., ' When hunting for wild suffldent for.gathering the 
Mrs. MeNivon m protec, foods, flexibility is a must. wild harvest. Mrs. MeNiven 
• "I  80 looking for one thin~ traveis with he~ ~.~r I ~cked  five of food growing in the- and find something eke, with a step-ladder., 81ayes, wilds. 
band-aids and insect" "You mustn't take all you she says. 
flnd, bocause then you'll kill Anyplace that reed to he repellant, plue a varisty of 
the source," she'explain~. ~ farm land is the likeliest portable containers. 
. ' . . . • 
Seniors get • ~ ;~i -".! ' 
helpi.g hand 
MONTREAL (CP$: ~ ~ an eye on the whole 
~d.g  care of mdr n~-  buf l~  
bars !~ become a rqu~kr Cyrli-l)onl*l,8o, iwidower 
task for the monlt~'(~t 
Foyer LaurenUen, ~. In  
apartment block for the eL- 
der]y.' ' " 
Each morning beiw~an 
nine and SO, there is a knock 
on the door of every W.o f  
the 200 nprtmento in t~i~ gl' 
bul]dl~. . "!.' ~.. 
• M,ry Nahenm, ~ al 
ndmlnistratien for ..t~. ,,Ix- 
year-old Foyer, aay(m : a 
mOnitor is appdnted on each 
floor who has the daily, duty 
of checking every apeHment 
" I I  there is no "a lwer  
when they knock, they have 
the anthori~ to enter, t~e 
apart~mst to,me if an~thlNl 
is wrong," she says: ' '. ' 
Recently, two tenants 
were found lying on the t ier  
endweretaken to hesl/taL A 
third person was fomd deed, 
The monitor system is pert 
of the Foyer Comnmhit~, 
Friendly Service "l whldh 
encourages residents ["t0 
"take care of other Fmms 
living on the same flusr."~ 
Another sell.help imp ' ,  
called Good Neigbb,o.., 
• . , . * 
who has lived In the building 
for three yenrs and is a Gnod 
Neighbor committee 
member, :says mW resldont 
who n~h help with Odd Jobs 
in the apartment or outside 
- -  S~ l a s bmddng and 
ahopl~isg-- "only has to call 
ULI~ ~ . , ". 
'the Fo)q~ r allo haSl weekly 
medical olin/as. . ' 
Nurse Chris,- Cotton. a 
former VAetoria Order nune 
• who rung clinics: every 
Monday. and Thursday, 
concentrates on preventive 
mndletne.' abe gives advice 
on nutrition, watching for 
blood pre~ure and has 
a regular foot clinic and 
exercise sosolm. 
Every  Wednesday 
evenlng, adoctor also vlsila. 
The seE-help plan at the 
Foyer ~q~ires that al] resi- 
dents k ~ p  an  eye on their 
nollhbora nd report o the 
doctor or nurse if they feel 
enmeone. needs medical 
attention or if they are not 
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Inflation makes vinyl siding 
look:like hero to homeowner: 
Tired of the old home- Of course, you'want any- 
stead, but tied to it by the thing you put on your home 
high cost of  today's new 
homes? There is a way you' 
can have a new-looking 
home, but avoid high inter- 
est rates and inflated hous- 
ing prices. Don't move, re- 
novate! A smart way to start 
is with vinyl siding. 
Vinyl siding is one' of the 
quickest ways to 'make an 
old, wood-sidei:! home look 
new. Why vinyl? Because 
unlike ~vood siding, which 
requires substantial upkeep, 
vinyl is virtually mainte- 
nance-free. And, while 
aluminum siding initially 
costs about the same as 
vinyl, aluminum siding is 
subject to scratching, corro- 
sion, warping and denting. 
As a matter of fact, vinyl 
has proven.(o be an almost 
perfect siding material. 
Vinyl.sidih'g is solid color 
clear.tffrough, about 40 
times'thicker than the coat 
of coloi" oh metal siding, 
Solid vinyl siding doesn't 
show scratches t~'mars; the 
color never w~ off.lf you 
reside with~/tiiy.I, your 
house will have a clean, 
bright, just-painted look for 
years. . . 
There are other reasons 
why vinyl retains its beauty. 
Vinyl is chemically inert, 
immune to the forces which 
can Corrode, warp and ruin 
metal siding. Vinyl can re- 
sist the damaging effects of 
acids, saltwater air, sun- 
shine, rain and airborne in. 
to be as safe as possible. 
Metal siding will conduct 
electricity and must be 
grounded by an electriciqn 
' in some areas of the coun- 
try. It also magnities the rat- 
a-tat sounds of rain and 
hail. But, vinyl siding does 
not transmit sound nor ran- 
duct electricity. 
Vinyl siding is also a non- 
conductor of heat uad cold, 
which:increases its insula- 
tion value. It does not 
attract condensation or 
moisture, and provides 
much better resistance to. 
temperature changes than 
metal. 
When you select a brand 
of vinyl siding, make certain 
it meets appropriate build- 
ing codes. You should buy a 
brand that has the approval 
of all major codes, such as 
Building Officials Confer- 
ence of America, Inc. 
(BOCA), Federal Housing 
Authority (FHA), Interna- 
tional Colfference of Build- 
i n~ Officials (ICOBO), and 
th~"Soutfiern Building Code 
C~ngress (SBCC). 
': • ,~' ,. . Warranty . 
A warranty isalso impor- 
tant. What will you get in 
writing to guarantee the 
quality of the siding mate- 
rial? Is the warranty trans- 
ferable, if you decide to sell 
your house? Some vinyl 
siding, like that manufac- 
tured by Mastic Corpora - 
tion, has a transferable, 
dustrial pollutants. 
Easy to haintain 
Through the years, you'll 
appreciate vinyl's easy-care 
characteristics. Sudsy water 
is usually all that is required 
to keep vinyl looking new. 
Abrasive cleaners ran be 
used to remove tough stains 
without damaging vinyl 
limited, 40-year warranty 
, o,~ iqcluding a ' " 
Since any kind of siding is 
a big investment,.ask ques- 
tions and test various iding 
products yourself before 
making a fina! decision. For 
a free mini-sample of vinyl 
siding as well as a brochure 
on the subject, write to Mas- 
tic Corporation, Dept. SC, 
siding, as they .would _ 131. South. T.aylor SKeet, 
painted alumk~um. - ..So6th Bend, IN 466~.~ 
Decorate with area rugs 
Area rug~ are like punctu- may be, remember that they 
ation marks, only more gla- are meant o be walked on[ 
FURNITURE FOR TODAY... A customer-assembled wall unit and desk-buffet by O'Sullivan features aglow- 
ing, hickoryelm I~eneer !am nate for easy care, and the new, "soft Iook,".rolled edges.'t 
Easily,assam bled fu rn it u re 
NEW YORK CITY--"If The wood look-alike, pieces in this line is a bed- 
it doesn't go together easily, high quality laminates such room cabinet which 
give.it,back,'~kd~ises Rick as Rendara, by Reneer, are encloses a TV set and offers 
Scappatura bout cus- used to give texture, warmth twoshelves for display or 
tamer-assembled furniture, and beauty of wood to cus- storage. 
which comes' knocked- tamer-assembled furniture, For those who hesitate 
down in a box, along with along with peace of mind about customer-assembled 
all the hinges and hardware from scratches, tains and furniture even though the 
needed to put it together, abrasions. They also wipe savings are tempting, here 
Mr. Scappatura, whose clean with a dampragin an are some encouraging tips. 
firm, Natbe Furniture, ira- instant. When you buy, look very 
ports unassembled, modern Lifestyle furniture manu- carefully at how the floor 
furniture from Brazil and facturers employing such' sample isputtogether. Read 
Europe, asserts thattheonly fine, wood.patterned iami. the dirccti?ns at home very 
ta l~  dge~ed for today's .~h~tes ~; R~l~hra fori:price carefully, and-~tirelyrPro-' 
carefully~3daehined furni. *'~sa.Mngs'and"greatdurab lity, ceed carefully, don't force 
ture kits is the ability to also have lifted the quality anything. It should all fit m- 
read, and patience, and design of their lines, gather easily. 
Wood and wood-lami- 
nate, customer-assembled New Furuifure 
furniture, called 'lifestyle' lniroduced 
in many stores, has been up- 
graded in styling and qual- O'Sullivan Industries, a 
ity, removed from the leader in family room-style 
housemates departmenfs wall units, desks and tables, 
• .. . . . .  urmture is introdu~ng,ne~.~ving 
area. TodaY,, usually only room ,and I~droom t~rni- 
the tag tells the difference ture in a honey elm laminate 
between what comes with elegant rolled edges 
shipped to you knocked and an ir0pressive, class 
down and what doesn't, appearance• One of the new 
mourous. Just as commas llmmllllllllllllnllllllmlllllllgllllllllllllll 
" W|GHTNAN SMITH 
make sense of furniture ar- : 
rangements, However, in 
addition to their practical 
usefulness, they should be- : 
come excitingly interesting 
as well. 
Today's area rugs are all "~ 
over the place, creating 
islands of soft comfort on i LARGE LOT 
vinyl, tileorwood floors, or I 4m OLSON AVENUE This 5 y . r  old, b.ommt SPACIOUS, MgBI~E ~" 
on top of plain wall.to-wall i I l~ia Is a comfortable homels located on a large HOME ':, " *~ : 
carpeting. • femllyhomeataprlceyoo 166x119 lot which has 1978 14XTO,~Pa~ou~t : 
Whatever floor you have, can afford. A handy ~bdlvldlng potential. eendlx m0bl~'hol~'g~ 0p : 
k)¢atlon near schools and Property Is level and m fenced O~O~.,~ This 
itcanbcemphasizedwithan : downtown area. Some ~rflollytread. Homehas3 home ha| m~y~Wares to : 
accent rug. A stroke of 
boldness heightens the ap- i I features Include: at- he droomk separate dining ti ler. Llvl.r~,~rog~ with 
fro¢~lvlgroundl with back argo, partlolly flnlsh~d rec Franklin flrep~ce and flay : 
peal of the entryway or foy- : yard completely fenced room. Double corport, window. Bnln~oren hps 
and rear aocesa, 3 ~qswthlsproper~llstedat built-In chino ~ cobln~t. : 
colorer' Ainlargethe shaggYcenter ofaCirClecon-°f •• bedroom& nice size kit- 166,500. Three bedrooms. 12x~4 : 
versation grouping sets it • ~n,  ~rgo living room ON THE BENCH patio. Most furnishings 
apa~ from the:~rest of the I with brick fireplace. Four year old ~o storey Incloded.Thlsprep~r~y~an : 
room. When every inch : U~bg price $47,$00. home located on quiet be purcho~d with an offer • 
stroot on the b~ch. Homo ~ the asking price of • 
within a room must count, i has S bedrooms, 2 S36,SO0. 
as in many round-the-clock • fireplaces, large sundeek [ rooms, one small but bril- • QUIET STREET md carport. Natural gas 
liant show of rug color will : Wellcered forfamlly home heat. A good value at the HOME ON THE HILL An 'attractive executive 
define dining, music or : beefed on quilt paved alklng pries of $58,500. resldence with view of ' :  
study area, Beside the bed, street In town. Free MEDIUM PRICED HOME ~lley situated on Cador 
rugs can provide soothing • eandlng fireplaceln Ilvlng A cozy 2 badroom home Crescent lust a few : 
comfort under bare feet. • room. 3 bedrooms. Par- ~fuatedon.91acrosnt~ mlnutoo walk from : 
And, of course, hearths and I t ini ly flnllhed rl¢ room. Dogwood Avenue. In¢ludad dbwntown Terrace. This : 
Easy to care for Alcen features are a woodstove, homo features 1600 sq. ft., 
rugs were really made for : .~dlng. Nst'urol gas hut. d*c~lc range end frldge, full basement, attached 
each other. • property is fenced and new b~rn and greenhouse, two ear garage, two' : 
The colors, textures and l dCey landsce~d. View This property hoe sub. fireplaces, rec room with : 
designs of area rugs today : ~l lprepIHy and make an dvlslonopprovalfor41ots, w~fbarondflVlb~drooms. 
offer to the ceking price of sublect to approval from Ustlng price S81,500. • 
make them truly small ~11 SOS,000. mmmunity water rights : 
branch. 
gems, Without a rug, a • Usflng price $45,000. = 
room can fall very flat. 
With a rug, a room assumes I I~  II 
an entirely individual per- ~• A.E. LePage Limited Coast Coast Real Estate Service • 
s°nal i ty 'S°metimesarug' i  635 6361 slan Pnrker : dict tes the roo  decor, as- 635.4031 
pecially if it is a small work- Harry Smith : 
of-art design. "~ m • 635-2826 
Jim Dully • " BENINGS ,3 , . , , .  
However you use them, n 4611 UKELSE AVE. Sob Rlpm.ter  : let rugs serve as glamourous • 
punctuation to any room in • ~ '~ "• • TERRAOE, l.O. '-ur,. the house. And, regardless • .~.7~ 
of how superb-look!ng they !i•ll,nalalmmllnnalamllllUllllal•lllll mmuuiya•mal 
Decorating tips for 
apartment dwellers 
If you're an apartment- top of the chest can accom- Tiny kitchen? Don't for- 
dweller, making the most of modate a collection of get the space over your 
home life can be a challenge 
.to •your ingenuity at times 
particularly if you're limit- 
ed as to space. '. 
However, there are many 
decdrating tri~:ks for mak- 
ing smaller apartments seem 
larger and for making the 
most of what you do have. 
if yea don't have space 
• for a guest room, your lie" 
ing room can do double- 
duty by substituting a new 
sofa bed for that old couch. 
Handsome screens•can pro- 
vide privacy when needed, 
and can decorate a corner of 
the room when not in use. 
Pufting cocktail tables and 
end tables on casters will 
make .the changeover f om 
living room to guest room 
easier, too. 
No space for an honest- 
to-goodness dining room 
set? Here's where a drop- 
leaf table can solve your di- 
lemma, handsomely. Place 
the table against a conveni- 
ent wall (perhaps in the'hall- 
way) and use it as a spot to 
show off a favorite art ob- 
ject or to deposit the mail; 
when company comes, you 
can bring your table out in- 
to the spotlight for com- 
fortable dining. 
Not enough closet or stor- 
age space in that bedroom? 
A handsome armoire can 
enhance your bedroomdecor 
and provide extra space for 
wardrobes, as well. An- 
.othex.space-saving i~lea is to 
place an attractive~chest in 
back of a sofa that's posi- 
tioned away from walls; the 
books, while the inside pro- head! Overhead slats can; 
vides needed storage, provide great hanging places~ • 
Don't have room for both for pots, pans, wire baskets 
a desk and stereo shelves? A and the like; they look pie-: 
wall storage system can turesque, too. 
solve your space problems Remember that light~ 
beautifully; units feature colors recede, and can bei 
shelves that aredeep enough helpful in making a smalli 
for stereo components, plus room appear wider. It's im-~ 
fold-out desk surfaces for portant o scale your furni-g 
writing checks and letters, tur¢ to the size of your:: 
To set off a small dining rooms, as well. 
area, consider "raising" it :, 
with a carpeted platform. One of the most popular i
This is particularly effective types of rugs available now ' 
in apartments hat have that are the Scandinavian rya 
"boxy" look., rugs. 
MORTGAGE MONEY 
UNLOCK THE EQUITY  IN YOUR HOUSE 
WITH A 1st, 2nd OR 3rd MORTGAGE 
FAVORABLE RATES 
CAC REALTY  LTD.  ~24A GREIG AVENUE 
PHONE 635.6108 TERRACE 
BOB HAYTER,  ~ANAGER 
I I 
e J  ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~ i L_~ 
OWNER TRANSFERIED 
~4 Cedar Cres. Excellent nelghbourhood above 
/~'or~. 3 bedroom, master ensulte with ~tra room In 
full basement, wall to wall car~etlng. Attached double 
g~ raga, Insulated and wlmd. Aeklng S62,000. Phone 135. 
3~1~ fBr Infermatlo~ or op])olntment ~ovlew;.- t 
PARK AVEHUE REALTY LTD. 
4819 PARK AVE, 
There is not much on the 
market for S22,0001 We 
have lust listed this eight 
year old mobile home 
sitvet.d on e 75x100 iiod- 
soaped lot. Property Is well 
maintained, and the price 
Includes some furniture 
and appliances. M.L.S. 
Phon. Murlel. 
Eight unit motes on Nigh. 
way 16 West. Two I~droom 
i 
Price rlducodl if y6u ere 
locking for e family type 
home in a good iocatkn, 
I111.1 phone Murlel without 
delay. New two storey 
home with four bedrooms 
upstairs, fireplace In living 
ro~n, large well planned 
kitchen, and extra 
bathrooms. 
1251 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, 2 
fireplaces, kitchen with 
• Attractive no basement 
home with Jargo kiLchon, 
family room and 3 
hodroomL All carlpotud, 
Recently extensively 
remodelled. Asking $~,000. 
Call Horse or Chrlstel 
Gedllnski. 
Well kept, 9 year old home 
with groomed lawns and 
skrul~l, Living room ~4th 
fireplace, 3 bedrooms end e 
managers suite, paved 
yard area and some 
r~rblshing completed. 
Good family buolness for 
hushed end wife team. 
Call Kelly for further 
details. 
75x2~ ft. commercial lot 
on Clark DHva. Open to aiR 
rees~abfe offer,. Call Joy. 
!.20 acres In picturesque 
rural area. Creek borders 
property. For Information 
call Joy. i 
Per sela or Is•ca, can I)e 
divided l~to sections, tntal 
floor area 11400 IW. ft. 
Located dn 1,26 acres with, 
Highway 16 access. Fenced 
com~und and loading 
ramp. For full details call 
Kelly. 
°ll 
CHRISTEL GODLINSKI 
635.5397 
bceekfost area, cencrete 
sundKk, paved driveway, 
top location, all adds up to 
good fomlly living. Give us 
a call and we will shnw you 
what we mean. Chrlstei or 
Horst Oedllnsld. 
I I 
Old Remo farm available 
- -  1440 ~.  ft. modular 
home en I~I acres. Out. 
buildings, good eoll, oome 
pasture. Spacious house In 
very good condition, and a il 
appliances are included in 
the asking price d L59 ,000 .  
Call Murlol for more in. 
formatim~. 
Downtown location, two' 
floor leeds totalling 4000 
nq. ft. Must be caM, vender 
considering offers. Carl 
Kelly tar more defells. 
opaclove kitchen. Features 
a double garage on a big lot 
cicee to town. Asking 
S52,004. Call ChrlMei or 
Horet Godilnski for more 
detai is.  
Convenience 1store in 
Thornhill, includes living 
quaffers, sturege arm end 
unfinished home. Good 
cash flow, gas pumps 
aveIMbfe and leaks in. 
stalled. Call Kelly for 
further details. 
InveMmenf prol~'tyl 
Three lots zmod R) with Z 
smaller heron prooantly 
rented. Exceflent holcHng 
property for future 
dewlepmanfe. Priced at 
slg,000. Carl Horst or 
ehrlml ~insM.  
LIST WITH REALTY WOIILO- THE RUYEi FliERS 
I I I  
OUR SIGN IS ON LOTS 
OF LAWNS - 
BUT NOT FOR LONG! 
$M-071 
Home on icrolgl  with 
subdivision poulldiltlm. 
Has 3 bedrooms, fimplKe, 
full basement. A second 
smaller homo ~ came 
property rented. 2V, acres 
could provide I0 building 
Iotsl For mere details cell 
Chrlctel or Horst Oodiimki. 
~(MLS) 
Three bedroom, 1171 
square feet home on 
Ham or. This soveq year old 
well.kspt ~ '1~s  2½ 
b at h e~__(['~j~ll~ finished 
bern ~_~LY sundeck and 
carport. LJnd,¢aping 
in¢ludes fruit t~m and 
good garden area. To view, 
call Joy. 
New home on acreage. 
Quick oocuponcy can be 
arranged In this 3 bedroom, 
full bn,emont homo. 
Spacious klKhen erd large 
dining room. Some 
flnlsNng work has to b)4 
dan yet. Excellent rural 
holding 10mllss from town. 
Asking price UlM0. Call 
Chrimi or Horet Godlimki 
for further dstalb. 
L~: ~!':i~* ' :.~ 
KELLY SQUIRES 
635-7616 
" t 
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Disease not 
a handicap 
TORONTO (CP) -- disease describe the form 
Epilepsy, a complex and seizures can take. 
baffling disease, hasn't Nancy Elllott, 33, a 
stopped Brian Metcaife from travelling saleswoman, had 
leading an exciting and her first epileptic seizure 
mobile life. three years ago. She says she 
A chartered accountant, sometimesseeean"aura," a 
Metcaife, 37, says few people bright light around 
know about he two or three everything. 
times a year he is knocked Delter Michael, a 
out for a couple days from a commercial rtist in his 40s, 
grand-mal seizure, has psycho-motor attacks -- 
Epilepsyfirsthithimwhen brief periods of confusion 
be was 17. He woke up and loss of balance but no 
feeling foggy one morning spasms. 
after a night of beer drinking 0tber victims ay it affecis 
and thought he had a their senses. For example, 
hangover. He passed out and food smells rotten when they 
when he regained con. are havinga seizure. 
clouuneas he was in a Michael says that Job 
doctor's office and couldn't stress can bring on a series 
remember his name. A of seizures, but they are not 
neurologist told him he had severe enough to affect his 
epilepsy, work. 
Metcaife says he knows Canadian Human Rights 
that he is having an attack legislatien makes it illegal to 
when his sight begins to blur, refuse employment to a 
then "my thoughts begin to person because of a 
wander and I keep having to disability. In Ontario, 
go over things." further legislation is 
Finally, "I'm just sitting planned, butit still hasn't be- 
and staring at the floor." come law. 
His mother, Roma About 60 per cent of the 
Metcaife, wonders if her 12,000 epileptics in 
son's difficult birth may Metropolitan Toronto have 
have had something to do their seizures fully under 
with his disease, control by drugs, says 
However, he has travelled Robert Reilly, placement 
Europe, worked in a steel counsellor wRh the Epilepsy 
mlilinWest Germany, took a Association. 
master's degree and a About 30 per cent of 
doctorate in English epileptics in the area who 
literature, married and with can't eentrcl their seizures 
his wife taught in Uganda for are not working or under- 
two years, employed, Reiily says. 
He- believes that One epileptic, Louise Rob- 
employers hould be told ertson, aformer eporter for 
about he condition although the Welland Tribune end 
he says he loses less time off onetime creative writing 
work than people who have teacher for Niagara College, 
other problems, is writing a book about 
Job seekers, he says, epilepsy. 
should be required to list Called It's All In Your 
physical disabilities on job Head -- Living With 
application forms. Epilepsy, Miss Robertsm~, 
"It is important the who new is working with 
employer know and that he Epilepsy Niagara Regien, 
do what is necessary to hopes her book will help both 
defuse any fear among epileptics and the general 
fellow employers," he says. pubile to understand the 
These who suffer from the ailment better. 
Touching story 
for an artist 
know them were probably 
first ,developed, in.,Westenl 
Europe in the, late. 19th 
century, Baker says. 
Popup designs became 
popular in America during 
the late 1940s with the in. 
troduetion of greeting card 
"storybooks" that unfolded 
into 360-degree scenes. 
Today, the required hand. 
assembly and resultant high 
production cesta have driven 
all but a handful of 
publishers out of the pop-up 
hook market. 
Paper mechanics requires 
not only artistic talent, but 
also a working knowledge of
geometry, physics and at'- 
chitecture and mechanical 
engineering, as well as 
unlimited patience. 
"It really helps to he natu. 
rally mechanical," Baker 
says. "I'm the kind of person 
who enjoys fixing thin@. I 
majored in art, but I never 
learned any-thing like thiin 
school," 
He learned the basics after 
jo in ing  Ha l lmark 's  
mechanical design depart- 
ment. 
"I spent four years 
working on special greeting. 
card designs, making 
bunnies' ears pop up and 
tails wiggle. It was a real 
edueatlen." 
KANSAS CITY, Me, (AP) 
.-:.Althengh ~e..once made 
the Red Sea pert for Moses, 
Bruce Baker insists that his 
most difficult ac- 
complishment has been the 
construction of a palace 
ballroom for Cinderella. 
On any list of unusual 
occupations, Baker's job 
would be a worthy addition. 
Officially described as a 
paper mechanical engineer, 
he designs paper popups for 
children's torybooks. 
Pop-ups are intricately 
folded and cut paper designs 
that spring seemingly to life 
as a book's pages are turned. 
They also include special 
mechanical designs that can 
~e manipulated by small 
paper wheels and pull tabs. 
Turn a page, and up pops 
Paul Bunyon. Pull a tab, and 
a tree "tumbles" to the 
ground. 
"My job is to take what 
would be a regular children's 
storybook and animate the 
characters and setting to 
make the story a tangible 
plaything for a child, full of 
ideas and action," explains 
the Kansas City artist whose 
popups have been featured 
in scores of Hallmark 
children's books. 
"Small children really 
enjoy having their morn or 
dad read a popup book to 
them. It lets them par -~PP~' - - 'es  
ticipate more and an- 
courages them to read on 
t/ieir own. This makes my deal 
job very gratifying." a 
In his 14-yenr career as a 
pop.up artist, Baker's 
subjects have ranged from 
Bible stories to barnyard 
animals, prehistoric mon- 
sters to moon landings. 
He has coaxed Little Be 
Peep's sheep over a fence, 
helped Ben Franklin fly a 
kite, made bucking broncos 
buck and ghosts jump out 
from behind paper 
gravestones. 
A pop-up is glued to two 
adjoining pages of a hook 
and works from the leverage 
generated as the book is 
opened or a page is turned. 
While it sounds like a great 
deal of fun, designing a 
workable and reasonably 
durable pop-up is often an 
exercise in avoiding pitfalls, 
Baker says. 
The more elaborate the de. 
sign, the more likely it will 
bind up, get caught on itself 
as |t unfolds and rip apart. 
Even the grain of the paper 
is critical. If not aligned in a 
strong vertical plane, the 
pop-up becomes a droop- 
down. 
Many of the basic prin. 
ciples of paper mechanics 
were developed by th~ 
Chinese and Greeks as early 
as 400 BC, but pop-ups as we 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Fresh 
apples -- a super pick-me-up 
at a mere 70 calories -- are 
once again rolling into 
Canadian markets. 
Whether tart or sweet, red, 
yellow or green, there are 30 
varieties grown in Canada, 
say food consultants at 
Agriculture Canada. 
Some are suitable for all 
purposes and others are 
primarily suited for one use 
- be it pies, sauces, baking 
or munching. 
Eating apples should be 
Juicy and crisp, with a fine, 
firm texture. Melntosh, 
Spartan and Delicious are 
good for eating out of hand. 
For baking, choose firm 
varieties that hold their 
shape well. Some of the best 
types onre Northern Spy, Ida 
Red and Red Rome Beauty. 
The consultants say pies 
taste best 'when they're 
made with tart, Juicy apples. 
These also are good for 
stewing, frying and making 
dumplings or eflsps. 
A soft apple like 
Gravensteln makes a good 
sauce because it mashes 
easily when cooked. 
t lemng =¢ togemer for handicapped children are 
doormen (left to right) Doog Edgwccth-Bayshore Inn, 
Marry Szeltela-Hyatt Regency, Alan BarweH-Clarke- 
Hotel Vancouver, and Ron Burke-Four Seasons, with 
Paul Gauthkr "Timmy" for I~W demanstruting that 
on October 17 all et the hotehnen i Bdtlah Columbia 
are supporting the Lucky L~o Lottery by giving up to 
25,000 lottery tickets paid for by the Hotelmen to thek 
hotel guests. The money goes to support he British 
Cdumbia Mona 8o¢ie~ for Crippled Children. 
Dummy helps 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -- independent truckers' trike. 
The passenger In Ed 
Burden's truck has many 
names. They depend on 
Burden's mood at the 
moment. 
"I vent my spite on him," 
Burden says. "Sometimes, 
ho's my supervisor, or my 
dispatcher. Sometimes, he's 
the woman who almost ran 
me off the road. It really 
doesn't matter what you call 
him, he never answers." 
.Burden rescued his 
companion -- a mannequin 
• clown-- from the scrap heap 
about six months ago. 
"This department store 
was genus throw the dummy 
away until I offered to take 
him off their hands." 
The clown got a h~ne; 
Burden got instant company 
-- ands lot of kidding •when 
he' returned his rig to the 
0vernite Transportation Co. 
in Louisville. His new friend, 
all smil~, was perched in 
the seat beside him. 
"The guys around the ter. 
mlnal thought I was nuts. 
Several believed I was 
weird. Sorts funny, you 
knOW." 
Most of the laughter 
subsided when Burden 
removed the mannequin's 
wig-- "it made him look too 
much like a woman" -- and 
dressed him in an old 
sweater. 
"I'm now shopping around 
for a muscle shirt and a 
straw hat for him," 
In addition to helping him 
fight boredom, Burden said 
his friend had been 
laval,,.hle during the _rece__-_t 
"I figured if anybody was 
gonna open fire m my rig, 
they'd take the first shot at 
him," the trucker explains. 
"But'l was lucky. Nothing 
happened to me." . 
Burden's dummy has 
given the driver's celebrity 
status around Overnlte 
Transportation, which he 
Joined five years ago. ' 
"I was Just another'driver 
until that thing shewed up," 
he says, Jerking a thumb 
toward the lifcsixe figure. 
When people stop and 
stare  or ask  quest ions ,  
Burden has a series of one- 
• liners ready for them; Such 
as: 
"Why should I feed him, 
lady? I do all the driving." 
"You're right, sir. It takes 
two dummies like us to 
handle this vehicle." 
"Do I take him home at 
night? Naw. My kids 
wouldn't approve, and the 
neighbors might wonder 
xvhat's gaing.ou." 
RECORD PRICE PAID 
NEW YORK (AP) -- An 
autographed first edition of 
Adoif Hitler's Main Kampt 
recently was sold at an 
auction here for $10,000, a
price that. the auctioneer 
called a world record. The 
hook, printed in Munich.in 
1925, was autographed by 
Hitler and inscribed to a 
Major Schucler van Krlken 
"... in gratitude from tho 
author, Munich, December 
10, 1925." The book was 
bought by a Massachusetts 
Te  r t, ' a ,i I 
i, •" / 
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The masquerade and ridicule, have point 
By BARRY RENFREW Epling has Journeyed'all Ivanovlch Koslov, a unsuspeell~audiences. Russian gul l  the protects, and one or two 
surrounded by police, stood Kozlov began when a friend HUNTINGTON, W.Va. over the United States, swagger ing  Russ ian In a routine worked out bespectacled visitor towers 'people begin to leave, brandishin~hisfisis, dariag asked him to speak before a 
(AP) --  For 20 years, John masquerading as Vladimtr bureaucrat who ridicules during hundreds of Over his uneasy audience, as Koz]ov; his arms wildly them to come on. 
Propert.y has 
royal hlsllory 
EP RANCH, Alto. (CP) - -  ... and the , community 
Before Edward VIH was allowed him to do so, ' says 
captivated by Wailis Simp- Clark. 
son, he fell in love with a There was no forgetting 
pleceofroilingcountryin.the Edward's royal status, 
Alberta foothills where he however, as the prince 
bought a ranch, learned on one visit. 
The ranch, about 110 kilo- Clark said that the prince 
metres southwest of was touring High River one 
Calgary, was his for 42 years day with Guy Weadink, 
before he sold it to a local another of the founders of the 
family named Cartwright. Stampede. They entered the 
TheCartwrights keep it open town library and "surprised 
for visitors who come by to all the indies down on thetr 
i t
thindaytoseetheranchonca hands and knees scrubbing 
owned by a king. the floop.$in preparation for 
The story began when Ed- the informal royal visit. 
ward, then the dashing The prince was king for 
only'a few months, giving up young Prince of Wales, 
visited the Bar U Ranch 
owned by George Lane, one 
of the founders of the 
Calgary Stampede. 
The prince walked over a 
ridge, saw one of the pret. 
fleat valleys in the foothills 
end decided to get into the 
ranching business. 
Lane set up the deal with 
the owners and the prince 
took title to the grassland 
along Pekisko Creek in 1919. 
He imported some of the best 
stock in Britain and branded 
it with an EP, for Edward, 
Prince. 
The business end was loft 
to a nlausger and the prince 
kept' the ranch mainly as a 
sportsman's retreat. On 
infrequent visits, he went out 
riding and hunting with Lane 
and other local ranchers. 
The prince was a great 
homeman who would often 
drop in unannounced on 
neighbors to discuss ranch 
business, recalls Charles 
Clark, former owner- 
publisher of the High River 
Times and father of Prime 
• Mlnlsier Clark. 
"When he came, he shed 
the pomp and eremooy and 
enjoyed getting away from it 
his throne in 1936 to marry 
twlcedivorced Mrs. SOap. 
son, 
The couple became the 
Duke and Duchess of Wind- 
sor and made a well- 
publicized trip to the ranch 
in 1941. The duchess was 
rqperted to be less than im- 
pressed with the rustic 
charms of riding over open 
grassland and watching 
mountain sheep. 
When the duke sold tlw 
ranch, he did so from Paris. 
John CartwrlKht, who now 
owns the spread, is the 
grandson of A.E. Cart- 
wright, founder of the 
original D Ranch that bor- 
ders the EP. John and 
brother Gordon run the two 
as a unit. 
Jo~n and his wife Lynn 
hnvCPartlaliy restored the 
old t'aneh ouse and plan to 
turn it into a museum. 
They also have set up 
camping and picnic facilities 
and say Vvisitors are 
Welcome. All they ask is that 
visitors respect the livestock 
and machinery on the. 
working parts of the ranch 
and leave their all.tel'rain 
vehicles and snowmobiles at 
home. 
India seeing 
golden ]merest 
By GRAI~rP.LEWA~rS sand with water, 'fimnst 
NEW DELHI (Reuter) --  anyone can become a suc. 
With the price of gold eeesfnlpanneg. 
• soaring to record levels and They say people living in 
its only gold mine nearing the hills and countryside of 
exhaustion, India may India have an inborn sense 
revive panning for the for spotting minerals, in. 
precious metal, eluding gems. 
Gold panning was once 
practised in several states 
but has gone out of fashion in 
recent years. 
Now geologists are 
showing an interest In 
revlving panning by 
vilingers on the ba~ks and 
beds of alluvial rivers 
Goflmmghl out the country. 
d has been reaching 
record helghts of more than 
U.S. an ounce recently 
as the markets turn to it for 
security because of fears 
ever worldwide inflation. 
At the country's only gold 
mine, the ~i~. tar gold field in 
southern lmlis, shafts have 
reached the maximum depth 
of 3,e00 metres and the grade 
el ore has been steadily 
deck ,  says Dr. S. K. 
Day, a retiredgeeloglst of the 
Geological Survey of India. 
ENCOURAGES PANNING 
Noting that panning is 
encouraged in the United 
States, Canada, Australia 
end Now Zealand where old 
gold mining areas are being 
reinvestigated and new 
deposits discovered, Day 
suggests that the practice 
should be widely promoted in
India. 
He and Dr. P. Bhat- 
tacharya ,  water  
management advisor in the 
West Bengal state govern- 
ment, say alluvial 
hrospecting for gold by 
ving boreholes down to 
the bedrock is likely to be 
useful in India. 
Pakistan carried out 
borshold sampling in the 
upper reaches of the Indus 
.Valley several years ago, but 
India has yet to try this 
method. 
The two geologists give 
this advice for weuld-be 
Imnners: 
• Examine the stream bank. 
for gold between the high 
water mark and the water 
level. Material in narrow 
cracks and crevices hould 
.be removed and panned. 
Material from the' down- 
Stream side of half-buried 
ObeO~xaminstrucilons also should be 
ed as It will com- 
,mo~y trap fine particles of 
'gold If "colors" are found in 
the pan, that area of the 
stream is a good .place to 
prospect further. 
The geologists ay that 
with some practice in 
shaking and  s_wirlis~ the 
Gold hoarding, although 
illegal in India, is widely 
practised. Much black 
market money ls believed to 
find Its way into gold hoards 
as a hedge against inflation 
and polltloal turmoil. 
India's Hindu women 
traditionally treasure gold 
Jewelry, which they keep es 
a kind of safeguard against 
possible herd times ahead. 
S is ters  
in  h i s to ry  
HALIFAX (CP) --  An 
English teacher at Mount 
Saint Vincent University has 
been awarded a aT,IT9 grant 
from the Social Sciences and 
Humanities Research 
Council to write a biography 
of six Victorian sisters who 
campaigned against the. 
suffragettes. 
Sister Agnes Marthn West- 
water plans to write The 
WikonSlsters: A Biography, . 
based on the Journal and 46 
diaries kept by Elisa Wilson, 
who recorded the events of 
her life and those of her five 
sisters. 
The socially prominent 
sisters were the daughters of
James Wilson, founder of the 
classic Victorian study, The 
Engl ish Const i tut ion.  
Another daugter Emily, 
Mrs. Russell Barrington, 
was a leader in the London 
art world of the 1880s. 
• The book will explore the 
social structure of the 
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
Plumbing. Heating. Commercial Servicing 
Residential. Industrial -Specializing Gas Flftlr~ 
and Sheet Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD.  
'Unique Bathroom Eoutlque' 
4435 LAKELSE AVENUE 
p.o. BOx S34 PHONE 63S-9319. 
TERRACE, B.C. VgG 4B5 OR 6,15.9320 
Instill & ServJcikhl, Wood • Oil Ferlaoas 
i 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LA UNDROMA T 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4430 Lako!si 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
I 
Terra0e Eleotronio Repairs Ud, 
SERVING TERRACE M KITNIAT 
~eq, J~  AUTHORIZED 
.... • - ~ . . . . . . .  SERVICE . . . .  
• DEPOT • 
~ e  Phllips,/~lgnavox, ZenHh 
. Sonyo, Toshiba 
• : Mon..Sat. - -  9 a.m,. o p.m. 
Friday - -  9 a.m. • 9 p.m, 
44523 Lakalsa &1.~4641, 
FREE 
TEllU  HOTEL GIFT EEIITIFIOATES 
For ~leas Items 
, boar teeth . bear claws 
, waif teeth , beaver teeth 
* loose or deer antlers (slngleorpalr): 
Available at the front desk of the . 
TERP   HOTEL 
Yellowhesd Hay 
& Grain 
- Complete line of livestock f~md and supplement 
- Clean end oflllty grain 
-'Founts and feeders for all llvestock 
• Dry* dog & cat food 
Pet travelling cages made to measure 
3315 Clark St. 635-3867 
NO if~ OPEN 
ALEX'S BODY SHOP 
in the old MeEwan's Shop 
(Across from the Skim Hotnl) 
4513 Grelg 635-2326 
~t 480  JOHN D|ZR 1~ gRADINg 1~ I.ANO CI.ItARINU 
WIYH eTH WHir l [ .  ~ BACKFILL INg '~ LL~I[LINO 
TERRACE 
PHONE ANYTIME 
DAVE & ALLJkN 635.3505 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
PIPE, PLUMBING SUPPLI ES, PUMPS, 
HOSES, NUTS AND BOLTS, FENCING, 
WATER SOFTENERS -- AND MORE -- 
5239 Keith Avenue - N.~ e.c. Hydro 
635-7158 
I 
GLACIER 
L 4410 Lo[IoI AVOIII 
A . . . . .  ,b r rm,  B.C. 
Renay MI~ Concretl, Slnd, Gravel, Top Soil, I~'aln 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete GraveD, DuOs of cament, 
~A Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE 533.M1~ 
F.J.H. READY MIX 
C~structlon Ltd. 
Plint-t~ Va'umm bM 
TMmhlll 
I I 
BILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
*~'?;?,?;,-,-,_%_'~,-,-,-,~ :,_~_-,:,~- ~, '~.  ~',%,,%,,,., • .,., , , , , , , .%?.-, . ,  . . . . . . . . . .  , . , : , . . . . .~ .~, . . . , . :~ , . . ; , . - .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . , . . . , . . .  
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE • REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KALUM STREET 
.TERRACE. S.C. PHONE 635. -2473 
STARBOARD 
TACK YACHTS 
\ SAN JUAM 
~,  21" to 30' S l i lboat l  
& Accessories 
i 635-3OO1 
Ken Haman 
i 
~ ^ ' r  H,4,S E~KY/HIflG" 
- aesz. o .../0~'~o-~... 
i 
VAN'S OONTRAOTING 
. '~ .  Furnilure Repale' 
~Nestorat ions ,  Hoe Chests 
Custom Made Farlitlro, Roilaishii| 
~ ~ General BIMu| Centractinl 
|610 Kaluin $36-65I| Tirraee 
l 
'l l (DElrlrl E E t 
dcliI, Glfll% I 
3224 Kalum Street,Terrace I .os,c ,oR ALL occAs,oNs 
Natural •Foods-- Books-- Local Crafts I 
ANYONE CAN SHOP AT DELIGHTS.'I I 
• ONLY MEMBERS GET DISCOUNTS I Way:o~4"I~M eRN!e d~.,,~' 
growing upper.middle-clas I 
establishment during the 
Victorian period and 1 chronicle the protest against 
the suffragette movement. 
suffragettes was carried out 
means of letters, fetes ; Ih  ,dh C H Industrial Cleaning and teas by socially 
prominent women like the ~ U E U : c " Ltd. | Wilson slAters. 
TEEN8 ORE88 UP ~ '., "WE TRAVEL 3~.'~lIR t~xN, q'~ / 
~WYOSK om)-na~, y 2701 S0ltb Kal|m St.. i l  $~. ,  o~, , , , , ,~  ,,,,,~ i..,~,,, ,, xv, , . . ,  ,~. [ 
toschooi wardrobe 635-6160 A ~ ~ 1~, ,,, ~t~,.t~¢t I 
Fm, m 4 s.m. p II p.m. T 
expenditure for American 
teen-aged g~hl amounted to 
more then N.6 billion last , 
~ar, a Seventeen magazine 
'snldy shows. Teens In ldgh .......... J 
school and college bought 
nearly ~.8 million worth of 
Cal l  us  a t  635 .6357 - 9 so skirts, shirts, sweaters and 
pants. I r I 
Pall 14, The Itereld, Friday, Sepiember 20, 1979 
Your lndividua 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
(Mar. 21to Apr. 
Expect rivalry in business 
world. Not the time to push for 
pet projects, though leisure 
time activities .are fulfilling. 
Relax. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) v~K'/~ 
Travelers may be upset with 
accommodations. Job-related 
blues may interfere with 
relaxation or travel plans. 
Enjoy family life. 
GEMINI ~ .  
(May 21 to June 20) ][][ 
p 
Don't he slipshod in settling 
accounts. Partnership accord 
highlighted, but there may be 
some tension re sex. Watch 
your nerves. 
CANCER 
¢Jane 21 to July ~ ) ~  
~blema r ~  to part- 
nerships or home may surface 
now. Others may be critical of 
your spending habits. This is a 
time for compromise. 
LEO 
 july 23 to Aug. 
f Thongh the climate is ripe 
or romance, warning signals' 
are posted re health. Don't 
overdo or be nsgied~ of 
physical well.being, 
FOR FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1979 
V IRGO 22)~)% 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 
Children could get on your 
nerves. Money may be the 
issue. An evening nap or 
moments by yourself keep you 
on top o.f things, 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct, 22)'za'~ • 
Accept invitations, but 
domestic concerns work 
egalnst inviting others over. A 
family member  has 
something on his rabid and 
may he tense. 
SCORPIO 
cOct. 23 to Nov. 2!) "V.,e~" 
Misunderstandings are 
possible. Stay clear of gossip 
and he careful while traveling. 
Little things could aggravate 
you now. 
SAGrFrARIUS ~ #  
(Nov. 22 to Dee. 21) 
Unexpected expenses 
possible re travel. Money an 
issue between you and a, 
friend. Still, your overall 
outlook should be bright. 
CAPRICORN ; ' ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19 
Don't let self-confidence 
cause you to come on too 
strong. You may feel others 
fail to recognize your in~ 
portance. Be patient. 
FOR SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 29,1979 
vmGo 
(Mar. 2Yto Apr. (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) . ~._~ 
Today'space ishectic. Close Efforts to increase income 
ones are liable to reverse meet with progress, but there 
opinions. Career progress is also e tendency to over- 
possible, but you may en- spend on pleasure. Accent 
counter envy. moderation. . 
:..TAUItI~'~'*'~=;:~.';~;~.r~'-~'.~<'~SOnt 20't0 Oct. 23).1"1.~ ~ 
U ~ r "  (Apr. 20 to May 20) ~ Show a disgruntled family 
Opponents are subtle and 
liable to use unfair tactics. 
Don't let their behavior upset 
your health. Close allies are 
supportive. 
(May 21 to June 20) ][][ 
A dote with an indecisive 
person is enervating. Is the 
conquest worth all the effort 
involved? 
CANCER 
July ~ - ) ~  (Jane 21 to 
Once a family member 
speaks up, there seems to be 
no end to it. Find amusing 
diversions or new hobbies that 
you both can enjoy. 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. ~)O~ 
inter~ing talk may 
somehow go on too long, and 
you may end up with brain 
fatigue. A night spent at home 
may pick you up. 
• member that you care with a 
:small gift. You're persuasive, 
but others are reluctant to 
give in. 
sco io nl.  
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Keen powers of observation 
serve you well, but do nothing 
to arouse others' suspicions. 
Don't let your manner give 
credence,to '~ ' :~  Ir':' ' ''' SAGn'rARIUS 
(Nov. 22 to Dec, 21) 
Do your part at a com. 
munity function, but keep 
cash contributions within 
_affordable limits. Social life 
has unseen advantages. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Career decisions can be 
made now. However, it's too 
soon to implement them. Keep 
a low profile. Social life leads 
to a new friendship. 
FOR SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1979 
ARIES, 19)~ 
(Mar. 21 to Apr, 
Watch out for friends who 
waste your time. A sense of 
duty serves you well in fur. 
therlng career interests.' 
Others seem too carefree. 
TA,m,s 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Career plans seem vague 
and need further work. Make 
sure children attend to school 
work. The accent is on' 
parental responsibility. 
GEMINI _ ~ 
(May 21 to June 20) i ] [~  
Talks about travel may be 
inconclusive. Clarify ob- 
Jectives. Home improvement 
projects are favored. Elders 
are willing to help out. 
cANCER 
(June 21 to July 22) 
Serious talks with close ones 
are favored, but there may be 
some conhmlon as to how to 
spend Joint assets. Mull things 
over. 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. 22)O~'~slr~ 
Make plans that further 
financial security. A partner 
may have a blind spot re, u 
particular child. Vague 
currents affect romauce. 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 
Don't tackle do-it-yoursolf 
projects around the house 
unless you know what you're 
doing. Otherwise, you could 
make a mess of things, 
LmRA 22).n. ~ (Sept. 23 to Oct. 
You're a bit too eager in a 
romantic situation. One who 
piques your interest may 
already he involved. Ali's 
quiet on the home front. 
SCORPIO 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) ~ 
Talks with old friends are 
rewurding. Don't be careless 
with possessions or you could 
misplace something of value. 
Be alert. 
smrrrARius 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 
Don't get lost while 
traveling, Superiors may have 
good financial advice. Stick to 
l~ues and avoid rambling and 
idle talk. 
CAmcoRN 
(DOe, 22 to Jan, 
You should he pleased about 
a distant matter, Be careful 
with valuables, Protect self 
from theR and con artists. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)~,=~ 
A social event may be 
marred by someone's con. 
trary attitude. You don't have 
to win every argument. Find 
ways to retreat gracefully. 
PISCES 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)/~,~;~ 
Work may prove more 
rewarding than play. Friends 
could change plans or may not 
be in a party mood. You may 
not appreciate someone's 
advances. 
YOU BORN TODAY can be 
successful in business but are 
more at home in the arts. 
Writing, playwrighting, ac- 
ting, music, and painting. 
would provide asuitable outlet 
for your dramatic nature. Do 
not .let a desire for material 
success keep you from taking 
a chance on your In- 
dividuality. Your greatest 
success comes through doing 
your own thing. You have' 
executive ability and can also 
succeed as a teacher, 
engineer, Ionttfror, politicina, 
or lawyer. Usually you have 
some humanitarian interest 
that also concerns you. Bit. 
thdote of: Brlgitte Bardot, 
film star; Ed Sulliva~ 
@ 
AQUARIUS ~=~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Affairs at a distance have 
career potential. Be subtle 
and avoid premature 
disclosures. Financial in- 
terests are also favored. 
PISCES 
(Feb. 19 to Mar, 20) /%~.  
Social life ~s a mixed beg, 
with important introductions 
cureerwise, but watch out for 
parasitical acquaintances.• 
Protect assets. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
visionary and drawn to reform." 
movements. Find an outlet for 
your idealism, lest you with- 
draw .into yourself. Attracted 
to futuristic occupations, your 
work is often ahead of your 
times. Art, writing, music, 
film, and acting are some of 
the vocations in which you'll 
excel, in business, you work 
well in partnership, though 
you're inclined to be high- 
strung and erratic. You tend 
to lose yourself in a cause and 
should have one in order to 
make full me of your in- 
spirational powers. Birthdato 
of: Stanley Kramer, film 
producer; Gene Autry, film • 
star 
@ 
AQUARIUS' ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
You're impressionable and 
easily influenced by others 
now. Enjoy social life, but 
don't he gullible. Others are 
prone to exaggerate. 
PISCES X ~  
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Fulfill social obligation and 
then find a quiet spot to be 
alone with your thoughts. 
Don't imagine things though 
re a career venture. 
YOU BORN TODAY have a 
natural affinity for the written 
and'spoken word. Teaching, 
writing, acting, and en- 
tertaining come natural to 
you. You love an audience, but 
at times can be lazy or in- 
clined to scatter your 
energies. In business, ad- 
vertising, publishing, and 
brokerage, you could make 
good use of your selling 
ability. Law and medicine are 
other fields in which you'll 
find happiness. Inclined to' 
sel~-righteoumess and fixed 
opinions, you need to loosen up 
for your best success. Bir- 
thdate of: Johnny Mathis, 
singer; Deborah Kerr, ac- 
tress; and Trhman Capote, 
I ¸  CROSSWORD 
A vestment = God.ef.lo~/e :.33 Unit of 
41 Chinese pagoda 3 Wax' weight 
4Z Follower of 4 Ampersand 23 Circle 
an lsm 5 Noted segment 
Antitoxins physicist 24 Sault Ste. 
40 British escort 6 Above Made 
• vessel 7 Reimburse 25 Sailor 
40 Neglect 8 Vorae|oun .28 Disease of ' 
ACROSS 
1 Rodent 
li Headgear 
8 Genus of 
trees 
I~So be It 
13 Actress 
Hagen 
14 Pearl Buck 49 GI's address sea bird sheep 
heroine 50 Kind of meat 9 Olive genus Z7 High note 
15 Durable 51 Climber, 10 Cobbler's 28 Elevator 
fabric for one concern cage 
11 Musical 5Z Lair 11 Against 29 Sesame 
pause 50 Russian 16 Drug addict, 31 Personality 
18 Before vehicle ' today 34 season in 
19 Slight aste . DOWN ~0 Melody Paris 
Z0 Valuable 1 Measured Zl Covered 35 Croatian, 
violin "step. with bark for one 
Avg, solution time: PA men. 37 Brother of 
Moses 
RIS IA I  ~ iBIOIL IAI  
A B IE IP I  I IE IL IAINI  ~ Hebrew 
~ , instrument 39 Office note 40 The rainbow 
41 European 
shark 
• 42 Roman road 
43 Wild 
attempt 
IOILIRIAIM~YIAJL!E! ' 44 h tissue 
IDp- iL IY I~ MIEI~I ~6 Bounder 
1-31 41 T0psy's 
Answer to yesierday's puzzle, friend 
Zl A lctter 
33 Pedro's 
uncle 
23 American 
capitalist 
Accurate 
30 Bellow 
31 A long time 
33 Jal --. 
33 A retinue 
35 Angry growl 
M Japanese 
statesman 
High, in 
music 
By E uge,= $be#er 
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CRYPTU~UIP 
GVVGOGN HYNGMC QZMXZQZX CZM- 
ZQEV ZVZONGYM GMHEVGX'  
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- MAN SOUGHT HUGE TROUT IN 
MOUNTAIN STREAM. 
Today's Cryptequlp clue: E equals A 
l~e Cryptoqui p is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. SL'~Ie letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished bytrial and error. 
the AMAZING SPIDER MAN 
CATFISH 
~e To T~ g~IE~. 
the WIZARD OF ID 
{" WAI~,., ~ ~ 
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Hymns and Her 
By Abigail Van Buren 
~' 1979 by Ohl¢~,0o TflbUnl.N.Y. News Syncl. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: A reader in St. Augustine, Fla., said he quit 
oing to church because the organist played too loudly. 
ell, I've been an organist since 1934, and the problem is 
probably not the organist, but the organ. Over the years, 
'churches replace worn-out organs with rebuilt theater 
organs or parts of several organs, and the resulting sounds 
are disastrous[ 
The church is the only corporate body I know of in which 
each member is an expert concerning 'what should and 
should not be pla~ed for the service. It is also the only 
corporate body which pays its most qualified employees, i.e., 
the minister and the organist, salaries which bear no rela- 
tionship to the cost in time and money spent o acquire pro- 
fessional status. 
To all critics who think the organ music is too loud in" 
church, I say the music in the service should run the gamut 
of soft to loud, depending on the occasion. Too many Chris- 
tians today declare their faith sotto voce instead of for- 
tiseimo, and expect heir organist to do likewise. I play for 
the joy of it, not for the pay, and God knows I sometimes pull 
• out all the stops. Hallelujah and Amenl ' . 
LOUISE M. CHILDS IN S.F. 
DEAR LOUISE. Let's hear a slightly different tune from 
another eader: 
DEAR ABBY: This is for the St. Augustine reader who 
quit attending church because of the organ music: I, too, 
had the same problem, but I asked God to show me the way, 
and Hepointed me toward the Church of Christ. 
The Church of Christ doesn't believe in instrumental 
music, and believe me, it is heavenly to go to church and not 
have to hear all that loud instrumental music. For true 
salvation i  a quiet and spiritual atmosphere, try the Church 
of Christ, 
REBECCA 
DEAR ABBY: I'll bet you're bombarded by:'nurses after 
advising FRUSTRATED, who wanted sex with her husband 
'in the hospital,to ask the physician to write an 'order" to 
that effect. You compared it to "conjugal visits" such as 
some prisons allow. Pr!soners are one thing. Patients are 
• something else. " 
"Abby, we nurses are held responsible" foreverything that 
happens to, with, for, on and around every patient in our 
~re. I can just see the patient's chart: "Patient s door closed 
for two hours. Patient presumed to be alive.' The floodgates 
for lawsuits would be wide open. 
Patients who are well enough to engage in sex could ask 
their doctors for a pass to leave the hospital for a specific 
eriod of time. Of course the patient would have to sign a 
rm, releasing the physician, the hospital and its employees 
of all responsibility for anything that occurs during the pa- 
tient's absence from the hospital. 
I hope you back up on this one, Abby. 
CALIF. NURSE 
DEAR NURSE: Consider me backed up. 
DEAR ABBY: I found'a clipping on my dresser this morn- 
ing. It was your column with the letter from the man whose 
wife undressed in the closet. As ygu can probably guess, I 
am one of those wives, 
After a dozen pregnancies, not too many wives have the 
kind of figure they want oparade around the bedroom nude 
to show off. I can go to bedalone and wake up pregnant. 
OUT OF SHAPE IN CLEVELAND 
Getth~ married? Whether you want e. formal church 
weddkB or a simple do-your-own-thing ~remony, get 
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding." 
Send 81 ud  a long, stamped (28 cents) self-eddreseed 
envebpe to Abby: 132 Leaky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 
90ZI~. 
By StanLee and John Romita 
The Herald, Friday, September 28, 1979, Page !$ 
CHEVY SUBURBAN seats up to nine people in comfort, or totes 144 cu. ft. 
of cargo. And with special trailering equipment. Suburban moves up to 
15,000 Ibs. of trailer, cargo, passengers and itself. 
1979 BUICKESTATE 
4dr. wagon, 6.6 Iitre (403 cu.ln.) V8 engine, power wl .~..?w.s, po. wer doo.r 
locks, power steering, power brakes, air conditioning, t in  steering wnem, 
AM.FM stereo radio & tape player, roof luggage carrier, power antenna, 
remote mirrors, remote tailgate lock, power seat adjusters, trailer 
towing package Including: wiring harness, heavy susl)enslon, platform 
hitch 13,3694° 
1979 PONTIAC 
PARISIENNE 
4 dr. wagon, power windows, 
power steering, power brakes, 5.7 
I ltre (350 cu.in.) V8 engine, 
automatic transmission, t i l t  
steering wheel,' roof luggage 
carrier, AM radio .  8 track tape 
10,715 1979 CHEVROLET IMPALA 
4dr. wagon, 5.7 Iltre (350 cu.in.) ~ . _ ~ ] ~ : ! i = .  ~i ~" 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterrnan v8 engine, automa.c tran. smission, roof luggage carrier, 
' AM radio, power tailgate lock, 
f loor  carpeting: aux i l i a ry  
lighting. 9,873x 
ALL ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE 
THE GM CONTINUOUS 
PROTECTION PLAN 
136 months or.60,O00 km warranty) 
By Brant. Parker and Johnny Hart 
i~ ~IN~ T~ .~4,1P you "rQA -~I~F:c~ALL~.. A~c,U~pl~ A4AN • 
fcc~' ~:  e]a,1%l • 
:By Johnny,,Hart 
[6 rest th Jc 
(Demos & Company Cars) 
1979 CHEVROLET MALIBU 
4 dr. wagon, 305 cu.ln. V8 engine, 
automatic transmission, roof 
luggage carr ier ,  steel belted 
radials, AM radio, power 
steering, power brakes. 
80760o 
1978 BUICK CENTURY 
~, 305 cu.ln. V8 engine, 
parts manager Gord 
ood grain panell ing, 
nyl Interior, AM radio, 
ow defrost. 
7600 oo 
Cooling system pressure test 
at no extra charge 
with each Winterize 
By Garry Trudeau.~ OCTOBER 1 - 5 
i 
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McEwan 
Telephone 636-4941 Terrace, B.C. 
Dealer Lioeneo Number 1492A 
Bob Kenny 
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CLAISIFIIO RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or Im 12.00 per In. 
sertlon. Over 20 words S cents 
~rd .  
more conlecutlve Insertions 
$1.S0per Insertion. 
RIIFUNDS: 
First Insertion char0ed for 
v~ether run Or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ed 
.hill boon let. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before second 
Inlerllon. 
Allowance can be made for only 
me Incorrect ad, 
aox NUMI IR I :  
75 cents plck~. 
11.75 melled. 
CLAIJlPlRD DISPLAY: 
RItel evlllable upon rlquelt. 
NATIONAL CLASSlPleO 
RATE: 
~n COn~ per 8gate line. 
Minimum charge 15.00 par In. 
Ire'tiDe. 
LeOAL-  POLITICAL Ind 
TRANSIENT ADVeRTIIINO~ 
12.60 per column Inch. 
iU| iNISS PReIONALI| 
IN.00 par line per month. 
On n 4 month basis only. 
DeADLINII 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p,m. 2 clays prior to 
publication day. 
CLASlIPlIO: 
|:00 p.m. on day previous to day 
Of publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSlFilD CAIH WiTH 
ORDDR other then 
IUS lH I I I I I  WITH AN 
ISTABLISH|D ACCOUNT. 
,er . Of . .  . , ,  
N.I,P, sl Io~Jl  
WiDDINO DISCRIPTIONI: 
No charge provided news sub- 
mlttso within on,~ month. 15.00 
production cherg~ for wndUlng 
lad.or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write-ups) 
IIcolved one month or mora 
alter event 510.00 charge, with or 
without plctura. Sublect to 
¢ondonntlon. Flylbll In ed- 
vBflco, 
CLASJlPleO AN• 
NOUN¢eM|NTI~ 
IWthe 
SUBSCRIPTION RATI I  
SUe|CNIPTION 
SATES 
I t fKt ive 
Qctol~r I, It/e 
SJnole Copy 20¢ 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier yesr 33,00 
3 mth. IS,0( By Mall 
By N~lll 6 ruth 25.00 
By Mall year 45.00 
Senlor Cltlsen yMr 20.00 
B;'ltlsh Commonwealth end 
United Stltse of America one 
yelr 55.00 
BOx 399, TerrKe, D.C. 
VaG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & DIMrl¢t 
Thornhlll & DIitrlct 
PhGnl 435-6357 
Kltlmet & District 
PhOnl &12-2747 
The Herald ruerva  the rl0ht 
to classify id l  under appro~rllte 
headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determlna Ploe 
Ic¢ollon. 
The Herald rseervse the right 
to revile, edit, ¢lal,llfy or relect 
any advertisement and to ratoln 
eny enSWerl dlrectod to the 
Herald BOx R~Iy Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum plld 
for the ndvertll4mlont and box 
rMItal, 
BOX replies on "Hold" In. 
structlons not picked up within 10 
dlys Of explry of In ed. 
wrtlsement will be dsefroyed 
unllu milling InltrU¢tlonl Ira 
received. Those erlewerlng Box 
Numbers i re  requested not K' 
tend originals Of doCumonto to 
avoid lusL 
All claims Of errors In ed. 
wrtlsements must be received 
~t the publlshlr within 30 dly l  Or the f ir lt  publlcltion. 
It I I  IOreed by the advertiser 
requesting apace that the 
Ileblllly Of the I'ierlld In the 
event Of failure to pul~lah an 
Nvertlaement or In the event Of 
an error eppserlng In me ed. 
vertlsement ~1 published shill 
be Umlted to the 8mount paid by 
the advertiser tar only one in. 
correct Imm'tlon for the portion 
of tho 8dvertllln0 space occupltd 
'oy tho Incorrect or omitted Item 
~nly, end that there Ihll l  be no 
lleblllly to nny event greater 
then thl seDuM paid for 8u¢h 
ndvertillng. 
Advertisements mat  comply 
wlth thn Brltlsh Columbla 
Human Rl0hts Act whlch 
5.50 IX'ohlblts any edvertlelng thlt 
Engagements 5.S0 dts¢rimlnetes n0elnet any 
Marriage S.~ f~ersun becntale of hll rice,' 
DHthl ~lloIon, sex, color, nlllonlllty, 
Fuflerall 5.50 ancestry or pllcn Of orl01n, or 
'Clrdl of ThlnlUl 5.H bo¢lUll hll HI II belwNn 44 
hMmorlll Notlc~ 5.~0 afKl~Syears,unlnsthecondltlon 
II lusllflld by I I:Onl fldl 
PHONE S3.S.S2,S7 requlremont for thn work In- 
~l.selfled Advarflllns Dlpt. ,~lved. 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meete Wednasday at 8 p.m 
at St. Matthew's Angllca~ 
Church basement, Phond 
tX~4421 after 4:30 p,m. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
"COMMUHITY 
• SERVICES ::. 
~' i ' / '~ i / 'T ] i 'b ]~ l J !  ~'L l l  
drinking problem? There is 
help 
Avallablal 
Phnne 635.5636 
Alcoholla Anonymoue 
MEETINGS:  ' ~;~ ~- .~ ;~.:.~ 
Man. S:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Call Birthright for an Men. 0 p.m. .  Alanon • 
alternatlva to abortion. Skeene Health Unit. 
Phone 632.4402 anytime. 
Room 233, Nochako CanarD. 
Klflmat A.A. Ceestruofkm 
Group In Klflmat: telephone 
Ll:14r/12. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Maetingl, g: 30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed. 
Meetings 0:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
FridayS. t,'~n Mmtlngg 1:30 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, 
Kltlmat General Hc4pltel. 
AI.Anon Meetings. Tuceday 
• g p.m. United Church. 
48, SUITES 
FOR RENT 
• Wstght Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox Untied Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening, 6:30 p.m. 
-- United Church basement, 
Kitimat 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for th. Hendlappad are 
looking for denltlone of Iny 
o~d, broken or ~ pikes of 
furniture, olea Iny dlec~rded 
• Thurs. or Sat~ 8:30 p.m. Mille 
Memorial Hotplte !. 
KERMODE 
BINGO SCHEDULES 11119 
SEPTEMBER: 
Sunday, seplember 9, 1979. 
52,000 Bingo. 
Tuesday, September i l ,  1979. 
Small Bingo. 
Sunday, September 33, 1979. 
12,000 Bingo. 
For more Inform~tlon 
phons: 
KERMODE FRIENDIH~P 
SOCIETY 
4431 Orolg Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
VeG 1Ms 
t45.4N4 
Woman's A.A. Meetlnge - -  
Every Tuesday Night at 7:30 
--4711 Ltdelle Ave. 635.5145• 
Rapo RI l i l i  
Abortlon Counestllng 
& Crleis Line for 
Women 
411.1111 
wood products we could use INCHES AWAY CLUB 
for recycling or renovating. Meet awry Tuesday night at 
Call us at 6,15-~1 between e In the Skeins Health Unit. 
S a.m. and 3 p.m. We will try For mora Information phone 
NANTEI: 
to make arrangeme~s for 
pickup. 
Blrlhrlght Office 
Alternative to Abartlon 
3.4421 Lakelle • 43,t-3907 
Wednesday I p.m. - 3 p.m. 
and 4 p.m, - 5 p.m. or phone 
anytime: LISa 635-3164, 
Carol 635-5136. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorl l l  Hospital 
Anxlllery wocld appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any houzahold 
Items, toys see. for their 
Thrift Shop. Par pickup 
esrvlco phons 6,15.5320 or 635. 
5233, or ieeve Donations all 
the Thrift Shop on Laselfe 
Avenue on saturdayS bet. 
ween 11 a.m0 and 3 p.m. 
Thank you. 
6,15-3747 or635-2023. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
• a gupport m'vlce 
for women. 
4711 IJselle Ava. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatra 
4554145. 
Drop In: 10 am.6 pm Men.. 
Thurs. 10 am.4 pm Friday. 
We offer • comfortable 
relaxed atmotphere to meet 
and share Idaes. Chlldron 
are welcome. 
EVENING • PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays. Women's 
AA, 1st Wednesday of month 
- Statue of Women, 2nd 
WedneKlay • Single Parents 
(led by a single father), 3r d 
Wednesday . Men & 
Women's Rap, Thursdays . 
Women's Nlght U~'. 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2.3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
CHILD HEALTH CON• 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. _;=very 
Tues. 1:30.3:S0 p.m. Phone 
for 8ppolnhnant. 
Held I t  Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of avery month from' 
1:30 - 3:30 pro. Phone for 
• appotntmont. Bobystflers 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con. 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATIUN 
CLINICS 
Every Man, end Wed. from 3 
• 4:10 p.m. By appotnh~ent 
only. 
PRE-NATAL CLASSES 
Hold throughout the year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for detatle and 
registrars. 
PRE-NATAL BREATHING. 
and RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Hold every Man. atternoun I
• 2 p.m" 
HL~E NURSING CARE 
Nurstng cera In tha homo for 
'those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrlco area only. 
PRE-SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 mouths: at Chlld Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twloo monthly. 4~ - 5 yrs. 
(pre.klndergarlen): Spring 
blltl. Devstopmanteh vision, 
hearing screening done. 
'Pleeea phone for ap- 
pointment. 
VD •CLINIC 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment available. 
SANITATION 
Public health Ingpectore can 
a l l l l t  with . I l n l t l t l on  
.prohlems, such as food 
polsonlngs and complatnle, 
eawaBe dleposal, private 
water supplies and 
~nul~nces. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
~(l'leld I t  4612 Grstg Ave. Tel. 
631-1155). The audiologist 
wil l  do hearing teats on 
referral by family doctor or 
cemmunlty health hurls. 
The Hospltet Auxli lery 
Bazaar wlll be held on Oct. 13 
el th. Arena Banquet Room 
from 2 pm Io 4:30~ pm. 
Baking • knlfllng - sewing - 
royalties, raffles • etc. (n¢S• 
3O) 
United Church Ru~ml~ge 
~,,le and Garage Sale Oct. 20 
~0a.m. to I p.m. 4907 L4/411e 
Ave. Proceeds to support of 
• relugee families. Call Allce 
.635.7;63 or Norms ~15.~.  
(nc.30) 
PEOPLE'S : 
LAW SCHOOL 
.Free CI I I I I I .  Walf lr l  rights 
end G.A.I.N. Library Ar t |  
Room . 7:30 p.m. Oct. 4. 
Contact Woman's Centre 43S- 
5745 or Kermode.E4rlendehlp 
C4ntre 4354504. (nc-,IO) 
9(I Swap at Skesna Mall - 
Nov. 3, 1979.9:30a.m. Bring 
~ur  old lkl equIpmmlt for 
use. (nc5.30) ; 
Drganlzing. K.I.T.S. (K i t .  
lumkalum Ski Reca Team) 
for 1979.110. Watch your 
school bulletin bnarcl~ for 
detellg, or catl C. Oonnally at 
635483L (ncS40) 
Terrace Figure Skating Club 
wlll beholding a Garage Sale 
- September 29, 1979 • I :00 
pm. - 4:00 p.m. 44106 Dairy 
Rued. 
Donations greatly ep-  
pr.cta  tor pl= up .  Call 
Pat ~lS.2S~ 
(For further Informetlon 
cell Mary at 635.21~). 
(nc2Ba) 
Noftceof Masting 
'Kmn House Society 
Annull 
General Masting 
October 3,1979 
at 7:30pji1. 
at 
Terrace Mantal Health 
Centre Conference 
Room 
4.455,i Lilatla Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
(NC o) 
• Tom To, hil l, from the" 
Vancouver • Planetarium, 
The AngliCan Church Bazaar 
wlll be held Sat. NOV. 24, 
1979. (nc.23N) °
The Terrace NDP Club Is 
q~onsorlng a Banquet ind 
Dance, Saturday, Sept. 29, 
1979 at th, Thernhlll Com. 
munity He l l -  7 p.m. Guest 
q~eakers wi l l  be •Dave 
Barrett wi th  J im Fblton 
M.P., Frank ' Howard 
/~L.A., AI Pauaretl M.L.A. 
end Gordon Lea M.L,A. In 
eltendanco. Tlckele will not 
sold at the door. (n~.20S) 
Showing prmently i t  the 
Klt lmlt Mueaum Is "Aquatic 
Exotic", • prize-winning 
display of sea Ilte of our 
ocean on loan from Victoria. 
Boaters, fishermen, (~Mour 
penple and folks Intersoted In. 
our nature end Its pleasing 
and ,,sthetlcal aspect Ihould 
not mlu thle axhihit during 
August and Sept. 
Muuum hours: 12 - S .Xcept 
Sundays, (nc.28S) 
O.O.R.P. 
Annual 
FALL BAZAAR 
& TEA 
November 17, 1979 
(nc.16N) 
NORTHWEST LOGGERS 
ASSOCIATION 12th annual 
convantlon Sept. 28, 29 and 30 
st Terrace Hotel. A full 
weekend of activities. For 
reservations please .phone 
d3~1.  
Terrace K l t lmat  Forest 
Products Safety. Conferanco 
9 a.m. Sat. Sept.'~9 at 
Terrace Hotel...Thll con 
terence IS held in conJullctlo~ 
with the Northwest Loggers 
Association Cmventlnn. (oc. 
20S) 
TERRACEALW " 
LADLES •LUNCHEON 
Oct. 3 - -  12 n6~ • "~ue l ' s  
Restaurant Banquet Room. 
Guest Speaker - Terry 
Winter. Tickets ~.00. 
Available' at Something 
Good, 4417 LaBile Ave. inc. 
3O) 
Speech 
theraptet wil l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
~erapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205.4621 Lazstle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
thee eligible for Long Term 
i Core. " 
• AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205.4621 Laselle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance end Sat., Sept. 22, from 11 
for vocational and suclal a .m. .  3 p.m. Check your 
rehabilitation done by  Continuing Education • 
~ lu l tant .  . Booklet or drop by end see 
, whet we offer. 
SKEENA CENTRE Ear ly  Ch l ldho0d 
pathologist . will give a free Astronomy 
Presentation In Terrace, 
Sept. 27 • 29, at Northwest 
Communlly College, and In' 
Kitlmat, Uct. I, 2 and 3. Pre. 
rogleter for one evening by 
phoning 635-4511, local 238 or 
432-4746. 
Terr lce  regletratlnn for "~ . . . .  . ,,..~,~ ...... : . . . . .  • 
Northwest Commu~,~ i / ~ ' , ~ . ~ . ~ ~  
I ~ ' ;  ~ . .v [~. .  ~ l .V lu i r - r rn l l i l~ l l ,~ . ln l  • 
CO I lg l  p roBr lml  ta l ( l l .  Tu . iA j~,n lnk~. . , .e .  . . , . ,~  , ,  : 
" V l f l l ~  I l l l l l l l  E l  ~e~ 18111 I l l  
place at Skeenl Mall, the Church under the 
Friday, Sept. 21 from 7 - 9 pm direction of Mrs. R. Lowrle. 
"UNCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR D(X)RS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop.In Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
As well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In. 
formation about these and 
other activities, please, 
phone L1LS.2262 and I l k  for~ 
Skeena Centre. See you there; 
any time between I am and 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Friday. 
CWL Fall Bazaar will be 
held Oct. 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. at Verltan School Gym. 
(nc.2K)) 
Educat ion Conference .  
Films, display-,, discussions.' 
Sept. 28.29 at Northwest 
College In Terrace. Call 635, 
4511 local 230 for In. 
formation. Inc.20S) 
Bahai Faith - for more In. 
formation please call 435, 
g~05 or 635-1319 (nc.285) 
Come and anloy an evenlns~ 
of crib with Terrace Crib# 
begs League at Skeenavlew 
LOdRO. Play to commence 
every Thursday evening 
starting Sept. 13 at 5 p .m.  
(nc.2lS) 
Unltid Church Bazaar . 
December 1, 1979. (nc-lO) 
Northern de Lights Co.ap 
Monthly Mere ben Mee.tlng 
Octobor 4 .7:30p.m.  
to he heldatthe : .... 
Senior Cltlzane Room 
of the Terrace Arson 
(nc.2Ba) 
Skeena Provincial NDP 
Constituency Association 
Annual General Meeting to 
I I  held Saturday, Sept. 29, 
1979 In the Terrace Hotel i t  2 
p.m. Election of offlcenl and 
guest speaker Dave Barrett. 
{nc.gOS) 
There will be a 
FARMER'S MARKET 
held 
sept. 29, Im 
at thl  
Terrace Co-op 
Parking Lot. 
Sterling at 9 e.m. For more 
information please contact 
4M-1091 
(nc.2es) 
Tom Tothll, the astronomer 
will be at Centennial 
Christian School Friday, 
Sept. 21 at 10 e.m, The 
presantetlon Is for all 
chlldran In grades S, 6end 7. 
(nc.~n) 
The ladles Auxiliary to the 
Royal Canadian Legion, 
Branch 13, Terrace, wish to 
invite the public to par. 
tlclpate In their semi.annual 
Smorgasbord, to be held on 
Sept. 20, 1979, starting at 4 
pm at the Legion 
Auditor ium. Everyone 
welcome. (nc.gOS) 
i ,  - -  
Terrace Homemakers 
Services to have orientation 
oourse offered In'Uctob~.' (no 
charge). Dates to be an. 
nounced. All Interested 
persona end prolpa¢tlve 
homemikers please call 635. 
5155 to regleler and confirm 
your Interest. (nc.21S) 
INTERESTED IN  
BRIDGE? 
Terrace Bridge aub looking 
for new mlmherl. C~tact 
Bonnie Shaw at 635.6970 on or 
hefore, Oct. 4. (nc.SO) 
All Welcome. PleBes phone 
435.5425 for further In. 
formation. (nc.21S) 
B.C. Old Foneloners Tea & 
Bazaar will be held Set., 
Nov. 3, 1979 at Terrace 
Arena Banquet Rm. from 
1:20 p.m. to 4:20 p.m. inc. 
2N) 
Rebekah Ledge Annual Tea i 
& Bazaar, Set., Nov. 10 - -  
Oddfallows Hall, 3222 
Munrce St. (nc-1ON) 
CONSIGNMENTIha SAL|S' 
FLOUR . . . .  "- <'. 
Furniture,  ippl lances,;  
power ,tools, h ind  tools, 
dean |metl ,' Cars, motor-; 
bikes,' I~ l t i ,  ~mOtOra Dr enYl 
other * items' ID acceptable 
©ondlflon~" ~
Terrace Aecllon Mart . 
Corner of Llkalse & Apl l iy,  
435-5172. (ca fn.4.9.79) 
INSIST ON 
THE lEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
concrete Investment. 
Schmlfly's Excavating 
I,U4t32 
(am-6-~-79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(WeB Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
LU-1~79 anytime 
(Em-6-6-79! 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 
4546 Park Ave. 
Terrace 
633.n49 
(am.4.07.79) 
, COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe work 
Phone laB-iS40 after 6. (am- 
&'  Chest. ' White on nose. 
Phona 635-9373. (nc.5.30) 
Experienced and reliable 
deanlng lady presently 
working for residents" In 
Terrace required two days 
I~r wed(. Cell 638.8203 after 
6 p.m. Isff.tfn) 
Bookkeeper . Typist for 
Child Development Centre. 
Position Is half.time. Eleven 
months employment per 
lear. Contact Joyce Krauee, 
Executive Director at 635. 
~3811 Monday to Friday. 8:30 
Am. to 4:30 p.m. (c3. 
2M0,20) 
21 foot Kit Companion 
trailer. Also approx. 70x200 
foot lot In Thornhlll. Ph. 635. 
3456. (p1~120) 
For Sale: 8' plywood pickup 
box with windows. Phone 
635.9053. (p3.20) 
Sewing machine. Brother zig 
z~g with cabinet. In good 
condition. Ph. 635.2905attar S 
IZn. (c3-20) 
LOST: one year old neutered 
~t . .  Black with white 
• markings. Has Identification 
tag. Answers to Luclter. If 
found, pll~le phone 635.9314. 
(p~.2eS) 
• 2~pllrl bo)dng gloves, large 
alse. P0rple . red leather. 
Ken & Glen printed on each. 
Phone 635.1930. (pS-lO) 
RECEPTIONIST.TYPIST 
required Immediately.  
Experience not essmtlat. 
Position calls for in- 
telligent person, able to work 
under own supervision. Good 
telephone manner, typing 
epaed. 40.50 v~m and dlc. 
t ePhone ~perlence in Bleat. 
• Please phone for Interview 
BACKHOE 
FOR 
HIRE 
Phons ~ or 635-6757. 
(ctfn.b4.09-79) 
Qual i f ied carpenter ,  
tradesmen fully equipped 
with air tools. Avelleble for 
renovat ions,  custom 
ooblnets, erbodte.formlca 
Installations. Will consider 
all other types of flnllMng 
work. Phoneeflar 6pro. ASk 
for Don. 
435.57N 
(cS.SO) 
One table end eight chain. 
A~klng 1550. Phone 635.7030. 
(1~-30) 
StOve, frldge, tame, chairs, 
to: Mrs. C. BanDit at 635. elc. for sale. 455J~29, (¢5. 
4P51, Federal Business ..40) . .  
Development Bank, 4540 
Lakelso Avenue, Terrace, 32. 
B.C. V lG IPI. (pS.4?) 
Sales r .epre ientat lve  
required for Marine. 
Trucking concern. 
Challenging pesltlon for  
career minded person. 
Responsibil ities Include: 
nsrvlclng of customer ac. 
MOTORC'YCLES 
1976 Gold Wing 1000. Shaft 
drive, water cooled, new 
t im.  Phone 635.2154 or 635. 
7144. Ask for Mike. (cffn.stt) 
HALL RENTALS 
(~ldfellows Hall 3222 
Munroe. For further in. 
formation phone 635-2794 or 
635.5461. (am.7.8-79.Tu, Fr) 
t,~otorhome for rent. Sleeps 
& Luxuriously equipped. 
Fully Insured. Book early 
for your winter holiday. 
Avetlable dally, weekly, 
monthly. Phone 632.2420 
(,')0-11o) 
WANTED TO BUY-- ()ld car 
end truck and cat batteries. 
Top price paid. Will pick up. 
Ph 635.4735 anytime. (p20- 
40) 
200 plus acres with mile or 
more of water frontage. Send 
datetlS io Charles Cerrussl, 
Box 101, Noble, Ont. P0G 
Ic, o: ~c~O) : 
• ~ ~ : ' ~  " . I !£  
Mofot~me f~ rent. Sleeps 6 
luxuriously equlppad. Fully 
leered. Book early for your 
winter holiday. Available 
dally, weekly, monthly. 
Phone 632.2420. (c20-110) 
Ibln cruiser, Johnson 60 
Flbregless over wood. 
aunts, equipment cnntrol, 
dv imi  handllnp.: Som~e~ ° 
travalllh~ . . . .  I~'~319i~1, . . . . . .  
Automobile would bi en 
~s axle trailer, canopy, 
fllhlhg b~t .  53,2~.~ 
"ST~RE'FIXTURE~; . . . . .  (.160. ~ph~e 635.2~5 after 6 
FOR SALE pro. (c5.10) 
asset. Salary comensurate 
with experience. Apply to 
Box 375, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Vl.I 3P9 (cS-21,24,26,21k,lo) 
Full time manager of local 
mr rental. Mule be mature 
and have experlance In 
bookkeeping and super. 
Phons during the day. 
klJ-4374 
(ctfn.13-9.79) 
Ullllly Trailer. 9x12 tent. 
Gas pump. Car carr ier .  
Camping stove. Ona new 
78x14 summer tire. Phone 
~S.~q,~ (p2.nS) 
v l~ry ekllil. Valid ~19erl ,~; 
IlCence a neceselt14;,Muet be ~' ,Remln~tm 1100.13 g, treR,. 
bondable. Benefits Includo S330.P0nmels Wan;an 375 
dentil, mldlcol and pension. Icedar- S125.6 boxes of clays 
Car supplied. Wages end trap. $450 for all. Phons 
negotiable. Please apply In ilO.S~14. (c3.115) 
parma at No. 10 . 4736 
Lakelea Ave. (¢5-. 
~,2?,21,1 ,K)) 
Two pomora needed one day 
a week for bindery work. 
Own t ranspor ta t loh  
necessary, aS.00 per hour. 
Phone 635.7040. (ctfn.2S-9. 
79) 
BABYSITTER 
HOUSEKEEPER 
REQUIRED 
Responsible person required 
to bebyslt from g a.m. • 4 
pm. monday to friday. Use 
Child 3 years old and other 2 
In school. Some light 
housekeeping duties but 
main resppensiblllties will be 
to care for cHId. Good wage 
will be paid to proper per. 
Ion tWlth retemnces. Call 
635.5327 after 6: W p.m. (ca. 
:ill) : 
The • 
DALLY HERALD 
needs 
CARRIERS 
In the following ar i l l :  
Thornhllh 
Cottonwood Street, Empire 
Street, Paquetta Avenue, 
Kofeed . DeaJardlnee, 
Kofoed • Sharpies, River 
Drive, Burgess • Laurler 
Avenue, Thornhill Sh, eat. 
T, rrso, z 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
Aoar, 4700 Block Apr .  
ff you are Interested In me 
these routes please 
hone: 
635.&U7 
between 9 am and 5 pro. 
Kltlmah 
rukon Street, Quail . 
Sterling Streele, Oriole - 
UIpray Streets. 
if Interested - -  phone Kelth 
el 
431.1747 
(ctfn.nc) 
One 6v= foot flberglaat 
canopy. Also ona wood 
heater. Ph. 635-2468. (¢3-10) 
For Sell: Two 303 British 
dries with Ihstls. 160 each, 
Ph. 635-2145. (p2.21S) 
Crab apples for *ale. 20c lb. 
I:11. 631-1973. (pS40) 
S foot alumMum canopy in 
good condition or cam. 
perelte. Phone 635.3469. (1=5. 
3))  
CASH 
Am purchasing BCRIC 
shares. Ph 635-4226. Also 
selling Suzuki dirt bike. US. 
100. 1979 model. Practically 
new. Ph 635-4224. (C'~O.SO), 
*Looking for Furniture? 
Try the Terrace Auction' 
Mart Sales Floor. New & 
used furniture at a price 
anyone can afford. We buy 
and sell. Call the" Terrace 
Andlon Mart, 4434 Lakeles 
Ave. 635-Sl;2. (otto.7.9.79) 
spot cash paid 
for your old 
FURNITURE. GUNS 
• JEWELLERY 
• BCRIC SHARES • 
WE BuY • SELL • 
TRADE. DELIVER . 
Terreco's Most Unique 
Second Head 
Antique Store 
Gunsmlthlng 
Quality Workmanshlp 
Guaranteed 
Buy • Sell 
Good Used Skates 
QUEENSWAY 
tRADING 
3215 Kalum Street 
~fn  Ph.t,M.161| 
.12.9.79) 
New large housekeeping 
room sultebla for working 
man. Stove, frldge, 
everything furnished, 
mnlral location. Separate 
entrancert uarklng and 
"*"H)I6 ~lsio~hcluded. 435• 
=m. (~1o)  
3 BR mobile home for rent. 
Available Oct. 10, 1979 
Partially furnished. Inquiry 
GS.3203 or 637.2228. (p540) 
For Rent: 1 BR duplex suite.. 
Furnished. In town. No pets. 
Ph. 635.5464. (p3.20) 
The B.C. Housing 
Management Is taking ap. 
pllcatlons for a¢. 
commodation at the 
'Willows', 3404 Kalum Sfrest 
for bachelor and 1 bedroom 
apartmentL A rent sup. 
plement is available 
clependlng on Income. 
Interested persons over 
the age of 55 or single per. 
sons in Receipt of Gain for 
the Handlcappod may obtain 
eppllcatlens at No. 103 - 3404 
Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
or by mall to: p.o. Box 310, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J 3P9. 
Phone Inqulrlelp collect to 
627.7501. •(mm•Fr.24.0o.791 
F) 
HILLSIDE LOutt E 
4450 Little Avenue 
S leep ing  rooms,  
~ousekeeplng units, can. 
~rally located. Fully fur. 
dshed. Reasonable rates 
)y day or week. Non. 
Jrlnkers only. Phone 
~11. (cff.f) 
I 
KEYSTONE [OUKT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scoff. 
One, two and three 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & sterage are~. 
Near schools and dov~. 
town. Clean, quiet 
Ipeclous, security |ecku 
|nd patrol. Flail.tim 
teenager In resMence. 
1354554 
(cff.f) 
Rle No. AE.S717 
APPLICATION FOR 
A PERMIT UNDER 
THE POLLUTION 
CONTROLACT 
THiS APPLICATIOH Is to 
bo fllod ~th the Director of  
Po l lu t ion  Cont ro l ,  
Porl lament Buildings, 
~qctorle, Brltllh Columbia. 
/Iny person who qualifies es 
m oblector under section 13 
d the Pdlutfon Central Act 
n~y, within 30 days of the 
date of IppllcAtlon, or within 
30 days of .the date of 
Fubllcaflon In The Brltleh 
Columbil Gazette or In 8 
'mwspaper, or where u~vlca 
Is rKlulred, within 30 deylof 
m'vin0 a copy of the ap. 
pl[cation, fi le with tho 
Director at the above ad. 
dries an oblectlon In writing 
to the granting of a permit, 
stating the manner In which 
be II affected. 
PREAMBLE - -  The 
purpose of thls appllcstlon le 
to permit the discharge of 
domostl c sewage end 
laundromat offlusnt from a 
mmp0round and servlca 
esn~r. 
I. I.Wo, Bell II Services 
Ltd. of 50~1 Indian Road, 
Duncan, B.C. hereby apply 
totho Director for permit o 
dschenge effluent from • 
campground and servlca 
~nler'located 60 miles north 
d Maseedln or Highway 37 
klto ground end give notlus 
d my application to ell 
parians effKted. 
SCHOOL DiS;r-R/CT" "- WerehB~i~ or manuM& 
turlog space available Ira- 9Z (Nle0ks) 
Tenders for the proposed 
eswer oxtonolon In New 
Nyansh. 
Closing data: October 4, 
1979 at 4:00 pm. 
Plansere ovallsbls at 4S45 
IAkslse Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. Plan deposit S2S,00 
Work consists of ip .  
proximately 1200 feet o f  
mains and collection 
syltlms, . and three 
manholes. Lowest or any 
tender not necescarlly ~c.  
espte¢l. Work must start no 
later than October 15, 19/9. 
(81,28S) ' 
SUB TRADES 
Sealed tenik~ wlii 1:4 
mcelvnd up to 4:00 F,m. 
OCtober 12, 19)9 I t  the office 
of tho Architect or et School 
. rqltrlct No. 54, Board africa, 
Smlthers, B.C. for the 
following trades: 
Plumblog 
SprlnkNrs 
Electrlcdl 
Metal Partitions 
Chalk & Tack Beard 
Suspendad CAllings 
Floor Coverings 
PalnflnD 
" Mlliwork. 
For work to be carried out 
et SIIverthom School I L  
.Houston, B.C. and Telkwe 
Scheol at Telkw& B.C.. 
Plans' end. epeclflcat|~s 
~o available I t  tba africa of 
the construction menq~', 
medlatoly. 3100 eq. f t .  
Downtown Ionatlon. Phone 
635-7140. (ctM-4.9.79) 
l i  
STORE AND 
OFFICE SPACF 
FOR RENT 
Great location $621 LIzelle 
Avanut spproxlmltely 
square f, at. Heat supplied. 
W~ndorful opportunlty for 
~ore location. 
OR *• 
Two storeo approxlmetely 
1100 8quire feet In toteh 
(:In be rented .together or 
morosely. 1373 per month 
or MS0 for both. Fantastic 
Iocetlon at 4636 Lszolle 
Avsf~o. 
OR 
Four offlm spices: m 
dflm space apprexlmately 
10~eqmre feet for 13/5 per 
month. ONofflus qXlm 300 
Nuero feet 1100 per month. 
DOe offict 3.50 square Met 
$128 per mmth. 400 squero 
feat 1135 per month. 
"t 
Office space Is In' the 
Lazello Shupplng Centre 
Ai  offices Inoludo heat. 
Contact AMa. Wobetor at 
4~S.9433 Terrace or 
1939, Vancouver. (p2- 
as=o) 
I 
1974 Datsun B210. Standard. 
P i~  638.$80~ (p3.268) 
impaired drlv~ must sell 
1975GMC Slerre 4x4. 0 track 
stereo. Good condition." 
/Joking 84480. Will eccept 
h'ade. 1969 Buick Skylark, 2 
door h.t. Good condition, 
uklng 11,000. 1972 Dodge 
Folera, 2 dcor h.t., 8 track 
lille deck, new I~llnf end 
fires, trees..mochonl¢ 
qmcta11900. Will take trade 
for workable truck. This car 
b worth 12,000. Phoho 638. 
1764or mat  ~1.0 Park. (¢5. 
Jle) 
1978 Plymouth Fury. Ex. 
¢ellant¢ondltlon. P B., P.S. 
U i~ than 20A~0 miles $,lS00 
Phone 638.9612 or view at 
~OI Braun. (p3.2~) 
1977 Chrysler Newport. 
• TRUCKS 
Must Sell - -  l~x~ DIl~omat 
mobile home. Furnished or 
i unfurnlshod. Many e~tras. 
CAn, be seen by appointment 
only. Ph. 632.2~5 after 5 pm. 
(¢~-~O) 
1976 24)(60 Horace mobile 
tome In Thornhlll. For more 
Information call Tom at 635- 
2261. (offn.26.9-79) 
~xM Bendix Paramount 2 
BR fully furnished. King size 
water bed, deep treeze. Set 
uP In Sunny Hill Triller 
Court, Home owner grant 
,=piles. Phone 638.1744 after 
5 pro. (p3.288) 
1974 12x68 3 bedroom Estate 
Deluxe. Set upond skirted In 
Sunny Hill Triller Court with 
I~!0 Inlulated perch, ix25 
veranda and work and 
storngo shed. Nice lawn end 
Fully equipped with mist thrseflowerbedi, phone638. 
~0ptlone. New Mlchelene.. 4798 (p10-20) .. 
Only 21,~00 miles.. Asking' • . . . .  
~,~00 OBO. Fheno 632.2425 For Sale: 19/8 14)(70 Monco 
Jr 6,12-~D~ (¢S.211) mobile hOmo, unfurnished, 
set up and sklrtad In local 
5 81 Ireller perk. Phone 635-9736. 
(cffn.4.9.79) 
Seller Trade , 
1978 Chov H.T. V=. 4 spend 
• Exptor,r, coneY, boat reck. 
Sack ladder. 2.way doors. 
Went Eronco or Cherokee In  
hlde. 
1978 Chovette. Fu l ly  
NulppId. Mlchellnl. 13195. 
~no small bar frldge. Like 
row. Phone i f ler 5 pro. "638-' 
T~44. (~m.)  
2.The lend upon which the CM. Prelects Llmlfld. Suite 
works am IocahKI IS D.L. '4265 . Uth Street West, 
1477, Canstar District. , Vancouver, B.C. V7V 4149. A 
3. The discharge shall be M0.00 depostt Is required. 
iocateU at Highway 37 Iouth' Archlllcts KIIIIck, Metz, 
of the most northerly BowmsndRuse 
croulng of the Bell.Irving 1777 West lnh Avenue 
River. Lot 1477 Cesslsr VoncoQvor, B.C. 
District. V6J lV l  
4. The wentlty of effluent (~28S) 
to bo dlscherged IS eS { ~ . . i 
follows: Av'o~igo da l ly ' |  ~ ~c~.  ~o,"~,~, .~ ,| 
discharge "(Ira sad on ' l  ~ ~ - - -  | 
operating perlbd) "~ 4000. ~" .~,  S,~... ~ 
Maximum ddl~ ;dLs~a~a .; i. ~,,~L~N.u~, ~. 
~ 0 .  ~'t  , ) ,  %;; .~ ~t  ' "~ ' /E IP I I~ I IF I l l  " 
The oparatln9 period CONTRACTS 
cbrlng which the effluent Scaled tondere for thn~ 
will be discharged Is con. following stand tondlng 
tlnuoul. ,contract(s) will be rol;olved 
5. The cherecterlatlce of b/ the Regional Manqer, 
the offiuant dlsclmrged shall ANnletry of Foresls, Prince 
be equlvelont o or better Rupert, B.C, on the' detlS 
than typical septic tank .shown below. 
effluent. 1. Contract s'r93M.5.2 CR 
6. The type of treatment to Located Roblnlon ~ Lake. 
LOT FOR SALE: Exc. large 
lot on 4516 Cedar Cresc. Ideal 
ros ldent le l  8ree with. 
potential vlow. $21,0~0. 
~,onteot 635-7696. (cffn.14-9- 
7~J 
]! p.F,R. ' 1 
i 160 aires In TopiW, B.C., 11 
imiie off I.Iwy.,,,16. LI0htly[ 
Itread. 11 mil le from| 
Houston. 2 miles from 
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
and 3 brits:tri l ler. Alklng. 
Ul,S00. For more In- 
formation contact: 
G.W. Glbsun 
P.O. Box 14 
TOptay, B.C. 
or 
C.F.Glbsan 
& . 
1975 GMC customized van. 
P.S., P.B., Iotl of extras. 
:Must be s,en to be ap- 
I~'OCletod. Phone 635-2154 or 
635.7144. Custom Interior and 
extorlor palm lob. Ask for~ 
Mlks. (ncdff) 
'For Sale: 1977 Dodge Club 
-'~b 4xd. 77,000 kllomelere. 
~_.ph~.~.~. !¢~.1o) 
1976 Cbav P.U. ~ ton. For 
Sill. PS, PB, V8 auto. Good 
running condl~on. Ph. 635. 
4146. (c11-120) 
1975 Chev Van for sale. Short 
box. Fully customlsed. I=h. 
i1~5.7030 anytime. (I)540) 
1977 Ford F-I~O 400 cu. In. 
Auto, PS, PB, air con. 
,*timing & carpeting. Steel 
hnitecl Michelin|. Groin with 
be applied to the effluent Ranger District Haselton. . . . . . . . . . .  Terra(e, B.C. white canopy. Asking 1.t,250. 
kmf^,, dllCharno IS 8l  NUmDOr on' necreres lO.O. | &sl_wl I:I~&qI[.~PPJ Aek#~.l~llff 
S dreI fl~ld . ~ ( . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' '  . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ,~w : , , .~ .  , . , ,  ....... . . . . . .  L ~  ~, )  . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (~ .~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  
"l~hls applicetlm, dated on,:, wT~ u ae~mg. I~1~ ~el.~on | . . . . . . . . . .  ~ i . . . .  
~ptember 17, 1979, was m v:~o e.m. 1975 Ford F~0 4)(4 350 V8. 
posted on the ground In NOTE: Wow~og of the 56. BUSINESS • . PS, PB complete with 
0PH)RTUNITY accordance with tho stand tending site prior to Po l lu t ion  Cont ro l  mbmlfllng a lender for this 
Regulations. contract Is mandatory. 
Genial H. Banner Deadline for receipt of 
(81.28S) tmdaro Is 1:30 p.m. October 
15th, 1979. 
Tendare must be sub. 
mlttod on the form and In the 
envelopes sul~lled wh ch, ..formation contact Box 1214 
~IP- ~"* - I-r . . . .  k. care'ear, the Q'drrece-Kltlmat 
with, " " , "~"~" " ~"P-'"'~'*~ Dolly H~dld~i~.Jphone 63,5 
eKCellont view on one acre. Ranger(s) Indicated, or 3~71 (CTFN) 
10~6 eq. H. CrHk frmtege, from the Regional Manager, ~ stall troll~' court for a le .  
Large garden area with Ministry of Forests, Prince ~t'lto to Box 65, Terrace, 
campy, :13 c~ennel 8 track 
tape player. Evenings please 
For Sale . Fully equlped call 638.7517. (CtM.&9.79) 
local convenience store ~th  
living s¢commodotlonL ' '76Char P.U. 350auto. Glass 
$oredou a good year.round: canopy. Phone~lS.,i312. (pS. 
turnover. For further In. gO) 
,0TI ES; 
PUBLIC NOTICE: eKcallont soil. Asking 
$40,000. Phone 63.5.348,5 after 
6 pro. (cs.20) 
For Sale: 2storey log home. 
Approximately 1~0 sci. ft. on 
main floor. Located on large 
~ceni¢ lot on Skesna Street. 
CAll 638-1121 between 8.5 pm 
Monday to Friday. (c1040) 
Modern 3 bedroom house for 
isle. Hal flrel~ce, eneulte 
~umblng, close to schools. 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac. 
captecl. 
This call for lender i s  
under the terms of The 
CAnada British Columbia 
In tens ive  Fores t  
Nanegemsot Agreement. 
(a6.30) 
53 
STORE EQUIPMENT 
i 
Phone &18-64~1 of fir 6 p.m.: . 
(cS.28~) Complete grocery, meat and 
ffocluce atora equipment. 
For Sale: 3 bedroom hams Avollabls December In 
on large, tenced corner lot. Kltlmat, B.C. For In- 
Finished basement, 3 formaHon call 635-5950 or 
bethrooms& din. Close to 420.5.511. (C8. 
Ichools. Phone 635.37/6 offer 18,21,2S,28A,2,5,9,12nl 
6 pro. (p4.285) 
3 BR home with full 
besernant on 70x2~0 foot lot 
In Thornhlll. 1,000 IKI. ft. 
About a years old. Asking 
142,000. Ph. 635-9~30. (pl0- 
110) 
1974 3 BR Knight moduls~. 
home situated on ~ acre 
landscaped lot on Copperslda 
Subdivision. Has vegetable 
garden~ greenhouse, 
smokehouse & shed. Exc. 
Condition. Please call after 
,~  ~s-.a014 (¢tf.~4.9.~) 
For Sale: 2 storey log home. ~ 
Approx. 1200 sq. ft. on meln 
floor, located on large scenic 
large SKesflo St. CAll 638-1121 
between 8.S pm Mon.-Fr. 
(¢10.2181 
For Rent: I~0 sq. ft. on 2rid 
floor. Air conditioned. 
Located at 4623 Lakelse Ave. 
Phone ~lS*2.SS2. (ctfn.4-9.79) 
For Lanse: Werehouea or 
shop. 6unlto 19 ft. by 41 ft. by 
16ft. CAlling 14)(14. Overhead, 
door. Plumbing and gas 
teat. Phone 635-7459. (c3: 
~7.28S2U) 
We are i young rseponslbie 
famllyof four seeking to rent 
a 3 BR home In town by Nov. 
i. Please call 63e.1o,lp or 6~- 
4694 anytime. (cS.SO) 
hrald 
olaeolllod8 
0I I . lU7  
6.C. V8G 4B2 or phOne 
9105 for further Informatlun. 
(cS.go) " 
1969 C he  ells, Good Year  
fires on CDN Hal.  I1 to 1 
~atons. 650 Holly orbs. 
New dutch and pressure 
plate. Well molntelned wlh 
many more extras. Phone. 
611.1427 or &lS.Sd00 (¢10~0) 
1973 Ford Custom S00. 4 doer. 
Rebuilt motor. PS, PB,AT. 
11,100 OBO. PhOne 638-1320. 
(ctfn.26.9.79) 
1968 Mustang. Phone 638-8393 
or 635-71i7 offlc6 houri. Ask 
for Brim. (c3.2LS) 
'1976 Mercury Monarch. 
' S3,000 miles. Asking $3,S00. 
Phone 638.1t~9 otter 5 p.m. 
(1~.218) 
1974 Comet GT. Excellent 
• Cunadlen Ccachways 
(Alberto) Umltnd 
ANNOUNCES 
A change In echndule times 
Io be effective October 21, 
1979. Please consult your 
local agent for fall details. 
,q~y oblectlons may bel 
filed m or before October.] 
17, 1979 with th~ 
~perlntandinf of Motor i
Cur'lers, McLaran CAntro, i 
~10 Manor Street, Bur.i 
~by, B.C. VSG 3X5. / 
/ 
I 
1974 - -  12x68 Glendale .  
mobilE.home,, 3 BR. plus.., 
utlllty',Sgt Up& skIHnd with 
full deck In, tri l ler ,park,,., 
Immaculate- candle.Ion. T.o~,; 
view .No. 12,- Timberland,,, 
Trailer Perk or phone:~lg~:,,. 
' 1953. WI~s Included. (ca. 
IO) , ,  
condition, new paint lob' 1968 * . . .  
• 209 high performance ,3 BR trailer, 12x61 (1966).,,,. 
motor, Super CAt t im & Plus 8x40 lacy shacki':: " 
lady eggs. Many other FInllhed.Aoklngo$7,S0OUBO. !/ 
actres.Phone63S.~000aflor6 Phone 635.,$261 for op . ,  
~l~n, (pS-10) polntment o view. (cS.10) 
LOWREY 
ORGAN CONCERT 
, We are very proud and featuring artist vision appearances. He won 
'fortunate to have the oppor- ROBERT McRAE the Gem State Competitions 
tunity to present to the for three successive years. 
people of this Northwest Robert McRae is a 
area, an artist of this calibre Lowrey Organ Artist who 
in concert on the stage of 
the Tillicum Theatre. He is a 
renowned church organist, 
college teacher end private 
tuition instructor. Robert 
has ha~ hie own radio show 
and has made many tele.• 
Sunday,  September  30 at 2:00 p.m. 
a t  the Ti l l icum Theatre 
Pick up your free ticked at TILLICUM KEYBOARDS, 
4722 Lakehe Avenue, or phone 638-8463 for reservations ~ i
has played in various parts 
of Canada and the U.S, 
Don't miss this great oppor- 
tunity to see and hear a 
splendid concert performed 
by a great artist on the new 
Lowrey Organs, 
For 5ale~" 12xM foot Knight 
trailer on large lot 11~150 
foot. For further Into please 
coil 635.~6 or view at 3560 
Newell Avenue. (p20-180) 
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1967 12x~5 Glendalo mobile 
home. Unfurnished. $6,100. 
Phone 63&700~ (pS-3 0) 
12x56 Norwestern M.H. 
INCORPORATE 
$100 + filing bee, 
We prepare your In- 
corporation papers over the 
phono -- fast. For more 
Information call THE LAW 
SHQPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES, M.B.A., Ll.B. TOLL 
FREE 112.8004k~1.2138 (in 
Vancouver ar*a call 687. 
2442). Chargex end 
unfurnished with 10x12' Maatercharge welcomed. 
Itnlshecl Ioey shack. Good .(stfn.Fr.14.9.79) 
toad. Reasonnbiy priced. 
Phone 635.5539 (p$-288) 
Herald 
For Sale: 12)(68' 2 bedroom 
mobile home with extonslon 01aallfiede 
In living room, loeY ShOck, 
furrdlhod or unfumlshed. 
S~rlous Imu, r t .  please. 1136-6367 
Phone 638.1o4,1 (ps.28s) 
'1974 Cam.perlznd Van 
Custom GMC modld. 3 way 
trldge, stove, furnace, sink. 
350 auto. Low mileage. Ph. 
638-8362. (c2.218) 
For Sale: 1978. 14x70 two 
Ixlrm. mobile home, brick 
fireplace, bookshelves & 
china cabinets built In, 
Roman bathroom, wet bar, 
I~lUllted porch. Could be 
purchased furnished..  Buying 
Perked In town. Must be 
mn to be appreciated. Ph. :~e l l tng  
638-14/4. (pS-~O) 
MUST SELL I~. Herald 
MEDIATELY: 1977.31 font 
~llderness travel trailer. Class i f ieds  
,eaklng 11,500. View at Real 
Inn Hotel, Highway 16 West. 
Lalttrelleron left. (ctfn-27. ------ --- -O~-b~)'~ 
~79) 
For Sale: 16' alumlnlum 
rlver boat. Phone 624.5193 
(~.28s) 
14" travel trailer for sale, 
Excellent condition. Phone 
635-3539. (cl.215)' 
Be a 
paper 
carrier 
Phone 
635-6357 
TERRACE 
632-2747 
KITIMAT 
•============================================= 
:::~ i;~ 
:'t :':q' ,i OlD AUTO SALVAG_E    
i~ 2914 Ka lum St. LTl., i! 
"lh i i l l6t stock of used track pails 
in tim northwest" 
REOENT liDDI110NS FOR FARTS 
'75 Bruce '76 Jeep CO7 '79 C0upr 
'77 GM Van 
'78 F2N Crowcab 
'78 Chov Y2 Ton 
'78 T-Bird 
'78 Pontiac Wp. 
'78 Chov 4 dr. 
'77 Nova 2 dr. 
'77 Ford Ltd. 
lklli.3m 
Evoainls 635-3870 Ken or Bill 
================================================================================== 
CAREER 
OPPORTUNITIES 
• EurorJ'n Pulp and Paper Co, Ltd. 
KIIImat Logging IMvislon 
HIGH LEAD 
YARDING CONTRACTOR 
High lead yarding contractor equired to fell a p~l,,yK~ 
8pproxlmatsty.20,o00 cth-Ilts per:~n~um commg~¢ll~ 
~O.  Interested persons should direct Inquiries end 
~~ke EUROCAN 
PULP  P-- PAPER CO. LTD. 
Attn. M. Alarlc 
Logging supeflntsodent 
Kitlmet Logging Olvlilon 
p.o. Box 1400 
Kitlmat, B.C. 
V8C 2H1 
• • (604) 6~-3191) 
has an opedlng 
for a 
SALESPERSON 
Applicants should be able to meet the 
public end have an Interest In sports. 
Apply In person at 4736 LakelsB (Mini 
Mall)  or phone 635-5848 for Interview. 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 92 (NISGHA) 
' COMPETITION 
~.~. (sapteml~" 25, 1979. OPEN) 
~P~I.ICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR THE 
POSITION OF: 
RELIEVING HOUSE PARENTS 
~'iN GROUP HOMES, NEW AIYANSH, B.C. 
I~QUIREMENTS: 
1. Men and wife team. 
2, Age: proforrahly In their "late twsotklt". 
& Exl~lmco: 
a) Living In large family situations. 
b) Ability to prepare meals for 12 full time residents 
end upwards to 20 students for over-ntght sltueflons. 
¢) Working with large groups of children. 
d) Ability to counsel, guide end maintain a dally 
routing of running a large home. 
4. Secondary education (No. 3 may over.ride thll 
Item). 
£ Commitment to working a 16 day work cycle, with 4 
days off, and repeating the 16 day work cycle each 
month. 
& Important:. Su¢cmsful candidates must hove large 
reserves of patience, dependability, hurnour, genuine 
love and concern for children of ell ages, the ability to 
work along with 12 other I-tools Parents. 
LETTERS OF APPLICATION CAN BE SENT TO: 
Hr. Nick Kil l ,  District Superlntinde~t of Schodl 
khool District Ha. 92 (Hlsghe), 
Board Office, 
New Alyensh, B.C. 
Phone: 6~0.222B 
CLOSING DATE: No clmlng date. Please send ep- 
pllcatlons In IMMEDIATELY. 
I I I I  I 
CERTIFIED MILLWRIGHT 
A shift Millwright wanted for Sawmill In Prince 
George area. Preference given to experience In 
sawmill malnlenence. I.W.A. rotes with full benefits. 
APPLY TO:. 
THE PAS LUMBER COMPANY LTD., 
BOx IN, 
PRINCE" GEORGE, B.C. VIL iT I  
OR: 
PHONE COLLECT TO: 
Mr. Karl Eberle, 
6044634M! 
SECRETARY TREASURER 
TRAINEE 
Appllcet!ons are Invited for the pmlflon of Secretory 
Treasurer Trolnee. Appllcants must have good 
theoretlcel axperlence and Woven edmlnlstratlvo 
e(perlence together wlth at least completlon or 
e(emptlon of ann year of the R.I.A.or C.G.A. 
Appllrdmto wlll. commence employment et Torreca 
df lm of the baird and must be willing to rolncale to 
'New Alyonsh whin requlnKI to do Io by the board. 
Written applicetlonl with supporting documents 
d~ouid be sent to: 
Mr. John G. McMynn ¢.A. 
Sesretery Treasurer 
School DIsidct No. 92 (Nisglta) 
4.t41 Lakelse Awmus 
Ten'eca, B.C V0G II)1 
Qoelng date for oppllcstlunl Is October 15, 1979. 
 .ll I 
POSITION AVAILABLE 
TITLE: STORESPERSON GROUP: PROPERTY 
• MANAOEME~iT 
LOCATION: TERRACE DEPARTMENT: REGION4 
OPEN TO BQT~ MALE AND FEMALE AP. 
PLICANTS. 
DUTIES: 
Emp4oyees in this functk~ are required to carry But 
the general routine duties In a storeroom: fill ,~'dors 
from stock; transport ortldel to and from the storm; 
load or unfusd, sort and place artldas on shelves; 
malntelrk end update accurato ltoCk accounting 
m¢orck; perform periodic Inventory checks and 
reconcile to stock rec~ds; ensure the |tares end 
working areas are maintained In a clean end orderly 
oondltlm. Performs clerical functions end other 
mdated work el required. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Education equlvelent to Gra de 10. A good knowledge at 
rneterlat hendllng or warehouse prom¢lures within a 
maintenance.construction envlronmont preferred. 
Soma stores or warehouse experience. Ability to follow 
spadflc Instructions and exercise tact. Ability to 
cperete office equlpmont preferred. Must possess a 
valid B.C. Driver's Llcanes. 
SALARY: 
$1100 - 81214 per month. 8 percent Increase will be 
Ipplled subject to Union ratlflmtlm. 
SEND APPLICATIONS TO: 
Mr. Ran Eastman, 
B4dldlng Manlger, 
British ColumbiJ k i ld~s  CArForatlon, 
411/Kaflh Avmus, 
Terrea, B.C. V0G IK7 
APPLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED ON OR 
BEFORE OCTOBER Sth, 1979 BEFORE 4:30 P.M. 
t =~ T • 
Pi l l s  i l ,  The .Herald, Friday, September 28, 1979 
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A noted evangelist here 
Dr. Terry Winter and a 
team of Canadian musicians 
working with a large group 
of the local Christian com. 
n~ty  ktmch the "Terrace 
Alive" crumds Sunday at 
?:$o PM at t~e R.E.M I,~ 
'Dtsatr~. This is the climax 
of several months of plan. 
nin~ and activities In the city 
and area. 
"Terrace Alive" is a 
eeatampersry evengeltstic 
mission involving the 
majority of Terrace chur. 
chea and has bean organized 
I~ a committee of laymen 
and ministers. 
Wlater, 37, a B.C.-born 
Chrktlan communicator, Is
known for his popular 
weekly television program 
seen Sundays on BCTV. He 
has also eanductod city-wide 
crusades throughout 
Wentsrn Canada nd was In 
GrandePrairie, Alberta, and 
Prince George this spring. 
Ins most recent crusades 
were two held in Scotland in 
MayandJuno. However, Ida 
work will continue to he 
ommetrated in Western 
Canada. l~e will hold city- 
wide crusades in Penticton 
"to November, Prince Rupert 
in January, Regina In April 
and Fort St. John in June. 
These crusades are not 
centred around the 
wangeltst himself, but as 
Winter expisim "we seek to 
he a catalyst in the local 
Christian community, 
mativating them to reach out 
themnelvea both during the 
crusade and long after It is 
over. We try to avoid the 
traditional image of 
wanHellom where the 
wangelist comes and speaks 
end then Is gone with no 
follow.up-leaving the value 
of the crusade in doubt." 
Well known concert 
pianists, Mel and Holden 
Bowker, will be here every 
night to play their dual 
pianos, As well as their 
nightly concerts, they lead 
md accompany the crusade 
choir. Adding special appeal 
for the youth of the area are 
the contemporary guitarists 
and sin~ers. Salmond and 
~ul~er. They write mast of 
their own music and lyrics 
and will be performing In 
dty schools during 
monhetn's of the week Oc- 
tober 1-5 
Both the Bowker Brothers 
and Saimend and Mulder are 
recording artists and their 
tapes and records will be 
available during the 
erucad,, When not working 
with the Terry Winter team 
both groups tour extensively 
thonghcut North America. 
While the crowds in Terrace 
will not be as large as those 
in Los Angeles, Chicago, 
Fort Lauterdale or New 
York, both groups are from 
western Canada and ar e 
DR.  TERRY WINTER 
looking forward to being In 
Terrace. The Bowkers 
Brothers ,  who are  f rom 
Edmonton, have held a 
previous ceacert In out town 
and Vanoouverltos Selmend 
and Mulder are always 
hippy to be working in their 
hems province. . 
While the music program 
k one of the reasone which 
people come out to a Terry 
Winter crusoe, the primary 
reason Is to hear the 
• wencher himself. Being 
from B.C. himself, Terry 
Imows the temperment and 
style of his fellow- 
countrymen. Definitely not 
"hard.sell", he is relaxed 
and not emotional in Ida 
presentation of the Cin'btlan 
gospel. Years of working 
with people who are lonely 
and hurting have made him 
sensitive to the needs and 
lengings of these who are 
seeking answers. Winter 
dearly and unopoingetieally 
lays out the message of 
Christ's love in its Biblical 
nimplielty and lets the 
listener decide whether he is 
ready to receive the Christ 
whom Winter presents. 
Apart form the evening 
meetings, Terry Winter and 
the Bowker Bmthen will be 
at several nora hour fanc. 
lion& Monday be will be the 
gueat speaker at the Rotary 
Club luncheon. On Wed- 
nssday noon there will be a 
opedal lunches for women 
only to which all women are 
welcome. Tickets and 
further details ca• be oh- 
laSHed from Hilka Flm'y or 
Anonby. There will 
also be a special Civic 
Luncheon on Friday, Oc- 
tober 5 at which thelending 
dflsena of Terrace will pay 
~bute to the ministerial in 
our community. Tickets end 
further details can be ob- 
tained from Dr. Vie Lepp. 
i 
FROM THE 
CHURCH 
'" 'ByL-/LNCE STi~i~iENS - -  
This is the time of the year when the leaves tm'n 
brown and gold, frost tinges the nit and the woods and 
fields yield their harvest, 
It all seems o natural, after all It happens without 
fail every year, it's only to be expected. 
In  older times folk were very aware of their 
dependence on this natural cycle of planting, and 
harvesting and w~'e very thankful .to God who 
provided such bounty. Modern man tends to ignore the 
mason. Caught up inan era of technology., he thinks he 
is in control of things. And in much he appears to be. 
Yet thereare disturbing signs abroad. Signs that all is 
not wel l .  . ' 
Beaches polluted with dl, sea life destroyed. FerUle 
land diusppeering under nsphaltand cement. Unusual 
floods washing out bridges and roads. Foods which 
esperts say is less ncurlshing. A new layer of in- 
dnstriel ash greets us each morning. 
An earlier age instinctively knew that the soil was a 
living, restoring of that whlch had been harvested. 
They knew that their lives depended on the cycle of life 
and it's health. By contrast, modern man tends to 
ew the land as a mine to be dug up, processed, and 
posed of. Yet today, there are signs that some are 
awakening to the falseness of such ideas and sounding 
the warning that such life styles lead to ruin. 
There are signs too, that some are awakening to the 
fact that life is mere than the material, the physical. 
That our happiness is not dependent entirely on 
material things. Such have found that material well 
being does not automafleelly bring happiness. These 
search for deeper things. 
A'wiso man once wrote, "There are three things 
wh/Ch last forever, faith, hope and love, and the 
greatestof these is love." (The Bible ,1 Cor. 13) 
Everyone finds, sooner or later, that without faith is 
something stable, without hope for the future, without 
someone who cares for us and someone to care for, life " 
is bleak indeed. For these three, faith, hope and love 
' form the very basis of our deeper lives. Without hese 
we can never lmow their ~fspring, joy peace, 
patience, kindness, trusffulnees,gentlenss andcontrol 
self. 
The life of the earth is being constantly renewed by 
the energy of the sun. A source of that energy is the 
Lord of the Universe, the Lord of all life. That same 
wise man who spoke of love joy and peace said that 
our sos'co for deep~' renewal lay in Jesus Christ, the 
Lord of the universe. In such renewal lies happiness. 
Learning from 
native peoples 
By GAIL LEM 
TORONTO (CP) --What Is 
possibly man's ult imate 
salvation --  his survival on 
earth -- may depend on how 
• much he is willing to learn 
from the native people, says 
Rev.  Peter Hamel, con- 
sultant on national affairs 
for the Anglican Church of 
Canada. 
Hamel says man's days on 
earth are numbered ff he 
does not respect the rights of, 
creation because "if our 
support system goes, so do 
we."  
When environmentalists 
talk about crises in the en. 
vironment, "we tend to 
carry on as we have always 
done." 
"The native land ethic, 
which is very much a pert of 
their religion, is something 
we desperately need," says 
Hamel. "It incorporates the 
'land and the universe. It 
allows for 'survival -- and 
curs doesn't. 
"Native people demon- 
strata to me the need to 
develop a rel~ious concept 
of the environment. I 's part 
of our very being." 
Hamel says we have 
forgotten that respect for the 
rights of creation was pert of 
the earliest Christian 
teachings. 
The Bible' talks about 
environmental' Justice as 
well as social Justice "and 
the crux. of the biblical 
message is that you cannot 
separate them -- they go to- 
gether." 
"Man him basically ex- 
ploitod the environment the 
way he exploited his fellow. 
man. Qnite,often the results 
of exploitation are human 
degradation. 
Saint Paul makes 
reference to this in Roman& 
chapter eight, verses 18-25, 
Hamel says. It is also dealt 
with in lsniah, chapter 24. 
of reconciliation which Jesus 
was involved In for all 
mankind. The message is 
that salvation and eternal 
communion with God are not 
only for man but for the! 
whole of creation. 
"If you really wnnt to be 
sedcus in this conversation, 
the most radical beck you 
could 1..od~ at is the Bible," 
Hamel says. 
He" says that In the 
medieval world it was 
thought that there were two 
sources of knowledge about 
God, through direct reve." 
latlon such as in the Bible 
end through what has been 
referred to as natural 
theology -- learning about 
God through observation of 
creation. 
"What has happened, 
especially • since the 
• Reformation, is an ac- 
celerated concentration 
upon a direct relatio~hip 
between man and God and a 
setting aside of any real 
sL-u~le of understanding of
the natural world. 
Some theologians have 
ruled out any importance for 
natural theology." 
• And Hamel Says "ii:'- Is 
"through a relationship with 
creation end with God that 
we learn how to behave -- 
end when alienation oenurs 
we no longer have that 
source of understanding." 
One example, he says, is 
the rape of the North for Its 
wealth of resources, 
especially oil and gas. 
Environmentalists have 
said that exploitation of 
those resources onuses 
irreparable damage to the 
North's delicate ecological 
balance. And Hamel says it 
has already brought encr- 
mous social dislocation 
among Native people. 
" In  many traditional 
cultures the natural woHd is 
still divine," he says. "The 
~}~}~}~}~}~}~j~j~j~j~j~j~j~j~j~j~}~~}~}~}~~}~}~}~:~}~}~}~}~}~}~}~}~}~}~}~ Seek It always. And several verses in divinity la in the grass that 
C.oln••lnnS deal with the act blows on the Prairies." 
J ATTEND THE CHURCH Mackenzie Valley pipeline inquiry, which Hamel calls • • "one of the greatest documents of the 20th eca- 
S Upla OF vniln n.nin nds Baptist Churc and why great care must be Pastor Bob Losyk = vv . . ,  v..v.vE ,=~taken in exploiting its re- 
, "We love cur land necanse 
635 2807 ' . . . . . . . .  • ............... we survive with It," says I THIS SUNDAY Marie M°eaen°se °f Lee In Corner of Halliwell and N. Thomas Martre:."lteivesmlife, the 
land gives us life." 
~ 9:45a.m. Bible Teaching - -  • , ~ lhunel says our survival is 
" ~ .  Sunday School / . ~ • dependent on the values the 
" ~ 11:00 a .m. Morning Worship Service . / "  " ~ .  cherish.'=Uve peopleAnd thehavetcachinpand stillot 
Zio]" " I re  7:30p.mSingingandBib leSfudy /Chd  rch  i n  Egapt=st  Chureh  " . . ths Bthis show that 
nesday 8:00 Home Bible Stud,~es s t lan  Reformed Chu values ~ a~ c~,u ,o  ~' /  d"  ~fou  Are Welcome alUpland~'~ ~ values. 
Corner Spark= an geith . Sparks Street and Strauss Avenue "WenaedahoUsUca.~. 
tegrated approach to life, Pastor Paul Mohn lnger~ ~ Reverend S. Van Daalen / and sadly enough, there 
Homo 636-5309 . / ~ Sunday School. Terrace 10:00 a.m, . / -  aren't hat many bout It," Hamel 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. ~ "~= Sunday School. Remo l:00 p.m. / says. 
MorningWorshipll:O0a.m. / . . . . . .  _ .  • .~%= ll:00a,m. Worship Service ~ "I stilI thlnk we have time 
. . /  a~,  ~ '~a~.~ ~, ~ ~ 1 ~  " ~ 5:00p'm'W°rship Service ~ tuturethingaaroand.ldon'tknow ffwe will, thou=." 
I °" / I 
4126 Lazelle Avenue 635-9 Old skills 
get  chance  
' • | Sunday Services. I0:00 a . m . ~  ' . 
/ . ~ Sunday School. Adults Discussion. / ~ . to  surv ive  
~ 11:00 a.m.- Holy Communion for the family ' . / r  " ~  By JOHN HENEY 
/ -  ' . ~ Mm,ster: Reverend LanceStephens.635.5855 / , ~ OTTAWA (CP) -- With / .HI ~F, ~ thelreustomersgone, many H ouse of Praise and 
c represented a way of life, 33406 i:by Street 4830 Straume Avenue, Terrace 635-2312 ' ' ' > couldnotrofnseJenn-Plerre 
" / @ l l  UIT I I J~M JRUV~ . 635-3"015- 635-3657. . ~  Hardy's offer to prenerve tho 
SATURDAY EVENING 7:30p.m. / OMLI i i l IU I  M ilnllll,u , ,,  . . . . . . . . .  _ mmo ofthe cr=ts. 
SUNDAY MASSES 9'00a rrl / -/~a.q W_,_L • . . . . . . .  ~ ~ ~unaayworsnlplO:3oa.m. ~ f  "Many wculd not part wlth 
, ' ' / qoo m watsn Rvenue ff~,~ ~ Education & Instruction. Thurs. 7-8:30 .. thelrtouisunlesaltockthem 
171 ~05:. m. A class for al! ages ~ all-- whole shops-- hecause 
they meant so much to them 
. I' 11:00a.m. Family Worship Service I' . that they had to etay 
I 7:30 p.m, Evanglistic Salvation Meeting Welcomes I totegether o would not hame, , ,  Hardy said afterS°ld 
I TUESDAY NIGHT , . m • . • , combing Eastern'Canada 
J ' 7:30p.m. Bible Study and Prayer Meeting You To , I ,earch~ for unv~, toot. 
I WEDNESDAY Worshi- I and products of these disappearing trades. , 
. . J . 7:30 p.m. Ladies Home League Fellowship P i  
/ ~ SATURDAY / ~ r ' . . . . . .  '" 
-- ~ 7:30p.m. Youth Group . . . / "  • . / I f i f l l f  JJiilr;ll HillS@fill ~ Christian Counselling 
mergency Welfare 
4907 Lazelle Avenue ~ Spiritual Resources /CHRIST  .LUTHERAN ( I tURCH ~ / ~ 
~" Minister Reverend Dave Martvn ~ 635-S4460r635-2626 / Corner Sparks Street and Park Avenue ~ J 
"'" / ~ Reverend Rolf Nosterud 635-5882 ~ .  q ~ " "  
• ~ 635-6014 ~ ~ ' Morning Service 11',00 a.m. . / "  
~ ~ Church Schoo19:45a.m. ~ /  
~ W o r s h l p  Service 11:00 a.m. / ~1.-II I1~(~_1-1 f'}i~ ~(31"} ~ Sunday School. Confirmation ~ ' " "~ "" 
vm mvm lVS  • v m  ~vm, ,~ Y u ha d u ' *'" 
I 3341 River Drive Terrace, B.C. 638-1661 I • ,, 
, ' [~ '  ~ ~'J, ' ~. Sunday School 10:00 a,m . J  ' '~t~ <~~=~'<~J0~ 
~1%4U. {[ f i l~ l  ~ ' ~  ReverendR.L. Whi(e ~ l ,~ ~-'~'I~]~ 
\ ~  I I t~/  "~= Morning Worship 1 1 : 0 0 a . m , ~  -~i~ ~ 
\~- -~,~/ / /~  ~'*=~ Evening Worship 7:30 p . m . /  JlJ~ ~ i !~ ,  r I ts  tlme to c811 your 
ervice Wednesday 7 ! iLois Mohnlnger • 635-5309 
Evelyn Anweller 636-5571 
_ i I 
